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he Damariscotta River Association (DRA)
announces Voices for the Future of the
T
Damariscotta River — an opportunity for any-
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one who has an interest in the present and
future of the Damariscotta River to share their
vision. On Thursday, March 15, at the Darling
Marine Center in Walpole from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m., Voices for the Future of the Damariscotta River will be held. This will be a public
forum to hear from all members of the public
about their view on the existing condition of
the Damariscotta River and how to preserve its
beauty and productivity in a balanced context
as the DRA looks to the next decade.
There will be no fee to attend and lunch will
be provided at no cost to all participants. Introductory information will be presented by the
Department of Marine Resources and the Attorney General’s office, and a marine ecologist
will talk about the existing ecological context
of the river. Dana Morse, of Maine Sea Grant,
reflects, “An open door is a good thing, and this
opportunity presents an open door through
which people can walk, to talk about their
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hopes and wishes for the future of the river.”
Kenneth Maguire, president of the Gulf of
Maine Foundation, adds, “The Damariscotta
River is part of the living laboratory that the
Gulf of Maine Foundation makes available to
school classes.” Every year hundreds of Maine
school children have hands-on experiences at
the Darling Marine Center’s laboratories.
The forum is about the future of the river.
The DRA can create the opportunity for public input but it is the individual who must, in
his or her own words, help to create a record
from which to learn and plan for the future.
Everyone who cares about this resource is
encouraged to join and share their concerns
with the DRA. Many members of the public,
be it individuals, land owners or businesses,
are impacted by this natural resource. The
DRA would like to hear from clammers, lobstermen, aquaculturists, recreational users,
fishing guides, kayak and canoe guide services, land owners, hunters and fishermen —
Damariscotta River continues on page 9
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ing with the Friends of the National
Conservation Training Center, are celebrating the achievements of its most
notable employee by launching the
Rachel Carson Online Book Club.
Beginning in March and continuing
through November, the online book club
will focus on Carson’s life and work.
Carson was a world-renowned marine
biologist, author and environmentalist
and served as an aquatic biologist and
Editor-in-Chief for the U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service. She was born in Pennsylvania in 1907, and though the mystery of the sea and its creatures captivated her at an early age, the Maine coast
particularly inspired her. Beginning in
1952, she summered on Southport
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We The

by Joe Steinberger

Six Billion

Adventures in New Augusta
I went on Sunday to New Augusta, the huge retail-land
that stands above and beyond the old Augusta now quietly
rotting beside the Kennebec. The occasion for our visit was,
of course, shopping. My wife had heard that the Old Navy
store was a good place to look for maternity clothes, a rumor
which, though false, precipitated the frightening adventure from which we were fortunate to emerge unscathed.
I should speak for myself. Keiko emerged with a dress
and a few other things from GAP, she being somehow emotionally equipped to pass between Scylla and Charybdis
unmoved. I was profoundly shaken, though less by desire
than by despair.
The New Augusta is a drive-through universe of malls:
several large parking lots each serving a galaxy of stores
and restaurants, travel between the galaxies being practical
only by motor vehicle. Following the signs we found the
galaxy that contained Old Navy, in front of which we parked.
We made a pact to meet back at the car in two hours, Keiko
went through the sliding doors into the store, and I scoped
out the territory on foot.
It was a fine sunny day. The mall city sits on high ground
with grand views of the surrounding wooded hills, a view
that seemed to go unobserved by the ground-slanting eyes
of the occasional pedestrians moving between the stores.
My attention was quickly diverted to Linens ’n Things,
the first shop I passed.
Oh, I thought, I’ve been meaning to buy a new set of
sheets. Once inside the huge space, however, my specific
intent was subsumed by a generalized and highly orchestrated object lust. The place was piled with stuff — corridors of elegantly displayed pillows and comforters, seemingly endless shelves of brushed stainless and pastel ceramic
soap dispensers. I wandered dazed through halls of bathroom and kitchen objects, dazzling in their elegance and
diversity — toaster ovens like space capsules, ice cream
scoops like gleaming surgical instruments — until I was so
overwhelmed by the excess of it all that I had to go outside to catch my breath.
I resolved to stay outside a bit, wandered past the Home
Depot, and found myself drawn into a service area behind,
over which loomed a 60-foot-high, 600-foot-long cliff whose
stark stone face was striped with vertical lines. The flat space
on which the buildings stood had been cut by drill and dynamite into what must have been a smooth-sloping granite
hillside. Loitering below that monument to the raw power
of capital, I felt a trespasser.
Lured by Circuit City beckoning from another of the mall
galaxies, I trudged the no man’s land between, traversing the
snow in the footsteps of another lone pedestrian trespasser
and passing furtively behind Ruby Tuesday’s, where, according to recent media reports, customers are fed to obesity on
huge mounds of cheese-like fat. Keeping to my course, I
reached the electronics mecca, passed unobserved among the
automobiles in its huge parking lot, and went inside.
The place was booming with the bass sounds of today’s
popular culture; the roaring of engines, the thumping of
drums, the rumble of power and excitement. I was drawn
by the sounds and by flashing images toward the store’s
extensive display of enormous flat-screen televisions. As I
moved in that direction I found myself standing by a large
couch on which an overweight, pale-faced boy sat facing
a giant Mitsubishi screen displaying animated images of
hopped-up muscle cars racing through the highways of a
fantasy city. The boy was holding a plastic object by means
of the knobs of which he was controlling the largest of the
fantasy cars, a magnificent yellow coupe that was winning
the race as it careened off concrete barriers in showers of
sparks and upended light posts unscathed, all accompanied
by the most furious roaring sounds.
Over against the wall the exposition of big high-definition televisions continued with 20 more, most showing a
scene from a movie in which a beautiful Asian woman does
a dance with scarves, using them to bang on drums, snatch
the sword of the presiding warlord, and other fantastical
things, all to the accompaniment of powerful booming bass
sounds.
The screens were mesmerizing with their crisp color, fluid motion and thumping power. I wondered what it would
be like for a child to grow up with such a presence, and how
the real world can compete with these commercial fantasies
so magnificently displayed, and especially how our all-tooreal world — in which losing is becoming almost inevitable
for the majority of boys and girls — can compete with a
screen world in which their fantasy machines can reliably
race past and gun down all comers.
Our appointed hour approaching, I headed back to my
rendezvous with Keiko, the sun now casting long shadows
behind the scattered buildings. Keiko had a bag full of stuff
she had found. I had gathered nothing but the unsettling
impressions on which I reflected as we drove homeward
through the ruins of the old Augusta downtown.

Europe: Where Does the US Fit In?
Last weekend, the Camden Conference completed its
third-in-a-row focus on a key geopolitical area of the world,
Europe. And for the third straight year, the 520-seat Camden Opera House was sold out. This year’s overflow audience was treated to a live feed, at Rockland’s revitalized
Strand Theatre, in which participants were able to pose questions to the speakers and get answers in real time.
Europe may not have had the fireworks of the 2005 conference as it tackled the Middle East with Palestinians facing
Israelis, and neo-cons trying to convince their hopefully stillgullible fellow citizens of the efficacy of the Bush administration’s approach to Iraq, Afghanistan, and al-Qaeda.
Nor, of course, did it have the sex appeal of China, the
world’s most populous country, leaping up the economic
growth ladder at a phenomenal 10% a year, year after year.
China may still be a work in progress, but as one recent visitor observed, his eyes popping out of his head as he recalled
his experience: “Shanghai makes New York look like Ft.
Wayne, Indiana.”
Europe — the details of the European Union’s constitution crisis, the mind-numbing number of countries joining
(27 and still counting), or being admitted into the queue, and
the equally mind-numbing need for simultaneous translators to satisfy everyone’s still-less-than-dormant nation-state
aspirations (Greek to Estonian? Finnish to Czech? Maltese
to Danish?) — yes, Europe is such a nuts-and-bolts, diversified region that in a two-day conference, there’s a dual challenge: How do you get your arms around the many individual problems and still make sense of the critical, macro
issues they and we — as NATO allies, economic partners
and democratic colleagues — face at the dawn of this hightech, high-energy 21st century?
Not an easy task — and yet what was remarkable was not
just the caliber of the speakers, their incredible wealth of
experience and expertise, but how their focused presentations had by the end of the conference produced, mosaicstyle, a coherent and vital picture of where Europe is, what
her challenges are, and where the US, Russia, and even China fit in.
(In the interest of free disclosure, lest The Free Press’s
ombudsman call me to task, I should mention that I’ve long
been a member of the Camden Conference board and an
active member of the committee that recruits the high-caliber speakers.)
In a continent with such diversity, trying to draw general conclusions — unless they are very general indeed — is
a risky endeavor. But certain issues came up over and over
again, and these are the ones I want to mention: the development of the EU itself; declining demographics and its ramifications; climate change; immigration, both within the EU
and from outside it; the EU and its relations with Russia;
and even more important, the EU and its relationship to the
US.
The rapid enlargement of the EU over the last decade
— principally in response to states that had formerly been
in the Soviet sphere of influence — has, on balance, been
carried out with surprising success. Recent referenda voting
down the proposed EU constitution in several countries was
generally viewed as a temporary reaction to the rapid expansion of recent years rather than any rejection of the fundamental concept of the EU. Still, the issue of national versus transnational loyalty is yet to be fully reconciled.
The consensus was that a breathing period is needed to
consolidate recent growth before the EU extends further into
Eastern Europe and, beyond, to Turkey. But there was no
sense that such a slowdown should be equated with a train
about to derail.
Europe is rich. Western and northern European states have
developed complex, bureaucratic systems of social welfare
that not only are no longer viable in an increasingly globalized economy, but internally have become increasingly
contradictory. Most of Western Europe, for instance, has a
birthrate that is below replacement level (about 2.1 children
per family). Indeed, in Italy, where the rate has fallen to nearly 1.2, it’s estimated, based on current trends, that by 2050,
the majority of Italian children will not only no longer have
siblings, they’ll have no cousins as well. The social consequences are obvious.
Economic ones would be even more severe. Under current German law, which they are gradually trying to change,
an unemployed worker can get the equivalent of 90% of
his after-tax salary: it’s small wonder unemployment remains
high. A declining population base, and hence a declining
number of tax-paying workers, will have a difficult time supporting such generous unemployment benefits, while still
paying for their grandparents’ equally generous retirement,
especially as their grandparents live ever longer.
The US has a related problem with its “unfunded” social
security obligations, but our native birthrate remains the
highest in the industrial world, and it is positively augmented — despite the negative views some of our citizens have
of this — by heavy immigration. Because of the more fixed
nature of European societies, immigrants to Europe — primarily from North Africa, Turkey and the Indian subcontinent (surprisingly, only 20% are Middle Eastern Arabs) —
find it difficult to assimilate; and immigration from outside
the EU is increasingly restricted.
The declining birthrate has led Russia and some Euro-

by Thomas McAdams Deford
pean countries to begin experimenting with cash rewards for
second and third children, with but negligible results so far.
Even overcrowded China is beginning to understand the disadvantages of several generations of single-child families.
The double whammy of tightened immigration and eversmaller families, even in rich Western Europe, will have an
increasing impact on their ability to sustain the welfare
approach that has become the key part of their social contract since the end of World War II.
Obviously, job training — to prepare workers for the higher-tech, more value-added jobs of post-industrial 21st-century Europe — must become an increasingly important alternative to a simple focus on high benefits for displaced
workers.
If the foundation of the economic system that has brought
such success to Europe over the past 60 years is less and less
sustainable, even more anachronistic is the security system
the US developed with Western Europe in response to the
Cold War. While the US and Europe have generally botched
their relations with Russia since the collapse of the Soviet
Union — primarily through neglect, continuing to treat it
as an outsider even as energy interdependence grows — the
US and Western Europe have also neglected our own underlying alliance arrangements.
The old Atlantic Alliance, with NATO at its center, was
formed during the Cold War. But these days, the objective
reality has changed. And while Iraq highlighted the differences between the US and “old” Europe, they were already
there in any case. The key question now is how to build a
new transatlantic alliance based on the critical issues of the
21st century, most of which are not primarily military in
nature: climate change, growth of China and India, Islamic
resurgence in Europe and beyond, Iran and its nuclear ambitions, the continuing threat of terrorism.
Today’s expanded NATO is simply no longer a viable
framework within which to discuss these, and other, fundamental issues. And while the US and the EU leadership do
meet, the dialogue is infrequent and certainly not ongoing;
there simply is as yet no permanent structure to focus on these
important issues in the manner in which NATO provided for
continual security consultations throughout the Cold War.
The US, especially during the Bush administration, has
increasingly dealt with most such issues unilaterally. Militarily, this has been a disaster; and even in the non-military
arena — global warming, UN reform, world trade — going
it alone doesn’t work.
With US unilateralism clearly a failure, the US is now in
a transitional phase. The concern, one experienced American diplomat-turned-academic noted, is that rather than
rebuilding a more multilateral approach with our traditional Atlantic partners, we instead retreat towards an increasingly isolationist position. It’s not of course the only, or even
the most likely, option, but just the threat of US isolationism
— which would be considerably more dangerous for our traditional transatlantic alliance than unilateralism has proven
to be — should give us all pause.
for more on the
Camden Conference,
see pages 18-19
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Appearing on stage
with a stool, a microphone and a can of Diet
Pepsi, Paula Poundstone
is delighting crowds
around the country on her
new national tour. On Friday, March 9, at 7:30
p.m., she will perform at
the Strand Theatre in
Rockland. Known for her
honesty and off-kilter
view of the world,
Poundstone has a razorsharp wit and the ability
to create humor on the
spot. Whether she’s talking about politics or
being a single working
mom with three kids, her
observations and spot-on
timing have earned her
the reputation of being
one of the funniest
comics working today.
About her work, the
Boston Globe said,
“Poundstone has never
been funnier. … Off with
a standing ovation!” And
the Chicago Tribune has
commended her “insightful, thought-provoking
humor.”
Poundstone’s long list
of successes includes
numerous HBO specials,
an Emmy Award, two
Cable ACE Awards and
an American Comedy
Award for Best Female
Stand-Up. She has made
regular appearances on
Garrison Keillor’s “A
Prairie Home Companion,” “Late Night with
David Letterman” and “The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno.” In early 2000, Poundstone
became a regular panelist on National Pub-

lic Radio’s popular news
and information quiz
show “Wait, Wait …
Don’t Tell Me!”
Poundstone recently
premiered her new standup comedy special “Paula
Poundstone: Look What
the Cat Dragged In” on
the Bravo network. This
one-hour special, taped
before a live audience at
the Landmark Orpheum
Theatre in Los Angeles,
is part of a series of standup specials under the
umbrella title “Bravo’s
Funny Girls.” The show
will continue to run
throughout the year on
Bravo.
The comedian also has
a brand new book,
There’s Nothing in This
Book That I Meant to
Say, now on bookshelves
nationwide. It is part
memoir, part monologue, with a pinch of
self-deprecation and a
dash of startling honesty.
Poundstone frankly but
humorously deals with
her life as a single working mother of three
school-aged children,
her much-publicized
drinking problem (and
the exaggerated headlines that followed), her
childhood, her career
and, more generally, politics and the world
around us. She will be
signing copies at the show.
Tickets for Poundstone’s performance are
$35, reserved seating. For tickets, call 5940070, or visit www.rocklandstrand.com.

Paula
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at Strand
March 9
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We couldn’t have made
The Camden Conference
the incredible event it was
without you!

• Testing Traditional Allies • The European Union •

the Brookings report, the session is intended to be a participatory event. Already, 4,000 Mainers have joined the
GrowSmart Maine network.
“People will learn about the Brookings report, the potential for change and how Augusta is responding,” explained
Noah Keteyian, field director for GrowSmart Maine. “This
is an opportunity to learn first-hand how it affects your community. It’s also a great opportunity to connect with other
people in the community and talk about what we have in
common, and begin to work together for a more hopeful
future.”
The Brookings report recommends that state government
and K-12 administration be streamlined to free up resources
to invest in an innovation economy, community revitalization and preserving the outdoors and access to hunting, fishing and boating opportunities. Additional savings would go
directly to tax reductions. The plan would create incentives to help communities work together toward regional
cooperation as well as resources for Maine towns with which
to plan and prepare for the future.
For more information, visit www.growsmartmaine.org.

Workshop on Protecting
Working Waterfronts
at Fisherman’s Forum

Thomaston residents
will have their specific
ideas for the old Maine
State Prison property
heard at a design workshop hosted by the
future developers of the
property. On Friday,
March 2, and Saturday,
March 3, the Thomaston Redevelopment Committee, Berman Associates and
DeWan Landscape Architects will welcome citizen input
regarding new uses for the land.
The workshop will begin on Friday evening at Georges
Valley High School from 6:30 to 9 p.m. A look at what
makes a great American neighborhood, a review of design
plans submitted by developer hopefuls before Thomaston
acquired the property and what is known about the site conditions will kick off the workshop. On Saturday morning,
participants will re-convene at 8:30 a.m., also at the high
school, to present their design ideas for the land and buildings. Refreshments and a light lunch will be served. There
is no charge for the workshop.
Those attending the workshop will be invited to put ideas
on paper in small groups so that the developers can see firsthand what the citizens want for the future of the town. Housing, retail use, and municipal uses have all been in discussion, as well as open space and maintaining views of the
Georges River. At the conclusion of the session, Berman
Associates will work with the citizens’ ideas to develop a
preliminary concept for the site. Townspeople will have a
chance to review the concepts before anything is finalized.
Call the Town Office to register at 354-6107 (for planning purposes only). There is no fee and those needing a
ride should identify themselves when registering.

The third of several statewide workshops on tools for preserving working waterfronts will be held Friday, March 2,
at the Maine Fisherman’s Forum, at the Samoset Resort in
Rockport at 10:30 a.m. The workshop is open to the public, and property owners, tax assessors, harbormasters and
town managers are encouraged to attend.
In November 2005, voters in Maine approved tax breaks
for owners of waterfront property where the land is used for
commercial-fishing activities and other “working waterfront” uses. To help those who may be eligible for the Waterfront Current Use Tax program learn more, representatives of the Maine State Planning Office and the Working
Waterfront Coalition will describe the new program and
how it might apply to those interested in preserving working waterfronts. Workshop attendees will explore other
options for preserving working-waterfront infrastructure
and public access. For example, through the Working Waterfront Access Pilot Program, nearly $1.3 million in public
funds have been awarded to protect critical working-waterfront properties from being converted to other uses. The
goal of the workshop is to improve the chances of successful applications for working-waterfront preservation.
The meeting is sponsored by the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension, in partnership with Maine Sea Grant,
Island Institute, Maine Revenue Services, Maine State Planning Office, Coastal Enterprises, Inc. and the Working
Waterfront Coalition.
For more information, contact Dana Morse at 563-3145,
extension 205, or Jennifer Litteral 594-9209.

Thomaston
Holding
Workshop on
Prison Land
Development
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Home feeling shabby? Make it chic!
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Caterers, Eateries and Restaurants
Camden:
Creative Catering
Megunticook Market
Mike’s Catering
Toast of the Town Catering
Ephemere
Sonny G’s
The Waterfront Restaurant
The Village Restaurant
Peter Ott’s Tavern
Marriner’s Restaurant
Cappy’s Chowder House
Fitzpatrick’s Deli Café
The Quarterdeck
French & Brawn
Rockland:
The Black Bull
Rustica
Sage Market
We especially want to thank our youth
volunteers from The Game Loft in Belfast
and The Watershed School in Rockland, as well
as all our volunteer staff at our three venues, and
the people who hosted community events throughout the 2006-07 Conference season.

Security • Facing up to Climate Change • Social Tensions and Popular Resistance • Aging and Shrinking Populations • Economic Growth Challenged • NATO • Religious and Cultural Divides • Terrorism • Immigration • The European Union •

The Camden Conference Board of Directors
and Advisory Council would like to thank
the following businesses for their support
and assistance during the 2007 Camden Conference, Europe: Old Continent in a New
World, and its associated community events.
Conference Sponsors
Jaret & Cohn
Maine Community Foundation
Courier Publications
Community Events Sponsors
Bangor Savings Bank
Maine Humanities Council
Venues
Camden Opera House
Strand Theatre
Strom Auditorium
University of Maine Hutchinson Center
Camden Congregational Church
Libraries
Belfast Free Library
Blue Hill Library
Camden Public Library
Cushing Library
Rockland Public Library
Businesses
ABCD Books
A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc.
Allen Agency/Allen Financial Group
Brace Management
Camden National Bank
Camden Printing
Camden Riverhouse Inn
Camden Rotary Club
Country Inn
Darby’s Restaurant
Down East Enterprise, Inc.
Elm Street Printing and Graphics
Foner Curtis, lighting, Camden Civic Theatre
The Free Press
Grasshopper Shop of Rockland
German Marshall Fund of the United States
HAV II
Hoboken Gardens
Inn at Camden Place
Jim Ruddy, AVFX
Lord Camden Inn
Mark Shapiro, Tech-tiques Gallery
Maritime Energy
Peter T. Gross Architects, P.A.
R.K. Lindell and Co.
Rankin’s Hardware
Union Trust
Village Soup
Warner Graphics
The White House Bed & Breakfast

The sponsors of the Brookings report are inviting local
residents to attend a “Regional Town Meeting” and to join
a growing grassroots discussion about how to build sustainable prosperity in Maine. GrowSmart Maine is organizing
similar meetings in every state Senate district in Maine during the next few months.
The public is invited to attend and to offer their ideas on
how to move Maine forward. The meeting will be held Monday, March 5, at 7 p.m. at the Belfast Boat House.
At the town meeting, GrowSmart Maine president Alan
Caron will review the recommendations of the Brookings
report, which his organization funded, and will moderate
the meeting. “All the great landmark changes in Maine have
started with the people, in one way or another, at the local
level,” said Caron. “Real change doesn’t start in Augusta or
Washington. It comes from the ground up. Maine is poised
for prosperity, if we are willing and able to change and find
new ways to work together. It won’t happen unless people
work through our differences, get organized and demand
change.”
While Caron plans to discuss and answer questions about

The Grasshopper Shop
of Rockland
400 Main St., Rockland
Open Every Day

stonewall kitchen • home care products • bedspreads & pillows • napkins & table cloths • placemats & napkins • frames •

Thank you for helping
us with our 20th
Camden Conference

Belfast Area Meeting on Sustainable Prosperity
Set for March 5 at Belfast Boat House

cookbooks & utensils • cutting boards • wind chimes • frames • incense & candles • kitchen gadgets •

• Religious and Cultural Divides • NATO • Economic Growth Challenged • Aging and Shrinking Populations • Social Tensions and Popular Resistance • Facing up to Climate Change • Security • NATO • Religious and Cultural Divides

Security • Globalization • Immigration
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www.soundvest.com
Each office independently owned and operated

WARREN Antique colonial with a working fireplace, huge eat-in country kitchen, wide pine floors
and plenty of original detailing. Renovations include
a new roof, electrical update, floor refinishing and
interior painting. $168,000

ROCKLAND This home is priced well below
assessed value making it an excellent investment
opportunity. Nice hardwood floors in a very large
apartment that would be perfect as owner’s home.
Could use some TLC. Also, an additional 2
room/bath in-law apt. $159,500

BELFAST Incredible location with water views!
Newly renovated 2-bedroom, 1-bathroom CONDOMINIUM — all on the first floor. Condo is on a quiet
street just 100 yards from Belfast City Park with
possible beach and dingy access. Historic downtown
is only .3 miles away. $89,000

ROCKLAND Three-bedroom home on 1.5 acres of
land. House is in need of a little TLC, but think of
the possibilities…. $99,000

ROCKLAND Well maintained New Englander close
to shopping & schools. Home features kitchen with
stainless steel appliances, large deck & 2-car garage.
Great opportunity for rental income potential from a
two bedroom mobile home on lot. $189,500

OWLS HEAD A very well maintained farmhouse
with lots of charm and character. Enjoy wonderful
views of the ocean from several rooms and the porch.
This property offers a lot of privacy and beauty along
with a blueberry field. $499,000

FRIENDSHIP
Own your own piece of Wyeth
country in Friendship — one of
Maine’s most picturesque fishing villages. This rare 18-acre
ROCKPORT Potential galore! This home has been
used as a 4-5 bedroom family home but is zoned residential-commercial. Oversized 1-car garage with
cement floor and storage above. Near shopping.
$134,900

CUSHING Lovely views of Broad Cove! Previously
a duplex, this charming property could easily be converted back to an awesome single family with up to 3
bedrooms w/2 full baths. 2 fireplaces add warmth and
charm. Balcony/deck on 2nd floor +2 car attached
garage & more! $259,000

saltwater farm with over 350 feet of deep water frontage offers a
4-bedroom, 3.5-bath well maintained 1876 period cape, 2-story
barn, 2 fireplaces, rolling fields, pond, woodland and your own
private beach. $1,490,000

ROCKLAND Seasonal views of the water from this
immaculate, well maintained home conveniently
located on a on a large lot in an area of nice homes.
Very pleasant with lots of natural light, eat-in kitchen
with built-ins, hardwood floors and paved driveway.
Immediate occupancy. $159,900

ROCKLAND
Narragansett Condominiums for sale now
in Rockland, Maine!
The Narragansett
Condominium project
is an historic Queen
Anne building that has
been transformed into luxury condominiums offering
sweeping views of Penobscot Bay, private balconies,
semi-custom interiors, elevator access, security and parking. Walk to downtown shopping, museums, great restaurants and theater and Rockland Harbor. Choose your interior style: Coastal Cottage, Victorian or Contemporary –
the fun is in the details! $250,000 and up.

FRIENDSHIP This charming village home has
been completely renovated and has new wiring,
plumbing, roof and furnace. New kitchen with stainless steel appliances, wood floors, master suite on 3rd
floor features whirlpool bath and skylights. $269,000

CUSHING Impeccably kept Vintage MH on corner
lot. Eat-in kitchen w/oak cabinets & newer appliances, open concept of family room adds charm.
Situated in Cushing, the central A/C, screened porch
& manicured yard truly make this a home of convenience! $72,500

LAND
APPLETON
Beautiful spot to build your new home or an easy set up for a mobile home.
Developed as a mobile home site in the late 70's, it has an electric pole, a three
bedroom septic system in place, a drilled well and a driveway on site.
$50,000
FRIENDSHIP
10 acres consisting of woods, fields and frontage on the Goose River.
$135,000
FRIENDSHIP
Selectively harvested since 1995, currently in tree-growth.
$179,000
ROCKLAND
Large piece of land that can be used either residential or commercial.
$79,000
ROCKLAND
High above Rockland, this wonderful property is located on
Dodges Mountain.
$229,000
SOUTH THOMASTON
Very rare .5 acre buildable lot on Spruce Head Island!
$340,000

WALDOBORO Very comfortable, well constructed
2005 Colonial in nice location on large lot. Eat-in
kitchen, dining room, attached 2-car garage with finished, unheated room above, paved driveway, HWBB
heat, laundry on 2nd floor. $314,500

CUSHING Neat 2-bedroom home with open floor
plan, fireplace, large sunroom, deck, new leach field
all on very nice 1-acre lot. Immediate occupancy.
$87,000

596-6095 • 147 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME 04841 • wedosell@soundvest.com
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ERA® Cousens Realty, LLC
596-6433

,

15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine

Visit us at www.eracousens.com

There are 3 acres of lovely woods in a
subdivision. Close to Bangor & the Coast.
Frankfort $31,000

There are 25.6 acres here with a well and
septic on site. The land is open, currently being harvested for hay – has southerly exposure & many stone walls. Come
see it! Freedom $199,900

This is a lovely 2-BR cottage w/a boat
house on Nabby Cove with 260 feet on
the water with Camden Hills views. Just
a short distance to the public launch and
deep water in Penobscot Bay in South
Thomaston. $429,500

Recently updated with a new kitchen, a
living room addition, & skylights, this fully applianced, light-filled home on a .98acre lot is just minutes away from the village, restaurants and the beach. Saint
George $239,000

FEATURED PROPERTY!
!

G
STIN
I
L
NEW

This is a nice rural setting with
some river views! This home
features 2.5 acres, a detached
2-story barn, a fireplaced living
room, sunroom w/Jacuzzi, an inlaw apt. & a 9-room farmhouse.
South Thomaston $289,500

Piano Prodigy Playing in Rockport
Bay Chamber Concerts (BCC)
14-year-old
continues its tour “Around the
pianist Kit
World” with 14-year-old English
Armstrong
piano phenomenon Kit Armwill perform at
strong. The event, the Bixler
Rockport Opera
Family Piano Recital, will take
House March 4
place at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday,
March 4, at the Rockport Opera
House. The afternoon’s program
will feature works by Bach,
Mozart, Beethoven, Debussy,
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy and
Chopin.
“What strikes me about this
young man is not his age, but the
quality of his performance,” said
Thomas Wolf, artistic director of
BCC. Wolf continued, “He could
be 14 or 41 and would still be the
kind of rare musical artist we
repertoire includes works by Bach, Mozart
search out for Bay Chamber Concerts.”
Armstrong is both a pianist and compos- and Beethoven. Armstrong’s compositions
er, who also displays remarkable gifts for include numerous pieces for solo piano, a
mathematics, science and languages. At the viola sonata, three string quartets, a piano
age of five, he began formal composition quartet, piano quintet, wind quintet, two
and piano studies. At seven, he became the piano concertos, a cello concerto and a symyoungest scholarship student in the history phony. The symphony, “Celebration,” which
of Chapman University in California, he composed at the age of seven, was preattending part-time while completing high miered by the Pacific Symphony Orchestra.
school. Two years later, he became a full- He has been awarded the Morton Gould
time college student, studying piano per- Young Composer Award for four consecuformance, composition and science. He cur- tive years.
When Armstrong is not practicing, comrently attends the Royal Academy of Music
posing or thinking about mathematical probin London.
The Philadelphia Inquirer noted, “Kit lems, he enjoys skiing, tennis and flying paper
Armstrong isn’t your average genius.… His airplanes. He also enjoys playing with his two
towering talents in music and the ease with pet chickens — Carbon and Nitrogen.
Following the Armstrong concert will be
which he absorbs new concepts have led
two concerts on Friday and Saturday, March
some to call him a latter-day Mozart.”
Armstrong’s piano repertoire encompass- 23 and 24, with African vocal group Ladyes a wide range of composers and works smith Black Mambazo at the Camden Opera
including all 24 of Bach’s preludes and House.
Tickets to concerts are $23 to $29 for
fugues from the Well-Tempered Clavier
Book I, 12 Mozart piano sonatas, 12 adults, and $8 for ages 25 and under. Group
Beethoven piano sonatas, as well as works discounts are also available. For tickets and
by Haydn, Chopin, Schumann, Liszt, information, call the box office at 236-2823
Brahms, Debussy and Ravel. His concerto or visit www.baychamberconcerts.org.

SAFE CORPORATION

SAFES

We ' re t o u g h e r t h a n w e l o o k .

We Have the Right
Safe for You!
This is a unique offering intown Camden
w/4,000 sq. ft. of living area w/ a huge fireplaced great room, a chef’s kitchen, a raised
paneled old English formal dining room,
an attached barn, 6 BR, 5.5 baths & a 2-BR
rental cottage. Camden $695,000

This home boasts beautiful moldings, tin
ceilings, wood floors, 2 sunrooms, a home
warranty, a large barn & an in-law apt.
Located on a large .96-acre lot, you can
walk to the harbor! Rockland $261,900

Let us help you choose the correct
safe based on your needs.
We offer the finest in
fire & burglary protection.
738 MAIN STREET • ROCKLAND
MON.-FRI.
8 AM - 5 PM

594-4750

Rare offering on a pristine lake w/fish
galore! 1.8 acres, 3 BR, 2 baths, 3-car det.
garage, a 40’ dock, & the home is totally refurbished w/stainless & granite – all
30’ away from the water! Hope $449,900

This is a pleasant 3-BR home on a wooded 1.5-acre lot with nearby lakefront
access. There is a detached garage/workshop, a large deck, & an applianced
kitchen. Convenient to employment &
educational centers. Hope $178,500

Pleasing water views complement this comfortable 3-BR home w/ a beachstone fireplace in the lower level. There is a spacious
MB suite, a laundry center & recent
upgrades. Quiet neighborhood not far from
public beaches. Owls Head $329,000

Character and Views of Broad Cove! Circa 1850 3-BR Cape has pleasant front
parlor, attached ell & storage building,
modern kitchen, recent septic system &
room to expand! Great views, great location! Cushing $153,000
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Education Excellence
Award Goes to
Hutchinson Center
Governor John E. Baldacci joined officials from the New
England Board of Higher Education (NEBHE) last Friday to
honor two University of Maine programs for education excellence. The Frederick Hutchinson Center and the Onward Program both received 2007 New England Higher Education
Excellence Awards from NEBHE.
The Frederick Hutchinson Center, located in Belfast, was
selected to receive the regional Robert J. McKenna Award for
Program Excellence named after the former Rhode Island state
senator, Newport mayor and NEBHE chair. The center provides midcoast residents with opportunities to pursue a college
degree, professional development and lifelong learning.
The Onward Program was selected to receive NEBHE’s
State Merit Award for Maine. The Onward Program has provided support to prepare students for success in college and
beyond for 36 years. Students accepted into the Onward Program attend The University of Maine and receive academic
skill development and placement into developmental courses in a variety of subjects. The program reaches out to students
who come from low-income families, are the first in their families to attend college or face other college readiness challenges
that are different from those of traditional students. Upon
completion of the Onward Program, students may transfer
to the major of their choice within the University of Maine.
“We know that higher education results in higher-paying
jobs, more job stability and a more stable economy,” said the
Governor. “Providing further opportunities to reach higher education is what these two programs have done so well to earn
these awards as well as our respect, thanks and appreciation.”
The 2007 New England Higher Education Excellence
Awards ceremony will take place on Friday, March 9, at
Boston’s Fairmont Copley Plaza. For more details about
NEBHE’s New England Higher Education Excellence
Awards, visit http://www.nebhe.org/excellence2007.
Do you know you need more eduForum on cation
to get the job you want but are
unsure about your options? Do you
Education wonder how you could return to
after all these years?You can
Options school
get your questions answered at the
Options Forum presentfor Adults Educational
ed by Women, Work and Community on Tuesday, March 6 from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the Hutchinson
Center in Belfast. The free event is open to adults of all ages,
and registration by Monday, March 5, is requested.
Participants will learn about local higher-education options
and will have the opportunity to talk to representatives from
colleges and adult-education programs. They will also hear
about financial aid, free programs and inexpensive training.
Speakers will include representatives from College Connection, Kennebec Valley Community College, Maine Educational Opportunity Center, University College at Thomaston (soon to be Rockland), University of Maine Hutchinson
Center and Waldo County Technical Center.
To register, 338-0715.

ATTENTION
ROCKPORT MEMBERS!
Rockland CURVES is open
and accepting new members.
Think about transferring
to our location.
Independently Owned
Hours:
M-W-F
T-TH
SAT.

6:30 AM-7 PM
7 AM-7 PM
8 AM-NOON

235 Camden Street, Harbor Plaza
Rockland, ME 04841
Tel: 207-593-9383
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MSAD 28
Board
Unanimously
Opposed to
Baldacci’s
School
Consolidation
Plans

On February 12 the
MSAD #28 Board of
Directors voted unanimously to sign a resolution opposing Governor
Baldacci’s School Consolidation Plan.
The Board felt that
the governor’s plan
would negatively impact
the education of Camden and Rockport students if put into practice
as written and delineated the following reasons
for its opposition:
“The governor’s proposal would make Camden and
Rockport, two towns who have shared educational administration since 1964, part of a 23-town school district that
reaches from Waldoboro to Lincolnville and includes the
islands off of our coast. The goal is to cut administration
costs by serving this school district of over 6,000 students
with one superintendent and by cutting other administrative
positions in curriculum, special education, gifted and talented, transportation, food service, and maintenance departments. It would also cut many central office positions.
“This 23-town ‘Mega District’ would be governed by a
school board of 5 to 15 people elected by residents of these
23 towns. This will mean at least 8 towns will not have any
direct representation at all on the board. The governor’s proposal includes voluntary advisory boards in each district to
help guide these 5 to 15 board members in making decisions
but gives them no voting power. Residents of the ‘Mega District’ would also vote on one budget for the entire region. This
would mean that some of our already outstanding programs
such as music, art and foreign language, that give our students an excellent foundation, could be significantly impacted. There are no provisions for individual towns to keep programs that are eliminated as part of the budget process.
“The governor promises that $250 million will be saved
over three years. Many people across the state have looked
at these numbers and fail to see where the governor can realize these savings without severely depleting the services we
now provide for our children.
“The governor put this proposal together in a very short
time and is recommending full implementation of this plan
for June 2008. Because thoughtful, constructive change takes
time, this implementation schedule seems rushed and ill
advised. Since the governor’s proposal was made public, six
other proposals have been submitted to the Education and
Appropriation committees for their consideration. We have
looked at all of these other proposals. Many of them have
good ideas for regionalizing some services while keeping
our superintendent and local control of our schools.
“The MSAD #28 Board supports the position that some
regionalization and/or consolidation is critical to contain
costs. However, we don’t believe the governor’s proposal
is in the best interests of our students or the taxpayers in our
community.
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Timeless Designs
that appreciate in value

The Baby Store
Baby Shower Gifts, Premium Cloth
Diapers and Accessories, Nursing Bras,
Natural and Organics, Ergo Carriers and More!

THE WAY DIAPERING
SHOULD BE
157 Main Street, Downtown Damariscotta
Store Hours: Wed - Sat 9:30 to 1:30 or by appt.

(207) 563-2333 • 1-866-586-MCDC
Shop Online: www.maineclothdiaper.com
EASYTO USE & WIDE SELECTION OF CLOTH DIAPERS “WE SHIP ANYWHERE”

Serendipity House

Fine Gifts

End of Winter Sale!!
Portmeirion Dishware 20% Off
Picture Frames Buy one at full get second for ½ price
Napkins, Placemats, Tablecloths All 25% Off
Much More on Sale
Sale ends Sun., March 11, 2007
Winter Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-5 • Fri. 9-7 Closed Sunday
(207)563-3331

Got Cabin Fever?

re
Discover the Cu
in Historic
o
Waldobor
March 10-17

A Partial List of Events Include:

Ronald Rovner, MD
is accepting new and established
patients at his recently opened
satellite office for the practice of

Dermatology
in Damariscotta
at 66 Chapman Street.
Please call the Portland office
at 772-3410
to schedule appointments

7

“We believe this group of
Stained Glass Lamps will sell out.
Hurry for Best Selection”
Route 90
Rockland
594-1790
www.17-90lighting.com

• Ham and Bean Supper at Broad Bay Congregational
Church, 3/10, 5:30 - 7, Adults - $6.50, children under 12 - $3
• Beano at the VFW, Mon., 3/12
• Tidemark Gallery Open House
• Wine Tasting, McKean and Charles
• Irish Breakfast at Bullwinkle’s, 3/17, Irish Music, noon-9 PM
• Chili Lunch & Laura Cabot Cookies at Camden
National Bank
• Student Clinic and Discounted Massages at the Downeast
School of Massage
• Couples Massage at Cole Care
• Free Coin Counting & Serving Fruit Cups at First National
Bank

Watch your March 8 Free Press
for the many participating businesses
and join the week-long celebration!
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MacLeod and Belsher at Unity
Centre for the Performing Arts
Unity College will present Cynthia
MacLeod and Gordon Belsher at the Unity
Centre for the Performing Arts, located at 42
Depot Street (off Route 202) in Unity, on Friday, March 2, at 7:30 p.m.
MacLeod, from Prince Edward Island, has
been making waves in Atlantic Canada’s
Celtic music scene. Now 18 years old, since
her first performance at Avonlea Village in
Cavendish, PEI, when she was 13 years old,
she has performed for audiences throughout
Canada. She has performed with Buddy
MacMaster, Wayne Rostad, Slainte Mhath
and Ashley MacIsaac.
Belsher, on the strength of his “Reel in the
Flickering Light” CD, was honored with a
nomination for “Roots/Traditional Solo Artist
of the Year” at the 2003 East Coast Music
Awards in Halifax.
Tickets are $12 and available online at

www.unitymaine.org/theater and at Crosstrax
Restaurant in Unity, Waldo County Oil in
Troy, The Music Gallery in Waterville, Mr.
Paperback in Belfast, Java Joe’s in Augusta,
and the Unity Centre for the Performing Arts
ticket office.

Mid-Coast Wedding Expo in Camden
Saturday, March 3, will kick off the wedding season in midcoast Maine. The launch
of the Mid-Coast Wedding Expo begins at
10 a.m. at Camden Hills Regional High
School in Rockport.
“Planning a wedding can be hectic and
stressful but it should be fun, that’s what this
expo is about,” says Peggy Bade, chairperson of the Wedding Expo committee and
board member of the Penobscot Bay
Regional Chamber of Commerce, which is

producing this event. Over 14,000 square
feet of exhibit space will be transformed
into a wedding reception. From the “tented”
reception area to caterers, limos to tour at
the curb, a tablescape competition and fashion show, all facets of planning a wedding
will be represented. Brides, family and
friends are encouraged to attend, and especially grooms-to-be.
For more information, call 596-0376 or
visit www.maineweddingexpo.com.

The Mouse That Roared Rescheduled

FINALLY!
AFFORDABLE
Health Insurance for Individuals,
Families and the Self-Employed
Wayne A. Ladner - Licensed Insurance Agent
In the Midcoast Area call 207-737-4995 or
1-800-886-4995 • waladner@gwi.net

The MEGA Life and Health
Insurance Company
A HealthMarkets Company
Keeping the Promise of Affordable Coverage

Administrative office: North Richland Hills, TX. Exclusions and limitations apply. Plan availability varies by state. (#25875-IP, 25876-IP, 25877-IP or state variation) M/000607 Exp. 12/07

The Camden Hills Regional High School
(CHRHS) drama department has rescheduled
performances of the comedy The Mouse That
Roared to Wednesday and Thursday, March
7 and 8, in Strom Auditorium at 7 p.m. Performances were originally scheduled for Friday and Saturday, March 2 and 3, but have
been moved in order to avoid conflict with

the boys’ basketball state finals game.
The Mouse That Roared will also be performed at the Maine Drama Festival regional competition, set for Friday and Saturday,
March 9 and 10, at CHRHS. Nine schools
will present their plays as they compete for
the chance to advance to the state finals on
March 23 and 24.

WINTER
CLEARANCE
SALE!

BIG SAVINGS
ON SELECT…
COATS • WINTER BOOTS • CLOTHING
WINTER SPORTS EQUIPMENT • SKIS
FISHING GEAR • SNOWBOARDS

MAINE SPORT
ROUTE 1, ROCKPORT 236-7120
OPEN EVERY DAY
www.mainesport.com
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DAMARISCOTTA RIVER

continued from page 1

anyone who wishes to speak. All comments will be recorded and will become part of the public record; a follow-up
planning discussion, to be announced at a later date, will be
held to develop specific recommendations based on the initial public input.
Those interested in participating but unable to attend can
relay their comments in two ways: mail them to the DRA
by March 7 to Damariscotta River Association, P.O. Box 333,
Damariscotta, ME 04543, or through the Web site at
www.draclt.org. The agenda for the day will also be posted
on the DRA Web site, and subsequent news articles will be
coming out with additional details. For more information or
questions, call the DRA at 563-1393.
The sponsors of Voices for the Future of the Damariscotta

RACHEL CARSON

Thursday, March 1, 2007

River include the DRA, Maine Sea Grant, Gulf of Maine
Foundation, Maine Coastal Program, The Edward A. Myers
Marine Conservation Fund and the Damariscotta Region
Chamber of Commerce.
The DRA is a nonprofit, membership-supported organization dedicated to preserving and promoting the natural, cultural and historic heritage of the Damariscotta River, its watershed, and adjacent areas for the benefit of all. The association
has active programs in the areas of land protection, stewardship, community education, water quality monitoring, marine
conservation and cultural preservation. It is located at the Salt
Bay Heritage Center at 110 Belvedere Road in Damariscotta. For more information, call 563-1393, e-mail dra@dracltorg
or view the Web page at www.draclt.org.
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Island. The research she did on tide pools in New Harbor on the ator will provide weekly installments and add comments on the
Pemaquid peninusla (the spot where she conducted her obser- discussion throughout the month. Discussions will encompass
vations is now preserved as the Rachel Carson Salt Pond current environmental issues like global warming and will extend
to personal attitudes toward the natural world.
Reserve) is detailed in her classic The Edge of the
“This online discussion (or blog) will be such
Sea (1955). In 1956, Maine became the fourth
a fabulous way to engage and bring together peostate to establish a Nature Conservancy chapter.
ple from many different communities to focus on
It was Carson who suggested establishing a state
the life and legacy of Rachel Carson,” said Anne
chapter of the five-year-old Nature Conservancy
Post Roy, National Conservation Training Cenbecause it was, in her words, “doing something
ter conservation librarian. “The discussion should
practical about actually preserving places.”
be incredibly interesting given the stature of some
Through tireless investigation for her greatest
of our moderators and the depth of knowledge
work, Silent Spring (1962), she linked the unrethat they will bring to the online chat.”
strained use of post-World War II chemical pestiTitles in the March through November schedcides with fearsome biological consequences.
ule range from Carson’s first book, Under the SeaOvercoming industry and government pressure to
abandon her research, she persevered. Carson simWind, to Courage for the Earth: Writers, ScienRachel Carson
ply and convincingly explained the connections
tists, and Activists Celebrate the Life and Writing
between humans and all creatures of the Earth. She alerted gen- of Rachel Carson, an anthology edited by Peter Matthiessen that
erations to use chemicals with utmost caution, warning that their will be released onApril 22, 2007. Silent Spring, which sparked
improper use has dreadful effects on public health and the envi- a firestorm of controversy in its wake, will be showcased.
ronment. Rachel Carson died in 1964, a victim of cancer. The
Participation in the online book club is open to everyone.
Coastal Maine National Wildlife Refuge was renamed in her For more information, contact Anne Roy, National Conservahonor in October 1969 and formally dedicated June 27, 1970.
tion Training Center, at: Anne_Roy@fws.gov, or Nancy PolThrough the study of her writing, the book club will pro- lot, Oregon Fish & Wildlife Office, at: Nancy_Pollot@fws.gov.
vide an opportunity for dialogue and discussion of current View the book club Web site at: http://rcbookclub.blogspot.com.
environmental issues in light of Carson’s legacy. Each month,
For more information on how the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
a moderator will start the book discussion with an opening state- Service is celebrating the 100th anniversary of the birth of
ment. Then, in dialogue with book-club participants, the moder- Rachel Carson, go to http://www.fws.gov/rachelcarson/.

Highlights of Rachel Carson’s Life & Work — from the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Rachel Carson was born in a small rural Pennsylvania community near the Allegheny River, where she spent a great deal
of time exploring the forests and streams around her 65-acre
farm. She was first published at the age of ten in a children’s
magazine dedicated to the work of young writers.
In 1925, Carson entered Pennsylvania College for Women
as an English major determined to become a writer, but
switched to biology midway through her studies. Upon graduation from Pennsylvania College, she was awarded a scholarship to complete graduate work in biology at Johns Hopkins University in Maryland, quite an accomplishment for a
woman in 1929. Carson’s distinction in writing and biology
led to a job with the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries (now the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service) in 1936. During her 15-year career
with the Service, she wrote many pamphlets and bulletins on
conservation and created a series of seven-minute radio spots
on marine life called “Romance Under the Waters.” Meanwhile, she continued to submit writings on conservation and
nature to newspapers and magazines, urging people to regulate the “forces of destruction” and consider always the welfare of the “fish as well as that of the fisherman.” And she
wrote books about her government research.
Her first book, Under the Sea-Wind, was published in 1941
and demonstrated her ability to present deeply intricate sci-

entific material in clear language. The Sea Around Us was published in 1951 and remained on the NewYork Times’best-seller list for 81 weeks. The Edge of the Sea was published in 1956.
Her final book, Silent Spring, was published in 1962. Carson had long been aware of the dangers of chemical pesticides and also the controversy within the agricultural community and had hoped someone else would publish an expose
on DDT, but she eventually realized that only she had the
background as well as the economic freedom to do it. Silent
Spring provoked a firestorm of controversy as well as attacks
on Carson’s professional integrity. The pesticide industry
mounted a massive campaign to discredit Carson even though
she did not urge the complete banning of pesticides but,
rather, called for research to ensure pesticides were used safely and to find alternatives to dangerous chemicals such as
DDT. The federal government, however, ordered a complete
review of pesticide policy and Carson was asked to testify
before a Congressional committee. As a direct result of that
review, DDT was banned.
Carson once said that “man’s endeavors to control nature
by his powers to alter and to destroy would inevitably evolve
into a war against himself, a war he would lose unless he
came to terms with nature.”
She died from cancer in 1964 at the age of 57.
— residents of Camden
Harbor.
BY DAN
KIRCHOFF

New Expanded

BEER
Selection

Taste Beers
From Around the World!
Your Options Never End
at Rockland
Food Service
Wine at Wholesale/
Great Selection

ROCKLAND
FOOD SERVICE
594-5443
58 Park St., Rockland

Chelsea Fish, Grade 5, Owls Head Central School, Owls Head

MID-WINTER
CLEARANCE
Now thru
March 31st!
Stock up on your winter reading and enjoy
deep discounts on hundreds of overstocked
items from Down East’s popular Holiday
Catalog, including books; games, puzzles,
and toys; nautical, gardening, and home
décor items; and much more.
All clearance items 70% OFF!
Plus 25% off all non-clearance items
(see coupon below). Plus! 70% off all
2007 calendars while supplies last.
Quantities are limited, so shop early.

9:00-4:00 Monday thru Friday

Magazine • Books • Online
Route 1, Rockport (on the ocean side, between
Route 90 and Penobscot Bay Medical Center)

For more information, call 594-9544.
You can also shop online at
www.downeastbooks.com and enjoy free shipping
on orders of $85 or more. (Note: 25% discount
does not apply to online orders.)

25%


off

all non-clearance items
purchased in the
showroom when you
present this coupon
Expires March 31, 2007
FP0301
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Penobscot Bay Regional Chamber of Commerce 82nd Annual Awards Dinner
he Penobscot Bay Regional Chamber of Commerce
T
82nd Annual Awards Dinner took place at the Samoset
Resort on Saturday, February 24. The evening was a
sold-out event, with over 386 attendees from Chamber
member businesses and the local community. The band
Colours kept everyone on the dance floor after the awards
ceremony.
The annual dinner sponsors included the following: TD
Banknorth N.A. and TD Banknorth Insurance, lead sponsor; Union Trust Company, reception sponsor; Samoset
Resort, reception hors d’oeuvres and décor sponsor. Supporting sponsors included: Bar Harbor Bank & Trust, Camden National Bank, EZ To Use Big Book, FMC BioPolymer, Maritime Energy and The Pinnacle Creative Team.
The advertising sponsors were Bangor Savings Bank and
The First. Thank you to Entertainment Resources for
arranging the entertainment for the evening and to Elm
Street Printing & Graphics for the image design on signage in the ballroom. A special thank you is extended to
the Pinnacle Creative Team for creating unique lighted
signage for the ballroom podium and to Primrose Framing for creation of the awards.
The award recipients consisted of the following:

Chamber Persons of the Year: James D. and Anne W. Jenkins
Awarded annually to an individual who, through his/her professional and civic deeds, has greatly enhanced
the quality of life in our community.
A graduate of the University of Maine in economics,
James Jenkins later received his MBA from the College of
William and Mary. He began his career as a financial advisor in 1972 after serving six years as a commissioned offier in the Army. He has served as president of Rockland
Rotary and Penobscot Bay Healthcare Foundation and as a
member of the Penobscot Bay YMCA Fundraising Committee. While growing up he attended and worked at Medomak
Camp, which later led him to create the Washington Lakes
Association, serving as its president. A lifelong member of
the Coastal Workshop, his total dedication to this organization led to the new house on Rankin Street in Rockland
being named the Jenkins House after him and his parents.
Anne Jenkins hails from Newport and graduated from the
University of Maine with a degree in mathematics and English. As a full-time mom she substitute taught, led a Girl
Scout group and chaired the Owls Head Republican Committee, the town’s Bicentennial Committee and the town
Recreation Committee, yet still found time to become a real
estate broker. She taught French at Georges Valley High

James and Anne Jenkins

School, Thomaston Grammar, and the University of Maine
in Thomaston. She is a board member of the Portland Symphony and was chair of Maine Public Broadcasting Network
for four years. For the past five years she has been president
of the Board of Trustees of the Farnsworth Museum.

PHOTOS BY GLENN BILLINGTON

Economic Enhancement:
Lyman-Morse Boatbuilding Company
To a business or an organCabot Lyman (left)
ization that brings signifand Ron Defoe
icant economic benefit to
the Penobscot Bay region.
Lyman-Morse Boatbuilding Company, “a builder
of dreams,” has a new
22,000-sqare-foot “green”
building and a new 110ton travel lift that can
transport yachts up to 130
feet. This company is on
the cutting edge of technology using various methods of hull construction.
Sumner Kinney with
Thomas Lie-Nielsen

Economic
Enhancement:
Lie-Nielsen
Toolworks

To a business or an organization that brings significant
economic benefit to the
Penobscot Bay region. LieNielsenToolworks has added
over 12,000 square feet to a
building recently built by
company employees. Owner Thomas Lie-Nielsen has
created a company that is recognized worldwide and brings
visitors from around the world to the Penobscot Bay region.
Left to right: Cheryl Michaelsen, Frank Isganitis,
P.J. Walter, Ellen and Ken Barnes,
and Mike LaPosta

Left to right:
Jim Ogden, Alice
Knight, and
Cy Knight

Commercial/Industrial Improvement:
Knight Marine Service
To a commercial or industrial business or organization that
has upgraded their facility resulting in the long-term stability of our community. Taking a structure built in 1970, with
a dirt floor, no heat and cold boat storage, Knight Marine
Service created a premier paint, fiberglass, and boat restoration workshop, newly renovated to high standards, including radiant heat and a sophisticated air-handling system.

Commercial Building Renovation &
Conversion: Narragansett Condominiums
To a business or organization that has renovated, Colin Wentworth
improved or expanded;
demonstrating a commitment to growth in the
Penobscot Bay region. Narragansett Condominiums is
housed in a four-story landmark hotel building that,
for over 100 years, commanded one of Rockland’s
busiest corners. The building has been extensively renovated inside and out and the
upper floors provisioned for six residential condominium
units, while the street level provides for commercial tenants, one of which is a popular locally owned pharmacy.

Commercial Building Expansion &
Renovation: Burpee, Carpenter and
Hutchins Funeral
Walker
Home, Inc.
Hutchins
Community Service:
Historic Inns of Rockland
To a business or organization that demonstrates a commitment to the community through an extraordinary effort
of giving. Started in 1998, Historic Inns of Rockland works
together to preserve the heritage of their historic properties,
plan special community events and donate to charitable
organizations in the community. Most recently, a proclamation from Governor Baldacci declared January 21, 2007
as Maine Pie Day in recognition of the group’s “Pies on
Parade” event that raised more than $5,000 to feed 100
needy midcoast families for a year.

To a business or organization that has renovated,
improved or expanded;
demonstratingacommitment
to growth in the Penobscot
Bay region. Burpee, Carpenter & Hutchins Funeral
Home, Inc. purchased and
extensively renovated an
adjacent landmark building
that will provide a comfortablegatheringareawithawonderfulporchandadequatekitchen
facilities so that family and friends may conveniently gather to
remember the life of a loved one.

Commercial Interior Improvement:
The Free Press

To a business or an Reade Brower
organization that has significantly improved an
interior space, improving
the business environment
in the Penobscot Bay
region. The new home of
The Free Press, located at
8 North Main Street, was
originally built around
1820 as a residence for
David Gay, one of the first
men to ship manufactured
lime from Rockland. The
renovations involved the
gutting and complete
rebuild of the interior
space, with new structural steel and mechanical systems,
including a sprinkler and central air conditioning.

Roger Strout Award: Peggy Bade
To a board member who is very involved with Chamber events. Peggy Bade is a “get the job done” person with
a positive attitude. Everyone wants this board member on
their committee. She is
treasurer of the Penobscot
Peggy Blade
Bay Regional Chamber of
Commerce, chair of the
very successful Holiday
Craft Fair, chair of the
Spring by the Sea Craft
Fair and is now chair of the
Wedding Expo, the Chamber’s new spring event. In
addition, she is actively
engaged in the effort to
make Rockland a certified
Coast Guard City.

Honored for 10 Years of Service:
Assistant Executive Director,
Shari Closter
A special award for 10 years of service to the Penobscot
Bay Regional Chamber of Commerce was given to Shari
Closter by members of the Chamber board.
Shari Closter

New Commercial/Industrial/Office Building: Union Trust Company and
John Morris Architects
To a business or organization that has constructed a building or improved a site that contributes to the economy of the
Penobscot Bay region. Union Trust Company & John Morris Architects. Using some of the latest technology and construction methods, this new building arose in a few short
months to become a focal point to the entrance of a shopping center in Rockland.

Left to right: Kent Winters,
John Morris and
Peter Blyberg

For more information, contact the Penobscot Bay Regional Chamber of Commerce, P.O. Box 508, One Park Drive,
Rockland, ME 04841; 596-0376, www.therealmaine.com.
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$10.00

$15.00

Lift Ticket

Ski or Snowboard
Rentals
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Midweek Special
✳ Check Website or Call for Spring Hours ✳
Camden Snow Bowl ✳ 20 Barnestown Rd. ✳ Camden ✳ 236-3438
Offer good thru end of '06-07' season
CamdenSnowBowl.com
— at left, organic pears
at Rockland’s Good
Tern Co-op.
— at right, a basket of
bottles at Rockport’s
Market Basket.

SCBA Training — Members of the Rockland and Owls Head fire departments
participated in their required annual self-contained-breathing-apparatus (SCBA)
training Wednesday evening. The photos show firefighters practicing on the SCBA
equipment with their eyes covered in order to become very familiar with how it all
works. PHOTO: ROCKLAND FIRE DEPARTMENT

Talk on “Cosmology in the 20th
Century” at Lincoln Street Center
Join Bates College professor Eric Wollman for a talk entitled “Cosmology in the
20th Century” at 7 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 7, at the Lincoln Street Center in
Rockland. Wollman’s talk will highlight
some of the newest discoveries in this branch
of science. Wollman received his Ph.D. in
physics from the University of California
Berkeley in 1976, where he worked on highresolution infrared spectroscopy of stars and
interstellar gas. In 1979, after three years as
a postdoctoral research associate at the Kitt
Peak National Observatory, he joined the faculty of Bates College. He is currently chair
of the Department of Physics and Astronomy and teaches a wide variety of courses in
both physics and astronomy. Since coming

to Bates, his research has shifted from
infrared spectroscopy to theoretical topics,
including plasma physics and cosmology.
His interest for many years has been the identity of the dark matter and conditions in the
early universe.
This lecture is sponsored jointly by The
Central Maine Astronomical Society
(CMAS) and The Watershed Community
School’s cosmology class. The talk is free
and open to the public. There will be a regular CMAS meeting for business following
the lecture. Anyone interested in amateur
astronomy is encouraged to stay.
For more information on the lecture, contact Pete Kalajian at pete@watershedcommunity.org or 594-1873.

DRAWINGS BY DAN KIRCHOFF

A New Shipment Just In!
Many Styles Including Glide With Lock…

“The Science of Seaweed”
at Atlantic Challenge
The Atlantic Challenge Winter/
Spring Lecture Series continues
Wednesday, March 7, at 7 p.m. with
Bruce Larson of FMC and “The Science of Seaweed.” Larson, FMC
senior process engineer, will explore
the science and commerce of seaweed — from Maine and around the
world. This lecture, second in a sixpart series, will be held at Atlantic
Challenge, 643 Main Street, Rockland; all lectures are held on
Wednesday evenings at 7 p.m., and

a suggested $5 donation at the
door is appreciated.
To learn more about the lecture series and Atlantic Challenge programs, call 594-1800
or visit www.atlanticchallenge.com.
Atlantic Challenge is a non- Bruce Larson of
profit educational organization FMC Biopolymer
whose mission is to inspire
personal growth through craftsmanship, community and traditions of
the sea.

GLIDE ROCKERS!

832-5858
41
41Washington
Washington Road
Waldoboro,
Waldobore, ME

594-3000

Mon.-Fri.
8 AM -4:30 PM

Rt. 90 . Rockland

Free Press Co-ed
Spring Bowling
League@ Oakland Park Lanes
Sign up

Tuesday Nights 7-9 pm

NOW!

Begins March 13th
Ends late May

Start a team or join a team
2 males, 2 females, 1 wild card (either gender)
FULLY HANDIC APPED

for more info & to sign up:
call Jesse Brower
@593-0035 or email
browerpowr@gmail.com

Jon Cormier, Grade 4, Lura Libby School, Thomaston

Small intimate co-ed league with
emphasis on fun & socializing.
All ages and abilities are welcome.

Families • Couples • Singles
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NEW LISTING

Owls Head Waterfront Estate. Step Back in
Time – Classic Maine 4-BR Farmhouse with
2-BR cottage on 11.65 acres with two spectacular waterfronts. 172 ft. of frontage on
conservation easement to protect the view.
Woodland path to secluded beach at Deep
Cove with your own 67.5 ft. of frontage.
Possibility for 2 elevated building lots.
$1.6 million

Port Clyde: Year round house on Port
Clyde Harbor. 2+ acres, dock with fish
house, walk to the village, beach, lighthouse. Wonderful very private lot with
many opportunities and possibilities.
$1,200,000

Rockland: Panoramic Ocean Views from this 3BR/3-bath Timber-Peg Post and Beam
home on 7.94 acres. Open floor plan on first
floor with 1671 sq. ft. finished living area.
First floor master bedroom suite with bathtub and walk-in shower. First floor laundry.
Bonus 1731 sq. ft. finished living area in
basement would make wonderful guest
quarters. 2-car attached garage. $485,000

New dream home by local masterbuilder must be seen to be appreciated.
4,000 square feet of heated area includes
the finest and most luxurious living imaginable, all on a beautiful wooded Rockport
lot convenient to everything. Professional
landscaping is icing on the cake. $650,000

Tenants Harbor – Bright and sunny
year-round or summer home just steps
from the post office, public landing,
library and restaurants. New windows
throughout. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1-car
attached garage. $197,000

New barn-style home, open floor plan.
Stunning water/sunset views. Almost every
window is a picture of Watts Cove, St. George
River. 10 light-filled rooms. 3 BR, 5 baths,
chef’s kitchen, gallery, study, libr., full basement, attic. Granite countertops, wood
beams, wood/stone floors, prof. designed
closets/storage. Att. 1-car garage & 3-car carriage house. Natural boat launch, granite
ledges for swimming, 2+ ac. yard/fields. St.
George $1,450,000

Rockland Waterfront – Cottage-Style
Home on 1.79 Acres: Rare large waterfront
lot in Rockland with 3-BR/1-BA home.
Excellent rental history. Walk to Breakwater,
Samoset Golf Course, health club, and
restaurants. $395,000

Extraordinary 5+/- acres
with 650’+/- waterfront
w/dock, mooring & boathouse. Oversized garage, natural landscaping. 3 BRs
and 5 baths, gourmet kitchen, cypress floors &
cathedral ceilings. Soil tested for addl. 3-4 BR home.
St. George $1,699,000

Mosquito Harbor Waterfront –
Just around the corner from Port
Clyde. Three bright sunny bedrooms, hardwood floors, granite
countertops in a brand new
kitchen, wonderful deck, and 2
lovely new baths. This one is
adorable and a dream vacation
home or for year-round living.
St. George $599,000

Tenants Harbor. Private location.
Cathedral ceilings. Skylights. First
Head of Tenants Harbor: 1.6 acres, 550' of floor Master. Fieldstone fireplace.
water frontage w/ beach. Country Cape with 4 Hot tub. Low maintenance…Imagine
BRs, 3 baths, 2-car garage and a 33' living-room the possibilities! $425,000.
with stone fireplace. Great location – home
needs some work. $750,000

Beautifully and fully renovated 4-bedroom
house in Clark Island Village. Stylish, classic
w/cathederal ceilings, cherry hardwood floors
and slate sunroom. Granite countertops, French
pocket doors. Sunny deck, shaded farmers
porch, custom master bath, walk to the water.
Broker Owned, $359,000

A beautiful house in a beautiful location. Situated on 5+ acres off Clark
Island Rd., this spacious 3-BR, 3-bath
house offers light, airy rooms, open
floor plan, cathedral ceiling in living
room and custom bookshelves with
window seats. St. George $375,000

Waterfront: 4-bedroom, 3-bath saltbox in
excellent condition. 295' frontage on tidal
Mill Cove. Easy access at high tide out to
open ocean. Some water for recreation and
play at all times. Oak floors in this qualitybuilt home. 2 ROWs for boat launch and
beach area. Superb in St. George. $625,000

Tenants Harbor Town House. Historical
building, has housed restaurants, businesses and residents. In excellent condition
with super in-town location. 3-4 residential
units and great commercial space. This
property deserves your 1st and 2nd looks!
$429,000

Enjoy Harbor, Lighthouse & Island Views:
from sun-filled rooms. Built in 1999, this very
comfortable Colonial features 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, a center-island kitchen, and hardwood
floors. A must see! Port Clyde $385,000

Otis Point, St. George: Fine home with 33'
ROW — nice beach and deep water access.
Cedar shingles, Andersen 400s windows, 2
farmer porches with Timber Tech decks. Two
rooms still need to be finished inside. Sailor’s
paradise on mile-wide river. $348,000

SALE PENDING

St. George: Mini-farm, 3 BRs, workshop,
barns, gardens and all on 1.3 pretty acres.
This property has a 104' ROW to salt water
cove. Perfect for canoeing or kayaking. Sweet
and affordable at $189,900

Hall’s Market –Tenants Harbor – Village
Center grocery store and gas station with
good numbers. Plenty of room on second
and third floors for harbor and ocean view
living quarters. Call today. $510,000

Ranch at the edge of the Harbor –
Exciting views of the harbor and islands from
this 6-year-old ranch in Tenants Harbor.
Wonderfully decorated and in excellent
condition with 3 BRs and 2 baths. Large
master bedroom has full bath and peaceful
views of the ocean. Large deck for comfortable entertaining, garage and dry basement
for storage. It is a good one. $649,500

LAND
South Thomaston, Norton Drive. 10 acres off cul de sac. Driveway started. Less than 1 mile from town dock. Good land. $82,000
SALE PENDING – Union – 11 acres on Barrett Hill Road. Build your dream home or camp on this mature woodlot with sunlit clearing at top of
hill. Possible views to ridge and ponds with clearing. Quiet rural road with large lots. Lakes nearby. $55,000
Searsmont – 2 acres on Lincolnville Ave. Rte. 173. Build your home or camp on this private wooded lot with its nearly year-round rippling creek
and easy access to Lincolnville and Camden
beaches. Just 1.5 miles to swimming and motor-free boating at Levenseller Pond and 4.5 miles to Norton Pond. New Price $34,000
St. George – Beautiful, 360' of deep-water frontage, surveyed, soil tested and ready to make someone’s dream come true. Wallston Road. $325,000
St. George – 3.2-acre lot with 160' frontage on Otis Cove. Property has frontage on both sides of Otis Point Road. Pretty cove with nice views.
Has been soil tested and surveyed. $150,000

SALE PENDING

Each month ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST editors select properties currently for sale. This wonderful house is in the December issue.
This beautiful Greek Revival seaside house, on Arey’s Cove, is in superb
condition. From dawn to dusk natural light fills the house. 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, 3rd floor finished; powder room, laundry room, open kitchen
and dining (all with sea views), living room with fireplace and a study.
Year round house! Very private yet near town and a short walk to 40-acre
oceanfront beach and preserve. Vinalhaven $1,200,000
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ic begonias, gardenias, jasmines, passionflowers, dwarf citI’ve been casting a critical eye over what passes for house
rus — the list is endless. But one fact remains true for all
plants in my domicile: the leftover poinsettias, the longof them: the more you know about your indoor plants’ native
necked African violet, the Christmas cactus, breathtaking
habitat, the easier it will be to decide which potting soil to
for one week out of 52, the lethal-looking crown-of-thorns
use, how often to water, what window the plant should be
cactus whose sole saving grace is its clear yellow blossoms,
in, and whether or not it needs extra humidity.
the Norfolk pine that began in a 4-inch pot but now threatFor example, potting soil should be tailored to the particens to tower over me, a braided ficus that does tower over
ular type of plant you are growing. Cactus,
me, geraniums in their stubborn non-bloomsucculents and rosemary prefer a coarse,
ing stage for a month. Not a pretty picture.
well-drained soil that is about one-third sand.
Lately, I’ve been asking myself why I bothAfrican violets and ferns prefer soil with a
er, what impulse drives me (and you) to bring
high humus content, which can be achieved
the outside inside during the winter months,
by adding leaf mold or shredded bark. Many
Part of the answer is that we can. Ever
kinds of orchids are happiest growing in
since the invention of glass, it’s been posnothing but fir bark or sphagnum moss.
sible to grow plants indoors. When glass
In their natural habitat, most plants experihouses were first established in Europe, it
ence a day-to-night temperature fluctuation
was possible for the fleets of trading vessels
of at least 10 degrees F. In your home, they
of the 17th through 19th centuries to return
by Georgeanne Davis
benefit from having this same temperature diffrom their commercial voyages with orchids
ferential. Most plants also expect a resting period each year;
from the Philippines, palms from Madagascar, camellias
in fact, some flowering plants actually require a period of dorfrom China, sansevierias from South Africa, aspidistras from
mancy before they will set bud and flower. That’s why we
Japan, and cacti from North America. While by 1739, heatshould cut back on water and fertilizer during the late fall and
ed greenhouses and glasshouses of the aristocracy were
early winter, when the intensity and duration of natural light
filled with tropical plants, it took another 120 years for the
is lowest. Once the day length begins to increase, step up the
growing of tropical plants within the home to become a hobwater and fertilizer and plants will respond with new growth.
by. By the 1870s indoor gardeners on both sides of the
Knowing the light requirements for each of your plants will
Atlantic witnessed the arrival of creatively designed hortiallow you to determine where they will be happiest. Most flowcultural home furnishings in vast quantities and myriad
ering plants, and some sun-loving foliage plants, need to be
styles. Rolling planters, plant cabinets, indoor arches and
within three feet of a sunny, south-facing window. Plants that
trellises, Wardian cases, and ornate pot brackets enabled
prefer bright, indirect light can be located three to five feet
hobby horticulturists to landscape their interiors. Plants that
away from a south-facing window, or within three feet of an
tolerated the low ambient light levels of the average home
east- or west-facing window. Those that thrive in diffused light
became popular. Aspidistras, palms, rubber trees, sansecan be placed six to eight feet away from a south-facing winvierias, English ivy, and ferns were a must for any parlor
dow, or within a foot of a north-facing window. In that locagarden and continue to be popular today — who could ever
tion they’ll receive about 25 percent of the light they would
forget the parallel revival of the art of macramé and Swedish
get if they were in front of the sunny, south-facing window.
ivy, spider plants and ferns in the 1970s?
During the winter months, you may need to move all of
The advent of central heating was also a key factor in the
your plants closer to the window in order to compensate for
growth of indoor gardening. During Victorian times, exotics
the decrease in light. As most plants perform best when they
such as abutilons, palms, and hibiscus were discovered by
receive 12 to 16 hours of light per day, if you want to keep
botanists in remote parts of the world and brought back to
expensive exotic plants blooming during the short days of
fill those newly warmed parlors and conservatories. Today,
winter, you may need to provide supplemental lighting.
greenhouses offer those same plants and many others,
Finally, remember that plants have a life span, just as peoincluding orchids, bougainvillea, scented geraniums, exotple do. A struggling houseplant that has been around for
a few years may simply be
tired and not capable of resuscitation. Consider starting
We’re so proud of our newly renovated, 4,000 square foot
over with a new plant. Gift
plants, such as cinerarias,
greenhouse “The FARMHOUSE.” We can’t wait for you to
poinsettias, chrysanthemums,
see it. We’re giving away one free houseplant to every visiazaleas and cyclamen make
tor through Sunday, March 4th
wonderful indoor decorations,
but they can be discarded after
— while supplies last!
they have finished flowering.
Honest; it’s OK. I’m rushing
right home to set those poin“THE FARMHOUSE” is brimming with tropical plants and
settias out on the ice floe. It’s
color! All the best and brightest plants to chase away wina start, anyway.

On House
Plants

T R E E K E E P E R S

FREE HOUSEPLANTS !

ter mixed with fun and funky antique farm equipment and
country charm. Why not bring your lunch and enjoy this
fantastic new facility! We have plenty of seating!

LLC

J OH N S O N ’S A R B O R I C U LT U R E
The important
trees & shrubs
in your landscape . . .
deserve the finest
arboricultural care
& artistry.

TREE & SHRUB CARE
Specializing in Preservation

Aesthetic, health & safety pruning
Cabling/bracing  Removals
Planting  Fertilization/aeration
Tree protection during construction
Woodland paths  Vistas  Shoreland zones
Tree appraisals  Consultations

HOME

&
GARDEN

TM

Nancy Caudle-Johnson
Douglas N. Johnson, Sr. Arborist

207-236 -6855
877-TREEKPR

Maine-licensed  ISA Certified  Insured

Caring for the earth – one tree at a time.

SM

ARVIDSON’S
is ON THE MOVE!

✷ Residential & Commercial Moving
✷ Local or Long Distance
✷ Professional Offices, Heavy Equipment,
Pianos, Anything!
1097 Commercial Street • Rockport

594-5751

COASTAL FUEL
HOME HEATING OIL • K-1 KEROSENE
DIESEL • 24-HOUR BURNER SERVICE
AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
FAST & DEPENDABLE SERVICE
(10 days to pay with approved credit)

Price Protection & Service Plans Available
s r

r

TM

L.P. Cooker Rentals &
L.P. Gas & L.P. Tanks
FULL SERVICE GAS & DIESEL FUEL
FULL SERVICE OR SELF SERVICE CAR WASH

140 PARK ST. ROCKLAND
594-2268
Mon.-Fri. 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

WINTERSPECIAL
SPECIAL
WINTER

LEARN MORE ONLINE – www.plants-unlimited.com

Window
& Door
Window
& Door
Liquidators
Liquidators
Windows,
Vinyl Vinyl
Siding,
Doors,
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Siding,
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156 SOUTH MAIN STREET Metal Metal
Trimwork
Available
Trimwork
Available
ROCKLAND, MAINE 04841
TELEPHONE: 207-596-7476
Vinyl
Siding
forfor24’
Vinyl
Siding
24’x$ x40’
40’Ranch
Ranch
FAX: 207-594-7244
TILT-IN
Materials & &
Labor
only
1999
$ at $1999
Labor
Starting
Materials
TILT-IN
SASH AND
Materials & Labor only
SASH AND
Route 1, Bath
½ SCREENS
www.primroseframing.com
Route 1, Bath
½ SCREENS
1-800-760-7231
1-800-760-7231
1-800-760-7231
starting at
600 Wilson
St., Brewer
starting
600 Wilson
St., Brewer
$
99 at
1-866-989-1682
$
99
1-866-989-1682
1-866-989-1682
Route
111,
Alfred
installed
Route 111, Alfred
1-888-490-1158
installed
Double Hung Vinyl
1-888-490-1158
1-888-490-1158
Warren
Ave., Portland
DoubleWindows
Hung Vinyl
Replacement
1-800-816-5806
Warren
Ave., Portland
Replacement Windows
1-800-816-5806
1-800-816-5806

1999

U.S. Route 1, Rockport • 594-7754 • Open 7 Days a Week

189
189

Coastal Lighting
& Design

Commercial &
Residential Lighting

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
FURNITURE: Moosehead • Actionlane • Lancer
Riverside • Tennessee Enterprises
Arm
s
APPLIANCES: Whirlpool • Maytag
Flo trong
& Sh or
KitchenAid • GE
aw
Ind

VISIT
VISIT OUR
OUR CUSTOM
CUSTOM SHOWROOM
SHOWROOM
Route
Route 11 •• Woolwich
Woolwich Common
Common •• Woolwich,
Woolwich, ME
ME
s r

r

TM

443-5934

Sales & Service
www.macleodfurniture.com

u
Lam stries
inat
es

For a Complete Insurance Checkup
Call 832-4031

Vannah Insurance Agency
225 Jefferson St.
P.O. Box 313, Waldoboro

338-1240

Gosline Insurance Group

toll free 866-415-5336

Insurance and Risk Management Services

187 High St., Belfast
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Chocolate
March
Includes
Brownie
Sundae
Eating
Contest

Who doesn’t drool at the
sight of a brownie sundae covered in whipped cream and
chocolate sauce? On Saturday,
March 10, at 1:30 p.m., chocolate lovers age 13 years and
older will go head to head at the
Waterworks Restaurant in
Rockland to see who will be
crowned Brownie Sundae king
or queen, and win a $50 gift
certificate to The Waterworks,
by eating a chocolate brownie
sundae the fastest. It’s all part
of the Historic Inns of Rockland’s Chocolate March festivities. The second annual Inn to Inn Chocolate March weekend, Saturday and Sunday, March 10 and 11, will feature
restaurant samplings and an Inn to Inn Chocolate Tour offering demonstrations and tastings. Five dollars from every
$15 ticket for the weekend will be donated to United MidCoast Charities of Maine.
Those interested in participating in the Brownie Sundaeeating contest must sign up at the restaurant prior to the
event. Participants will be required to be Chocolate March
ticket holders and the contest is limited to the first 20 brownie eaters who register at the Waterworks by noon on March
10. Tickets are available at any of the Historic Inns of Rockland — Berry Manor Inn, Captain Lindsey House and LimeRock Inn.

Mid-Coast Café Opens
Aaron Curtis, left,
and Chad Smith,
both of Rockland
District High
School, mix bread
dough.
PHOTO BY
JEAN LAWRENCE

On Tuesday, February 27, the MidCoast Café opened
its doors to the public. Guests will be
welcomed for breakfast and lunch Tuesdays through Thursdays until April 12. A breakfast menu
that includes home fries, muffins, egg dishes plus coffee or
hot chocolate and other choices will be served from 8:45 to
10 a.m. by the hospitality students in the student room of
Mid-Coast School of Technology, 1 Main Street, Rockland.
Luncheon is served from 11:30 a.m. to 1:15 p.m. The first
day’s menu included French onion soup, chicken Caesar
salad, beef stew and All-American hamburger and fries.
Homemade desserts and bread will be available for sale
Tuesday through Thursday. Large groups are encouraged
to call for reservations by calling 594-2161.

Jazz at Suzuki's

You may be proficient in another language, but can you
whip up a superb paella or concoct a dazzling
gamberetti in aglio e
vino? Stretch your culinary talents at the
spring cooking classes
offered by Penobscot
School, 28 Gay Street in Rockland. The first class, Spanish Cooking with Estela Otero, is on Saturday, March 24,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.and highlights Argentinian dishes. On
Sunday, April 1, explore the fine points of Armenian Easter dishes with Harry Kaiserian. Japanese vegetarian cuisine
takes place on Saturday, April 28, with Maho Hisakawa. And
in June the series finishes up with an Italian cooking class
taught by Kaiserian.
Argentinian cuisine is heavily influenced by Italian, Spanish, French and other European cultures. Rich in wheat and
cattle, the nation is known for its meat dishes. Students will
explore the use of spices, such as chimichurri, a sauce of
herbs and chili used as seasoning for steak, as well as dishes like empanadas, dulce de leche, and parilla (grilled meat
strips).
Spanish Cooking with Estela Otero is $45, $40 if a student
pre-registers for two or more classes in the series. For more
information or to register, call 594-1084 or visit the school’s
Web site at www.languagelearning.org.

Penobscot
School Offers
International
Cooking
Classes

DINING

Mark Antony’s
Italian Cuisine

News! Open for Lunch
Starting in March, 2007

(207) 882-9888

www.MarkAntonysItalianCuisine.com

Open Thu.-Sun.
Lunch 11:30 am
Dinner 5:00 pm

65 Gardiner Rd.
Wiscasset
Rt. 27 just off Rt. 1
Finest gourmet dining
in the Italian tradition
of Boston’s North End

Bullwinkle’s

&

•DINNER Tues. - Thurs. 3 - 9 PM
•LUNCH & DINNER Fri., Sat. & Sun. Noon-9 PM
Reservations Suggested Fri. & Sat.

ST. PATRICK’S DAY, March 17th
Traditional Irish Breakfast 8 AM - noon

Music All Day - Noon - 9 PM
• PADDY MILLS • PAUL MELLYN
• TRADITIONAL IRISH QUARTET

ENTERTAINMENT
FRI., MARCH 9TH, 9PM-CLOSE

Chris Hight & Friends

BULLWINKLE’S
& THE BOG
WALDOBORO
832-6272
““At the Bog
there is never
a cover charge”

DINNER SPECIALTIES FROM ITALY,
SOUTHERN FRANCE , S PAIN , MOROCCO & G REECE
BEER, WINE , C OCKTAILS & E SPRESSO
OYSTERS , D ESSERTS , F RESH BREADS

421 MAreturns
IN STREET • ROCKLAND 596-0012
Bill Davis
with Spike Hyssong

Wednesday nights, February 21 and 28.

419 Main St., Rockland • Reservations: 596-7447

Saturday March 3 is our last night before
Spring break. We reopen Tuesday April 17.

Thank you for a great first year!

Rockland Café
441 Main Street • Rockland, Maine • 596-7556

BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 5:30 am-8:30 pm • Sat. & Sun. 6 am-8:30 pm

DINNER SPECIALS – MARCH 1 TO MARCH 5
$ 95
1. Black Angus Beef Tip
9

cards • toys
gourmet kitchenware

435 main street • rockland • 594-9246
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with Teriyaki or Yoshida’s Sauce

2. Baked Stuffed Haddock

1095

$

with Crabmeat Stuffing
$ 95
3. Pork Roast Dinner
8
$
4. Small Delmonico Steak & Maine Shrimp
1595
5. Seafood Chowder
Sm. Bowl $595 Lg. Bowl $795

with Scallops, Clams, Shrimp, Haddock, Lobster & Crabmeat

CHINESE TAKE-OUT

Great Food & Spirits
In a Casual
Atmosphere

Lunch & Dinner
Daily Happy Hour at 4:20 pm

✷ $1 Off Appetizers ✷
✷ $1 Off All Drafts ✷
185 Searsport Avenue, Belfast ME. 04915
Route 1, Near COMFORT INN
MON-SUN 11:00 am - 9:00 pm
Summer Hours May Extend
FOR TAKE OUT PLEASE CALL
207-338-2216
207-338-2226

Free Live Entertainment
Every Fri. & Sat. Evening
420 Main St., Rockland • 593-9060
Open Seven Days 11:30 a.m.-12:30 a.m.

Local, fresh,
natural and
organic foods
in a community
Sandwiches, Salads, Hot Soup, Coffee atmosphere
& Tea Prepared Daily
—it’s a different shopping experience!

Good
Tern
Good T
ern
Natural
oods
N
Natur
al FFoods
cooperatively owned since 1980

750 Main St. Rockland /594-8822
Monday–Saturday, 9-6
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he Sunfire Grill, located at 488 Main Street in
Rockland, is a little bit of Southern California transplanted to the granite coast of Maine. Its owners, who
actually came to Maine from Southern California, immediately saw a need for good fresh California-style Mexican
food in the area and set to work developing a menu that featured imported herbs and spices used in combination with
locally procured seafood and vegetables whenever possible.
And no trans fats are ever used in their preparation.
Hungry diners can find seafood used in different specialties such as shrimp- or crab-filled quesadillas — a large
flour tortilla filled with the selected seafood, tomatoes,
onion and green chilies. The crabmeat enchilada rancheras
features two enchiladas filled with fresh crabmeat topped
with Sunfire’s green enchilada sauce, guacamole and sour
cream. Baja fish tacos, an authentic Mexican offering, are
made on two soft corn tortillas filled with lightly fried fish
of the day, finely shredded cabbage, tomatoes, cilantro and
Sunfire’s smoky chipotle lime cream sauce. The chipotle
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tacos, enchiladas and burritos made with beans,
cheese and onions and
served with Mexican rice,
vegetarians can satisfy
their cravings for spicy
fresh offerings.
All the traditional
Mexican dishes are available at Sunfire, too.
Nachos, enchiladas, quesadillas, tostadas and burritos are served with a
choice of red or green
sauce, with refried pinto
or whole black beans,
and the diner’s choice of
beef, chicken or pork.
Soft drinks, domestic and Mexican beer and wine are available to quench chili-warmed palates, and Sunfire makes a
great margarita! A new drink menu is in the works and will
be coming soon, and, with the summer weather, so will
extended hours. Sunfire is open for lunch Tuesday through
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and for dinner Thursday,
Friday and Saturday from 5 to 8 p.m. Be sure to look for
their lunch specials, served Tuesday through Friday.

T

shrimp tostada is layered with beans, smoky chipotle-seasoned gulf shrimp, lettuce, cheese and tomato — all topped
with guacamole and scallions.
Sunfire prides itself on being vegetarian-friendly. From
its mango avocado salad — made from baby greens,
mango, avocado, jicama and red onions, and topped with
cilantro lime vinaigrette — to vegetarian combos such as

Daily Soup & Lunch Specials
Lunch Tues. - Sat. 11:00 - 3:00
Dinner Thurs. - Sat. 5:00 - 8:00

488 Main St. ✷ Rockland ✷ 594-6196

“the only library in town where drinks
are served and conversation is encouraged”
The Library boasts a warm and inviting atmosphere
that cannot be compared, a simply perfect destination
for great food, spirits, conversation and music.
T APAS MENU 2PM -9 PM DAIL Y
Local beers on tap, interesting wines & full bar
We are proud to welcome local musicians on occasion,
please see our website for complete schedule.

BREAKFAST-LUNCH BRUNCH
mimosa-bloody karmen-sangria
& more Sundays 8:30-1:30

Supper Tues.–Sat.
5:30-10 p.m.

www.ingrahamslibrary.com

chestnut street • camden
230-0083

236-3227

francinebistro@verizon.net

Route 1, Rockport

•

•

•

SEE THE MENUS ON THE WEB

CAFEMIRANDA.COM
SUPPER:

•

7 DAYS 5:30

594-2034 • OAK ST., ROCKLAND

Great Food & Spirits
In a Casual
Atmosphere

Lunch & Dinner
Daily Happy Hour at 4:20 pm
$1 Off Appetizers ✷ $1 Off All Drafts

Daily Soup & Lunch Specials

Free Live Entertainment
Every Fri. & Sat. Evening

Lunch Tues. - Sat. 11:00 - 3:00
Dinner Thurs. - Sat. 5:00 - 8:00

420 Main St., Rockland • 593-9060
Open Seven Days 11:30 a.m.-12:30 a.m.

50

$

441 Main Street • Rockland, Maine • 596-7556

BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER

Win a $50 Gift Certificate
to any restaurant on
this page

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 5:30 am-8:30 pm • Sat. & Sun. 6 am-8:30 pm

Name: ______________________________

DINNER SPECIALS – MARCH 1 TO MARCH 5
$ 95
1. Black Angus Beef Tip
9

Phone: _____________________________

2. Baked Stuffed Haddock

1095

$

with Crabmeat Stuffing
$ 95
3. Pork Roast Dinner
8
$
4. Small Delmonico Steak & Maine Shrimp
1595
5. Seafood Chowder
Sm. Bowl $595 Lg. Bowl $795

with Scallops, Clams, Shrimp, Haddock, Lobster & Crabmeat

✃

with Teriyaki or Yoshida’s Sauce

Restaurant: _________________________
Entries must be received by 6-15-07. Drawing 6-15-07.
Send to:
ONLY ONE ENTRY
Restaurant Feature
PER HOUSEHOLD,
c/o THE FREE PRESS
PER WEEK, WILL BE
8 North Main Street
ENTERED IN THE
Suite 101
DRAWING.
Rockland, ME 04841

50

$

✃

Rockland Café

488 Main St. ✷ Rockland ✷ 594-6196

Lunch:
Tues–Fri 11 a.m.–2 p.m.
Dinner:
Tues–Thurs 5–8 p.m.
Fri & Sat 5–8:30 p.m.

10 Leland Street
Rockland, ME
207-593-9216
ohbento.com
Route 1 N, one block from the
ferry, take a left on Rankin St.,
a quick right on Leland
Asian inspired cocktails
now available.

Oh! Bento Specials

Salmon Sushi Cake

Layered cakes of sushi rice with avocado,
cucumber, tempura cracklings, and salmon
Served with lemon, yuzu dressing

Haddock, Japanese Style

Eggplant wrapped fresh local haddock encrusted
with Furikake seasoning and
served with edamame sauce

Dreaming of Summer Salad

Lemongrass marinated tomatoes, avocado slices,
and roasted yellow peppers with mesclun
lettuces drizzled with a balsamic vinegar syrup

Black Bean Beef Ribs

Beef short ribs slow roasted with chef’s secret rub
and basted with a flavorful black bean
ginger sauce
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Common Goldeneye —

Hear As Sharp
As You Look
As someone who lives an active and varied
lifestyle, you know how important it is to stay connected with the people around you. But did you
know that every other person over the age of 50
often has difficulty understanding what people say
when it's noisy?
With the new Oticon Delta, you can hear more
clearly in virtually any situation. Groundbreaking
in looks and performance, Oticon Delta is small
enough to be virtually invisible behind your ear –
but smart enough to keep you connected to the
sounds you want to hear.
With exceptional looks in 17 fashionable colors
and outstanding performance, Delta propels hearing devices well into the 21st century.

ally iridescent green) and
white pattern features an oval
spot below its bright yelBirding with Don Reimer white
low eye. The brown and grey
females also have yellow eyes
and a gently sloping forehead.
The closely related Barrow’s
Goldeneye males are identified
by a distinctive crescentshaped mark below the eye.
Known by some duck hunters
as “Whistlers,” these ducks
produce a characteristic wing
whistling sound when in flight.
By midwinter, Goldeneyes
begin to establish pair bonds
for the breeding season,
engaging in head thrusting
courtship rituals. They nest in
natural tree cavities and will
also use nest boxes. Female
Goldeneyes and other cavitynesting ducks often lay their
Male Common Goldeneyes at Chickawaukee last
eggs in the nests of other
December. PHOTO BY DON REIMER
ducks. This “egg dumping”
The Common Goldeneye is a medium- behavior may result from a scarcity of availsized diving duck that nests across lake and able nesting holes. Common Goldeneyes
pond sections of boreal forest from Maine are readily seen in Rockland harbor at this
throughout Canada. The male’s black (actu- season.

Reimer to Give Talk on Eagles
Wear Delta and keep your edge!

Gary D. Schwartzberg, Au.D., FAAA
Doctor of Audiology
Twin Pines Professional Building
68 Ben Paul Lane, Rockport, Maine 04856

230-0334

•

audiology@adelphia.net

Specializing in Comprehensive Hearing Evaluations
and Premium Digital Hearing Aids

The Appleton Historical Society will meet
at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, March 5, at the
Appleton Town Office. The speaker will be
Don Reimer, who writes a weekly column
in The Free Press called “Birding with Don
Reimer.” His subject will be “The Bald

Eagle.” Everyone is welcome and young
people are especially invited.
Following a short business meeting,
refreshments will be served and there will be
time to catch up on how your neighbors have
fared through the icy weather.

Winter Bird Feeding Talk at Belfast
Mid-Coast Audubon Society will present
a table display and talk about winter bird
feeding at the Outside-Inside Expo at the
Belfast Boathouse on Sunday, March 4, from
noon to 4 p.m.
Over 18 local organizations will be represented with table-top displays and talks about

their organization and the preservation of natural resources.
The event is free and there will be food
to sample and an opportunity to learn more
about Belfast’s outdoors.
For more information, call Joe Gray, 5633578.
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Like a kid in a candy store, I like all the theories, though
When I was a child I was afraid of the dark. Despite the
nightlight left on in the room my sister and I shared, my I can’t say I really understand any of them fully. Then I setmother also had to leave the bedroom door ajar enough to tled down one winter’s night with Stephen Hawking’s book
let a bright triangle of light fall on the floor. Even then my A Brief History of Time. Hawking holds Sir Isaac Newton’s
nearsighted eyes hovered on the room’s menacing shapes chair at Cambridge University in England and has spent
— otherwise known as the bureau, a chair and a lone wick- most of his professional life trying to devise a unified-field
er basket in the corner — and I often found it hard to relax theory in which the forces of gravity, electro-magnetism,
into sleep. To focus my mind on something other than vam- the weak nuclear force and the strong nuclear force are recpires and things living under the bed I would play the onciled (gravity = apple falls on Newton’s head; electroaddress game: “I live in such and such a town, Rhode Island, magnetism = the northern lights; weak nuclear force =
New England, United States of America, Northern Hemi- radioactive decay; strong nuclear force = holds quarks
together, involves things called glusphere, the world, the solar system,
ons and mesons, is very peculiar).
the Milky Way, the universe.” At
One of the theories Hawking meneach step of the game I would envitions briefly in his book is the notion
sion exactly where I was on an imagthat the universe didn’t emerge from
inary map. Generally, by the time
a very hot and energetic Big Bang
my mind was wandering about the
but, rather, began in a rather chilly
universe I was asleep. But somemanner, called the cold Big Bang. In
times I remained awake and
this theory the nascent universe
stumped: What address lay beyond
M A T T E R S
began life at absolute zero. At this
“the universe”?
time (and what is time? Let’s leave
Cosmologists spend their days
by Melissa Waterman
that for another day) the universe
investigating the answer to that
consisted of pure, solid hydrogen.
nighttime question. Astronomers focus on stars and their
many different groupings and forms. Cosmologists ponder The block of hydrogen, in which no molecules moved, burst
the mechanisms of the universe — where did it come from, apart by some mechanism that I can’t quite fathom, creathow was it formed, where is it heading? These questions, ing vast hydrogen clouds that eventually turned into matand their answers, also reflect perennial human questions ter, stars, galaxies and us.
Dr. Wollman likes this theory. According to the Bates Col— where did we come from? why are we here? and why
do I always end up in the slow check-out line at the gro- lege Web site, Wollman has moved from infrared spectroscopy research to cosmological studies, focusing in parcery store?
All but the latter query will be addressed in a talk by ticular on the identity of dark matter and conditions in the
Dr. Eric Wollman, Bates College professor of physics and early universe. He believes that the universe started out cold,
astronomy, on Wednesday, March 7, at 7 p.m. in the Lin- not hot, and that the hidden dark matter thought to riddle the
coln Street Center in Rockland. Dr. Wollman’s talk, enti- universe is actually small rocks linked to the cold Big Bang.
I’m not a betting person, so I won’t place odds on Dr.
tled “Cosmology in the 20th Century,” is co-sponsored by
a little known but enthusiastic local group, the Central Wollman’s theory, nor, in fact, any of the others, lyrical
Maine Astronomical Society, and the Watershed School. though they may be. I remain a curious participant in the
As I grew older and progressed from fear of the dark to universe, one still prone to lying in bed chanting out my
profound enjoyment of its clarity, I took up stargazing. And address in the cosmos as I wait to fall asleep. Robert Frost,
began to wonder, like most people, where did everything however, seemed to have a notion of how the universe at
least might end, if perhaps not how it began.
come from?
So I got up to speed on the Big Bang theory (universe,
Fire and Ice
once infinitely small and dense, goes blooey fast, energy
Some say the world will end in fire,
from the blast powers the expansion of the universe we see
Some say in ice.
today), string theory (our universe is like a slice of bread
From what I’ve tasted of desire
in a large loaf; parallel slices of bread may be out there
I hold with those who favor fire.
occasionally intersecting with ours in weird mathematical
But if it had to perish twice,
ways), and the newest one, which posits that the universe
I think I know enough of hate
is full of dark matter (dark means we can’t detect it at any
To know that for destruction ice
wavelength) that has gravitational mass and is making the
Is also great
universe actually expand faster than the Big Bang theory
And would suffice.
calculates.
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Midcoast Steward
Program Holds Meeting

How Did It All
Come to Be?

Work Parties at Merryspring
Merryspring Nature Center will be hosting a series of
weekend work parties in March to help ready its trails and
grounds for spring. Weather permitting, there will be a work
party every Saturday in March (March 3, 10, 17, 24 and 31),
each with a morning session from 10 a.m. to noon and an
afternoon session from 1 to 3 p.m. From noon to 1 p.m.,
Merryspring members and volunteers will be ladling up
lunch at the Ross Center for those coming off work or those
coming on.
Merryspring’s trail bosses will be planning different activities and need to put their crews together. Volunteers should
let them know what days and times they can participate,
as well as what assignments they would like. This is a bringyour-own-tools-and-skills affair. Children are welcome, but
must be supervised.
Volunteers are also needed at the Ross Center to help provide the crew with warm beverages and a hearty lunch of
homemade soups, breads and deserts.
Merryspring is a nonprofit, member-supported education
center and nature park dedicated to practicing, teaching and
advocating sound principles of ecology, conservation and

Bill Long and
Richard Lermond
assess the work
needed on Merryspring’s four
miles of trails and
10-acre arboretum.

horticulture in order
to protect the natural
environment, and to
providing natural
landscapes and cultivated areas for public enjoyment.
Merryspring is located at 30 Conway Road, Camden, onequarter mile off Route 1 near the Hannaford Super Market.
For information and to sign up for work parties, contact
buildings and grounds manager Gail Sutton at 236-2239 or
gailstef@gwi.net. To sign up to help with
lunch, contact administrative manager Toni Goodridge at 236-2239 or
mersprng@gwi.net.

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

FORECAST for
Knox County
Thursday Night: Snow likely, mainly after 1am. Increasing clouds, with a low
around 17. Northeast wind between 5 and 11 mph. POP is 60%.

— the wonderfully
gnarly tree in front of
Rockland’s Key Bank.
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

Friday: Periods of rain, snow and sleet. High near 30. Breezy, with a east
wind between 13 and 23 mph. Chance of precipitation is 90%.
Friday Night: Rain, snow and sleet likely, mainly before 1am. Mostly cloudy
and breezy, with a low around 27. Chance of precipitation is 70%.
Saturday: A chance of snow showers. Mostly cloudy, with a high near 34.
Chance of precipitation is 40%.
Saturday Night: A chance of snow showers. Mostly cloudy, with a low around
25. Chance of precipitation is 40%.
Sunday: A chance of snow showers. Mostly cloudy, with a high near 36.
Chance of precipitation is 40%.
Sunday Night: A slight chance of snow showers. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 23. Chance of precipitation is 20%.
Monday: Partly cloudy, with a high near 36.

Think Spring!
Specializing in Marine Electrical Systems

A Full-Service Boatyard

• Restorations • Carpentry • Painting • Awlgrip
• Engines • Mechanical • Refrigeration • Storage
75 Front Street • Rockland, Maine 04841 (207) 596-7357 • Fax 207-596-9944

The Damariscotta River Association and the Maine
Coastal Program are holding a Midcoast Stewards public
information meeting at the River Grill on Main Street in
Damariscotta, on Tuesday, March 6, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
There will be a brief presentation, time to ask questions,
and a chance to learn about the conservation and environmental projects available. Local citizens who have taken
advantage of this educational and public-service opportunity in past years will be on hand to share their experiences.
Refreshments will be served. Those interested in attending should RSVP with the Maine Coastal Program at 2871486 or Lorraine.Lessard@maine.gov by March 5.
The Midcoast Stewards Program offers an opportunity to
learn natural and cultural history from a variety of professionals in the field and a chance to volunteer in a community effort of one’s choice. The program provides information to people about local cultural and natural resources,
giving them the knowledge they need to protect and conserve their coastal environment; it also creates a network of
educated and committed volunteers working together to
conserve and protect the natural and cultural resources of
midcoast Maine. Curricula topics include (but are not limited to) coastal ecology, geologic history, sustainable fisheries management, marine mammals and birds, water quality monitoring and estuarine studies. Midcoast Steward alum
Dick Harris says, “I found the Midcoast Stewards program
invaluable in appreciating the complex and interrelated environmental issues of our region as well as gaining knowledge of the many opportunities available to help in the
preservation of our midcoast ecosystem.”
This year the Midcoast Stewards training will meet Tuesdays and Thursdays, from April 17 through May 17 from
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Class format includes lectures and
discussions as well as many field trips and hands-on experiences. Participants will learn directly from professionals
from a variety of organizations including local land trusts,
the Maine Department of Marine Resources, the Maine Geological Survey, Chewonki Foundation and the Maine Coastal
Program. After completing the course (which has no monetary cost), participants commit to 30 hours of volunteer
service to the protection of midcoast Maine’s natural and
cultural resources over the next year with a conservation
organization of their choice. The program is hosted by the
Damariscotta River Association and sponsored by the Maine
Coastal Program, Maine State Planning Office.
For more information or to get an application, call
the Maine Coastal Program at 287-1486 or e-mail
Lorraine.Lessard@maine.gov, or call the Damariscotta River Association (DRA) at 563-1393. Applications can also
be picked up at the DRA Farm, 110 Belvedere Road in
Damariscotta, or online at www.maine.gov/spo/mcp/. The
application deadline is April 3.
The DRA is a non-profit membership-supported organization dedicated to preserving and promoting the natural,
cultural, and historic heritage of the Damariscotta River, its
watershed, and adjacent areas for the benefit of all. The association has active programs in the areas of land protection,
stewardship, community education, water quality monitoring, marine conservation and cultural preservation.

ROCKLAND AREA TIDES
March 1 to March 8

Thursday

High AM High PM

9:09

9:42

Saturday

10:37

11:01

Monday

11:51

Friday

Sunday

Tuesday

9:56 10:24

11:15

2:54

3:29

4:25

4:51

5:41

5:59

3:43

4:12

11:35

5:04

12:08 12:26

6:16

6:31

7:28

7:38

Wednesday 12:40
Thursday

Low AM Low PM

1:13

---

1:01

1:38

6:51

5:26

7:04
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Camden Conference 2007—

EUROPE: Old Continent in a New World
by Melissa Waterman

The 20th anniversary of the Camden Conference brought
a sell-out crowd to the Camden Opera House this past weekend, with 97 other attendees participating through Web
linkup from the Strand Theatre in Rockland.
This year’s topic for the two-day conference was
“Europe: Old Continent in a New World.” From the keynote
speech on Friday night at the Strom Auditorium by David
Calleo, director of European Studies at the Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies, to the closing
summary on Sunday morning, the presentations reflected
the complex and ever-evolving relationship between the
United States and Europe and within the European community itself, where issues of religion and economics have
caused some to question its future.
Crisis of Existence —

After an introduction on Saturday morning by Camden
Conference board member and program chair Jim Matlack,
professor John Gillingham gave an historian’s perspective
on the European Union (EU). Gillingham, who currently is
teaching at Utrecht University in the Netherlands, seemed
to startle the audience with his argument that the EU had
passed its prime and is now facing a test of legitimacy.
“Elites design and run it [the EU] from the top down. The
EU faces nothing less than a crisis of its existence. If it sputters as it has in the past five years it will withdraw into obscurity,” Gillingham stated.
He based this critical opinion partially on the fact that in
2005 the proposed EU Constitution failed decisively at public referenda in France and the Netherlands. “The more the
public learned about the EU the less it liked what it saw,”
Gillingham said. “This setback came as a huge surprise to
Brussels [the seat of the EU].”
Gillingham contrasted the seeming disarray of the EU
during the past decade with its triumphs earlier in its history. At the close of World War II, said Gillingham, the European countries were sick of war. A strong push for integration among the continental nations was helped by the
presence of the United States as a peacekeeping force
through the actions of NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization). In 1950 Jean Monnet proposed integrating the
coal and steel industries of Western Europe to promote redevelopment in the war-ravaged region. This led to the creation of the European Coal and Steel Community, with Luxembourg, France, West Germany, Belgium, Italy, and the
Netherlands as members and Monnet as president.
“Without behind-the-scenes U.S. pressure the Coal and
Steel Community would not have happened,” Gillingham
added. The joint Community became a force for trade liberalization among its members, leading to new banks and
credit pools for economic growth in Europe. From this prosaic beginning, Gillingham contended, came the many
achievements of the European Union during the 1960s,
1970s, and 1980s.
Today, however, the strength of the EU economic union
is deteriorating, said Gillingham, in the face of rising economic patriotism, the threat presented by immigration, and
a resurgent Russia housing vital energy reserves. Within the
EU organization itself conflict arises from two conflicting
principles, Gillingham said: “Market competition and
bureaucratic centralization. It is a struggle for the soul of
the EU.”
As an example, Gillingham pointed out that the European Monetary Union, a product of the Maastricht Treaty
of 1992, doesn’t answer to any single authority. “There is a
big gap between its policies and its actions,” said Gillingham. “The EU has a credibility problem that is growing
month by month and year by year.”
When compared to its earlier years, the EU now, he said,
is in hibernation. “It needs to stay alive until someone finds
a better substitute for it,” Gillingham concluded.
Biggest Achievement of Peace in World Today —

In contrast, Dr. Ulrike Guerot, Senior Transatlantic Fellow for the German Marshall Fund, took a decidedly opposite view. “The EU is the biggest achievement of peace in
the world today,” she stated at the beginning of her talk.
Although the proposed EU Constitution did fail in 2005,
Guerot argued that such failure didn’t reflect widespread
disenchantment with the EU as a whole. “We need a new
narrative,” she said: “Europe is not as prosperous [as in past
decades] and people have forgotten about war.” German
Chancellor Angela Merkel became president of the EU
Council for a six-month term at the beginning of 2007.
Guerot said that under her leadership there will be a push
to revise the constitution under a different title beginning
this June, with a draft document ready by the end of 2007.
Expansion of EU membership drives the need for a constitutional-style agreement, continued Guerot. “The U.S.
wanted them [Eastern European and former Soviet Union
countries] in to stabilize those countries. The EU needs rules
in order to enlarge,” she said. Currently, there are 27 member countries in the EU; Croatia, Macedonia and Turkey are
in negotiation to become members.

Concerning the relationship between the United States
and Europe, Guerot noted that the U.S. traditionally claimed
that it wanted a Europe “whole and free.”
“But when [economic] competition is strong, the U.S.
doesn’t like it,” she said. “There’s ambivalence between what
the U.S. says and what it does. There needs to be something
new [rather than NATO] to allow better U.S. and EU dialogue.”
Rebutting further Gillingham’s contention that the EU
has lost its credibility in the larger global context, Guerot
said that “if you’re outside the EU, it’s very attractive,
although those on the inside do see troubles.” Still, “The
EU is good as a role model to the rest of the world.”
By any standard, a rich society —

Richard Cooper, professor of international economics
at Harvard University, spoke later in the morning about the
economic realities current in Europe today. He emphasized
the region’s tremendous growth in wealth in the past 50
years. “We’ve forgotten just how poor Europe was in 1950,”
Cooper said. “Incomes are now four times higher than they
were [in 1950]. European economic performance has been
outstanding for half a century, at 2.8% growth per year. By
any standard Europe is now a rich society.”
The sharp rise in income has not been without significant
cultural changes, Cooper went on. Europe has moved from
a primarily agricultural society to a service society. As an
example, agriculture comprised 50% of economic activity
in Italy in 1950; it is less than 10% today. “Now nations
are worrying because of a similar decline in manufacturing,”
Cooper said. And he thinks manufacturing jobs will go the
same way agricultural jobs did: “Output will continue to
grow with an increase in productivity [due to technology],”
and fewer and fewer people will have manufacturing jobs.
“We should shed no tears” over the loss of those jobs, said
Cooper. “I know that’s a non-politically sensitive statement,”
but, he explained, he was a farmer as a young man, and, he
said that “the best thing that ever happened to me was leaving the farm.” Freeing people from mind-numbing, repetitive jobs to be creative is not a bad thing, said Cooper. “From
a social point of view, it is good that farming and manufacturing are going away,” he said.

EU History at a Glance
1950— European Coal and Steel Community formed
by Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, France, Italy, and the
Netherlands; implemented in 1951.
1957—Treaty of Rome established European Economic Community, expanding economic cooperation and establishing a common market among the six nations.
1968—Six member nations remove custom duties on
goods, allowing free cross-border trade.
1972—The six member nations create an Exchange
Rate Mechanism that allows their currencies to float against
each other only within narrow parameters.
1973—Ireland, Denmark and the United Kingdom join
the European Union.
1974—EU sets up the European Regional Development
Fund that allows transfer of money from wealthy to poorer regions for construction of roadways, attracting investment, and creating jobs.
1979—EU citizens elect members to the EU Parliament
for the first time.
1981—Greece joins the EU.
1986—Spain and Portugal join the EU.
1990—West and East Germany reunited, thus East Germany enters EU.
1992—Treaty on European Union signed in Maastricht,
The Netherlands. It delineates a single European currency, foreign and security policy, and justice and home affairs
policy.
1995—Austria, Finland, and Sweden join the EU.
1997—Treaty of Amsterdam signed, reforming several EU institutions and delineating employment and citizens’ rights.
1999—Introduction of the euro agreed to in most EU
countries, with the exception of the United Kingdom, Denmark and Sweden.
2000—Treaty of Nice changes EU voting rules, allowing for expansion of EU membership.
2002—Euro notes and coins in circulation throughout
EU.
2004—the Czech Republic, Cyprus, Malta, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia join the EU.
2005—France and the Netherlands refuse to ratify EU
Constitution through public referenda in those countries.
Drive for Constitution put on hold.
2007—Bulgaria and Romania join the EU in January.
Croatia, Macedonia, and Turkey are candidates for future
membership.

What, he wondered, was prompting all the handwringing about the future in Europe right now? Focusing solely
on Germany, France and Italy (since they account for 60%
of the EU’s GDP), Cooper said that for the past decade
Europe has fallen behind the U.S. growth rate. “Productivity growth has fallen behind the U.S. after catching up and
surpassing [in past decades],” he said.
Europe’s economic strength, said Cooper, has been tied
more to traditional industry than to high-end innovation. European political systems have failed, he said, to recognize that
a vibrant economy needs business flexibility, specifically the
ability to shed labor, redefine jobs, even let unsuccessful firms
fail, and to concentrate on technological developments.
He sees no mystery associated with the high unemployment rate in Europe, on average 7.5% in those three countries, compared with the U.S. average of 4.6%. The unemployed are paid very well, said Cooper, particularly in France
and Germany. “High unemployment is the result of deliberate public policy decisions.”
But, said Cooper, the real deal is demography. European countries — all rich countries, in fact — have collapsing birth rates and are facing a future with many fewer workers. “New entrants to the labor force are declining while the
longevity of workers is increasing,” Cooper pointed out. “We
have no experience managing economies with declining populations. There are profound implications for how future
economies will work.”
If Europe does not reform seriously, Cooper said, it will
fall further and further behind the U.S. Specifically, he said
that the individual nations needed to become more flexible
in the face of economic changes, to act quickly to liberalize
the rules governing the labor market — “protect workers,
not jobs” — and to develop a proactive immigration policy
in the face of a declining birth rate. “Reforms are necessary
or Europe will decline in its economic and political status,” Cooper stated.
The Balkans, When the
EU Failed to Intervene in Its Own Backyard —

Nicholas Whyte, an independent diplomat working with
Eastern European nations, talked about the relationship
between the Balkan states and the European Union. After giving a brief historical overview of the former Yugoslavia, Whyte
commented on the hands-off attitude of both the EU and the
United States as war broke out in the Balkans in the 1990s.
“Europe promised much to the Balkans and delivered
very little,” Whyte said, during the build-up of aggression
among Serbia, Bosnia, and Kosovo. During that same time,
said Whyte, then-U.S. Secretary of State James Baker had
said that “the U.S. doesn’t have a dog in that fight.”
In the early 1990s refugees from the former Yugoslavia
began entering European countries with tales of ethnic
cleansing, yet still there was little response from the EU.
“Many found this [tales of systemic rape, mass murder and
other atrocities] outside their cognitive map,” Whyte said.
“Finally, the sheer awfulness of things in Bosnia brought
NATO into the equation [in 1995].” While NATO did take
steps to control escalating violence in the region, despite
having no mandate from the United Nations to do so, “the
EU failed to intervene in its own backyard,” Whyte said.
This failure came about in part because the EU had no
foreign policy mechanism to use. Starting in 1995, Whyte
said, the EU began to build a foreign policy arm using the
European Council Secretariat as its base. With a dynamic
leader at the helm, the new EU foreign policy office was able
to intervene in the conflict in Macedonia in 2001, even
deploying troops there, a first for the EU. It brokered an
agreement between Montenegro and Serbia that kept the two
together for four additional years with an orderly plan for
separation at the end of that period. “The EU is now involved
in helping Kosovo become independent from Serbia [through
the efforts of former Finnish president Martti Ahtisaari],”
noted Whyte. “It has some strength.”
Whyte said that after eight years of disastrous disengagement in the Balkans (1991-99), the EU has been in constructive dialogue with the countries for the past eight years. “This
is because the EU has an integrative vision for this part of
the world,” said Whyte. “It doesn’t have a good picture for
the other countries [such as Turkey] around its edges but it
does here.”
Whyte touched briefly on the issue of Turkey’s membership in the EU in response to a question from the audience.
“For the EU to turn its back on Turkey would be a historic
mistake,” he said. “I find the whole debate frustrating and
poisonous. It’s not helped by the Turkish politicians themselves.” He noted that specific countries, such as Greece, the
United Kingdom and Germany, want Turkey to become a
full member of the EU, however “Turkey is not doing what
it said it would do [in terms of economic and political
actions]. And Turkish public opinion is slowly turning against
EU membership,” said Whyte. “The process is not going forward fast enough.”
Tensions in EU’s Expanding Membership —

Janusz Bugajski, director of the New European Democracies Project at the Center for Strategic and International
Studies, spoke about the tensions arising from the EU’s
expanding membership. “In the past three years there’s been
remarkable progress in terms of EU enlargement,” he notCAMDEN CONFERENCE COVERAGE contines page 19
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ed. “Absorption of many post-USSR countries has boosted
economic and democratic systems [in those countries] and
helped the EU as well.” He pointed out, however, that those
Central European and Baltic nations have differing aims and
concerns in terms of foreign-policy direction.
For Central European nations such as Bulgaria and Hungary, historically in the sphere of influence of Russia, foreign policy priorities include maintaining strong trans-atlantic
relations with the U.S., keeping NATO strong, and ultimately bringing the former Soviet republics into the EU fold. For
Baltic countries such as Poland and Lithuania, foreign-policy goals are different, focusing on structural agreements
with their neighbors on specific issues, such as labor and
economic priorities.
So the different countries see EU expansion through different lenses, said Bugajski. “The question is how do the EU
and the Central European countries pursue their own best
interests,” he said. Bugajski noted that many of the newer
members favored Turkey’s inclusion in the EU. “It’s extremely important to bring Turkey in if the EU is to be a genuine
multi-national organization. It’s essential for the stability of
its own borders and its own credibility,” argued Bugajski.
“And the new member states support expanding eastward.”

and then there was more—

On Sunday morning the Camden Conference continued
with a presentation on the issues between Russia and Europe
by Dmitri Trenin, deputy director of the Carnegie Moscow
Center of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
Ambassador Robert Hutchings, currently diplomat in residence at the Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton University, closed the presentations with a talk on U.S. and European relations after the advent of the Iraq war. ❑

fast coming upon all of us.”
In the last century everyone paid a terrible price for failing to develop a global system to deal with competing powers, he said. The 21st century is even more daunting. Our
new century desperately needs Europe’s gift for building
consensus and cooperation. If there is a model that can succeed, he said, it is the EU model of “perpetual engagement
and bargaining dedicated to reciprocal appeasement.”
Professor Calleo, who has taught at universities throughout Europe and held teaching posts at Brown, Yale and Columbia universities in the United States, is the latest in a long line
of distinguished keynote speakers who have opened the Camden Conference over the past 20 years. Previous conference
topics have included analysis of China, the Middle East, Globalization, and the influence of the media in shaping international policy. The foreign policy topic for this year’s conference was “Europe: Old Continent in a New World.”
EU growing pains

“We should recognize it [the European Union] for
what it is: the most advanced political achievement of
our time,” David Calleo said, “…a rich source of
inspiration for the problems that are fast coming
upon all of us.”
PHOTO BY JAY LEECH
by Christine Parrish
The United States still sees itself as a muscular superpower with the responsibility to impose order and democracy in
the world, according to David Calleo, this year’s keynote
speaker at the annual Camden Conference on foreign affairs.
Europe no longer agrees, he said, and is less willing to go
along with American military adventures abroad.
Calleo, who heads the European Studies program at the
Johns Hopkins School of International Studies, addressed
a nearly full house at the Strom Auditorium in Rockport last
Friday night. He argued that the European Union is making progress in forging a system of governance that binds
European countries together through common interests, thus
creating a balance of power between them. Stark disagreements remain and the European Union is struggling to adopt
policies all member countries will accept, he said; nonetheless, the EU exerts growing influence on global issues where
they do speak with one voice.
“We should recognize it [the EU] for what it is: the most
advanced political achievement of our time,” Calleo said,
“… a rich source of inspiration for the problems that are
From left to right: Silas Walsh,
Lydia Rocheleau, Genna Black,
Leah Watson, and James Knight,
volunteers from the Game Loft in
Belfast, served as runners at the
Strand Theatre in Rockland for Saturday’s Camden Conference. They
conveyed questions written by members of the audience to be transmitted to the Camden Opera House for
discussion by the conference speakers. Said Silas Walsh, “It’s wonderful to get involved in the conference
because these topics aren’t covered in
school as well as they are here.”

Real-Time Web-Based Conference
Feed to Strand
by Melissa Waterman
Camden Conference participants enjoying the presentations from the comfort of the Strand Theatre in Rockland
gave high praise to the technology that allowed them to listen to and query the Camden speakers in real time. The Webbased system was devised by Abacus Technology Creations
of Camden and was first tested at the Pop Tech! conference last October.
Lorenzo Vincente, from Abacus, managed the interactive
system at the Strand Theatre. “At the Camden Opera House
there are several cameras, filming the event from different
angles,” he explained. The images from the cameras go into
a switchboard, then they are fed into a video encoder where
the images are turned into a digital format. The digital information is sent to a computer server that streams the data to
the Strand Theatre via the Web. “Streaming video is like
watching TV,” Vincente said, “but instead of sending the image
through the air, we send it through the Web.”
Once the digital information is received by the computers at the Strand Theatre, it is sent to a computer running
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On the Keynote Address —
The US and the EU:
Dissonant Visions of the New World Order

Faith does not lead to radicalism —

Jytte Klausen, professor of comparative politics at Brandeis University, spoke about the stresses currently experienced by European nations as Islam becomes more powerful as a religion and political movement. Klausen, who is
preparing a book on the violent response in the Islamic world
to the cartoons of Mohammed published in Denmark in
2005, quickly noted that Islam, like the world’s other religions, is not a monolithic movement. Like Protestantism
or Catholicism, it has many facets and can be used by the
poor and disenfranchised to express political demands. Still,
“faith does not lead to radicalism,” Klausen said.
Europe is faced with a dilemma as it tries to control the
influence of religion in an increasingly multi-cultural and
borderless society. The furor about wearing head scarfs at
French schools and in public offices exemplifies that dilemma: Is such an activity a political or a religious statement?
Klausen said that the process through which the European
nations reconcile Islamic social and political needs within
existing political systems will predict the economic as well
as cultural health of the region in coming years. “Community-based responses to militant Islam are critical,” she said.
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Windows Video Player hooked up to the theater’s movie projector and projected directly on the theater’s screen. There
is no lag time between the Camden Opera House and the
Strand Theatre.
Participants at the Strand wrote questions for the speakers at the Opera House which were typed into another Weblinked computer in the theater. Those questions, said Vincente, were then downloaded at the Opera House, edited if
necessary, and projected onto the Opera House screen behind
the speakers for the audience in Camden to read.
“This isn’t new technology,” Vincente explained. “It’s
been used around the country before. Ben Cameron [owner of Abacus] brought it to the attention of the Camden Conference board.”
Matt Ward, president of the World Affairs Council in Portland, told conference participants after lunch on Saturday that,
as part of that council’s 30-year anniversary next year, they
plan to host the Camden Conference at a site in Portland using
this Web-based technology. Conference board members have
suggested that in future years the conference could be sent,
real-time, to sites throughout the country or the world.

Developing an EU model of governance has often been
cumbersome, according to Calleo. Most EU policy decisions
are adopted by consensus, which takes time and also can
give a single country the lopsided power to shape policy for
the region. Other challenges persist, he said. There is the real
possibility the EU will lose focus and direction while admitting new member countries.
Currently, 27 countries belong to the EU Of those, 12
have joined since 2004, thereby almost doubling the size
of the Union. National identity has often trumped in times
of dispute between EU member countries, too, which has
led to stalemates in decision-making. At the same time, the
EU is struggling to keep the humane values of welfare states
—such as retirement pensions and health care — while facing competitive global markets based on low-cost labor.
In spite of significant growing pains that have led critics
to call the EU a failure-in-progress, Calleo believes the modern age needs the EU model, which aims to transform conflict into cooperation. Today, it is more effective for promoting stability in the world than the unilateral American
model of strength through military might, he said.
US, Europe on dangerous path

Europe and the United States are stuck in what Calleo
called a “dysfunctional nostalgia” for the Cold War that
threatens global stability.
In a geopolitical situation that has its roots in the aftermath
of World War II, Europe turned inward and focused on “healing wounds” between neighboring countries while the United States looked outward and shouldered the military burden
of maintaining peace in the world while helping rebuild a
shattered Europe, according to Calleo. That was favorable for
both: American support allowed Europe to heal and European
support reinforced and legitimized American world leadership. And, as the Cold War developed, it was in the interests
of both to have a decisive U.S. military presence in Europe
to stave off potential Soviet aggression, he said.
But it is an outdated model for the modern world, Calleo
argued, and an increasingly dangerous one. In what Calleo
called a view of the world based on “frozen historical imaginations,” Europe and the United States have fixated on past
accomplishments. Continuing to do so could result in a catastrophic breakdown in relations on both sides of the Atlantic,
he said.
An example of the growing rift was demonstrated by
the “with us or against us” policy position adopted by the
Bush administration as the U.S. prepared to invade Iraq. The
fact that Britain chose to back the American position, while
France and Germany didn’t, demonstrated a lack of European unity at the same time it denied the American right to
assert dominance over Europe’s foreign policy.
Europe must lead, US must share

The United States must learn to lead and share power in
an increasingly pluralistic world — becoming “less assertive
and more self confident” — Calleo said, and Europe must
accept responsibility and grow more forceful in diplomatic
and military arenas. For its own sake, Europe must keep its
alliance with the U.S. while forging its own foreign policy
with Russia and the Middle East.
Europe also has valuable lessons for the United States,
he noted. It paid a high price in World War I and World
War II to learn that neighboring countries must keep power
in check at home and abroad.
America has not yet learned that lesson. There is no force
to keep American power in balance, either at home or abroad,
he said, and the growing imbalance is creating a “disoriented and overstretched constitution” in the United States.
Europe cannot save the United States constitution if Americans themselves are not interested, but, he says, “balancing
is often better done among friends than between enemies,”
and he believes Europe can play a vital role of balancing
American power.
“Each side [of the Atlantic] must find the inner strength
to balance wisdom. In their new world roles, each side will
need the other to succeed.”
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“One Incredible Day”:
Middle School Girls’
Conference March 16
Girls in grades 6, 7 and 8 are invited to attend the 14th
annual girls’ conference, “One Incredible Day,” at 51
Mechanic Street in Camden from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Friday,
March 16, a teacher-workshop day for most area students.
This year’s keynote examines the media’s manipulation
of girls, which undermines their confidence and their sense
of who they are. Speakers from Frugal Suzy’s in Camden
and Cottage Consignment in Rockport will teach how girls
can have fun putting together relatively inexpensive, stylish and unique looks that express their personal individuality and creativity.
The Student Advisory Board members designed workshops that speak to middle school girls: how to be in healthy
relationships with boys, to turn negative thoughts into positive ones, to deal with anger, to recognize and keep good
friendships with girls, to accept and take pride in one’s own
individuality, and to deal with bullying and harassment. In
addition, many opportunities exist for girls to get physical
and have fun through dance, martial arts, yoga, art and more.
The conference, which includes a bagel break and lunch,
is $10 for girls who pre-register by March 9, and $20 for
registrations postmarked or delivered after that date.
Registration brochures are available at many schools’ guidance offices, through the Mainely Girls’Web site, www.mainelygirls.org, by e-mail at MainelyGirls@gmail.com or by calling 230-0170. Girls have a choice of which workshops they
want to attend, but space is limited. Sessions are filled on a
first-come, first-served basis; pre-registration for the conference closes on March 9. After that date, phone or e-mail to
see if space is available; the higher fees will apply.

“Screen Test” Auditions
“Screen Test,” a new performance-based show, is going
to be cast in March for opening in mid-April, according to
Dan Burgess, owner and director of programs at Screen Test
Studios of Thomaston. Local performers will be featured
live at the studio, with the public invited to support the performances and to enjoy the entertainment. Vision Quest Productions will digitally record the best performances and will
make a DVD available to cast members free of charge. One
performer’s talents will be shared with a New York talent
agency at the end of the show’s run. Those attending will
be given voting forms to help in the selection of the best
performance, along with local judges and studio staff.
The show will be called “Screen Test” and will feature a
wide variety of musicians and genres, including individual
and group instrumental and/or voice performances, and in
various age groups. A television show may feature the results
of “Screen Test,” once details are worked out, and the Screen
Test Studios Web site will feature cast members’ information as well as a snippet of their recorded performance. Talent releases are required and will be supplied by Vision
Quest Productions. Screen Test Studios’ staff will select the
performers who are featured in the show.
To set up an audition time or for more information, contact Burgess at Screen Test Studios, 10 Shepard Drive,
Thomaston, next to Hampton Inn on Route 1; e-mail
Dan@ScreenTestStudios.com; or call 542-6308.
Flutist Heather Kent will join Sheldon Gaard, director of music at the
First Congregational Church of
Camden, for a playful flute and
organ/piano/harp program intended
for family and friends on Sunday,
March 4, at 4 p.m. Their selections
will include music of Bach, Mozart,
Handel, Rutter and Doppler.
Kent is a graduate of the Boston
Conservatory of Music and Boston University. She has
founded two chamber ensembles and
two flute ensembles, one of which
performed at Boston’s Symphony
Hall as part of a flute-choir showcase.
She is the past president of the
Greater Boston Flute Association and
serves on the board for the James
Pappoutsakis Flute Competition. She
was also on the faculty of Gordon
College for a number of years.
Gaard, also a graduate of the Flutist Heather Kent
Boston Conservatory of Music, has over 30 years of experience as a church musician, organist and director of musical ensembles, including vocal, harp and handbell choirs.
He will accompany Kent on the organ, piano and harp.
The concert series will continue on April 1 with music of
Bach, Biber, Locatelli, Kreisler and Shostakovitch performed by Kevin Birch, organist, and Anatole Wieck,
violinist.
The concerts will take place in the church’s sanctuary.
The facility is handicapped accessible, with parking in the
rear of the building. For more information call 236-4821.

Family
Concert
Begins
Church
Series
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The film “On Tip Toe,” an Academy Award-nominated tribute to
the world music super group
Ladysmith Black Mambazo, will
be shown at the Rockland Public
Library on Thursday, March 8, at
6:30 p.m.
Directed by Eric Simonson
and spanning three continents,
“On Tip Toe” follows the story of
South African musician Joseph
Shabalala and his singing group,
Ladysmith Black Mambazo. Best
known on these shores for their
innovative support on Paul
Simon’s Grammy-winning album
“Graceland,” Mambazo has crafted an extraordinary hybrid of traditional Zulu harmonies and
unconventional Western influences, including gospel, ragtime,
doo wop, and even rock ’n roll.
Made up of seven bass voices,
a tenor, a male alto, and Shabalala
as lead vocalist, Mambazo incorporates the light, syncopated
stomping of isicathamiya (Is-CotA-Me-Ya, meaning on tip toe), a
style born through the strains of
apartheid.”
The film is co-hosted by Bay
Chamber Concerts, who will be
presenting Ladysmith Black Mambazo on Friday and Saturday,
March 23 and 24, at the Camden
Opera House. For ticket information, visit www.baychamberconcerts.org or call 236-2823.

Ladysmith Black Mambazo
Documentary Showing

Rachmaninoff Festival Choir Performances Set
The Rachmaninoff Festival Choir, combining Down East
Singers and Bowdoin College Chorus, will perform Rachmaninoff’s Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom on Thursday
and Friday, March 8 and 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the Bowdoin College Chapel, Brunswick. The work is an expressive 20movement unaccompanied setting of the Russian Orthodox
morning worship service, sung in Slavonic, the language of
the Russian Orthodox liturgy. The 115-voice choir is under
the direction of Anthony Antolini of Cushing. Anatoli Panchoshny will be the bass soloist, performing the chants of
the priest; Antolini will perform the deacon’s chants. The
performances will be sung in memory of a longtime member of the ensemble, Nancy Beckett.
Last spring, the Rachmaninoff Festival Choir performed the
Liturgy in the Bowdoin Chapel as the first concert of a tour that
brought the piece to St. Vasilios Greek Orthodox Church in
Peabody, Massachusetts, as part of that church’s centennial celebrations, and then continued on to the San Francisco Bay area.
Christopher Hyde of the Maine Sunday Telegram wrote of that
Bowdoin performance: “It is so well done, and the Bowdoin
venue so perfect, that one hopes it might be possible to have a
second performance here after the tour,” referring to the fact
that many concertgoers had to be turned away at the door that

night due to fire code restrictions; consequently, the choir has
scheduled two performances in the chapel this year.
Born in Russia and now residing in the United States,
Panchoshny started singing at the age of 17. He has performed as a vocal soloist with the Moscow Philharmonic in
venues throughout the Soviet Union and abroad, touring
to more than 20 countries worldwide. His repertoire includes
Russian, Ukrainian and Italian folk songs, the art songs of
Schubert, Schumann, Liszt, Ravel and other Western European composers, as well as the song literature of
Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff, Moussorgsky, Prokofiev,
Shostakovich and other Russian composers.
Following the Bowdoin performances, the choir will perform two concerts at the Annunciation Greek Orthodox
Cathedral of Boston on Saturday, March 10, at 7:30 p.m.
and Sunday, March 11, at 3 p.m. to honor the 25th anniversary of the Episcopacy of Metropolitan Methodios, who
attended the centennial-celebration concerts at St. Vasilios
in Peabody last year and at that time invited the group to
sing for his celebration.
Admission to the March 8 and 9 concerts at the Bowdoin
Chapel is free. For more information, visit www.downeastsingers.org or www.bowdoin.edu or telephone 725-3347.

I had a fantastic experience from start to finish
working with Lynne Frey and Sue Harris
at Pen Bay Ob/ Gyn.
Lynne was my primary pre-natal caregiver—her easy
manner, calming influence and professionalism made my office
visits a pleasure. In fact, I am going to miss seeing
her on a monthly basis. I decided to have a water birth,
and Sue Harris was my delivery midwife. She was terrific. Calm,
cool and collected at all times. I was completely at ease
knowing that she was directing the birth. I cannot
say enough good things about Pen Bay Ob/ Gyn.”

Elizabeth O’Connor
Camden, Maine

when I needed them...
a member of the Pen Bay Healthcare family of services

www.pbmc.org

207-596-8340
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Response to Lynch Letter —
Last week a letter from Rodney Lynch called House
Speaker Pelosi a Copperhead Democrat, but according to
my dictionary a Copperhead was a Northerner who sympathized with the South in the Civil War. That made me wonder what the word means in his own dictionary, and why he
didn’t say what it meant when he slapped a label on her.
He then claimed that people voted for Democratic candidates last year because Pelosi promised they wouldn’t
impeach Bush, as if the Speaker could speak for each and
every Democratic member of the House. He also presumed
to speak for “the majority of voters” by claiming that they
expect her to block any Democratic motion toward finding
out if high crimes and misdemeanors were committed.
His making claims without proof is the same technique
Bush/Cheney used to incite war against Iraq and are now
using to monger war against Iran, showing he’s their local
stand-in. If the Speaker tried to stop a Democratic majority from using its power to impeach, she’d show herself not
a Democrat but an Autocrat.
MARJORIE GALLACE
Camden

Many Flags Plan
Environmentally Irresponsible
At a time when we are replacing light bulbs, walking to
church and bicycling to visit our friends, I think the Many
Flags plan to consolidate school districts is highly irresponsible environmentally. We on the coast have the most to lose
by global warming, and we should be leading the way in
reducing CO2 emissions. Instead, we are formulating a plan
to dramatically increase driving by school buses and private
families.
ELEANOR MOTLEY RICHARDSON
Rockland

Darfur —
What can one person do for Darfur?
For three years death, destruction, rape and continuous
massacres have ruled Darfur. The rebels in Sudan have splintered into a number of factions despite the fact that two of
many warring parties signed a Darfur Peace Agreement in
May 2006.
Senator Paul Simon of Illinois has been quoted saying
that if each member of Congress had received just 100 letters urging him to help Rwanda during the events of 1994,
that would have been enough to get the political system lumbering into action.
The world stood by and watched the slaughter in Rwanda. We can focus our government’s attention and action in
Darfur by writing our Congressional members: Senator
Snowe, Senator Collins, Representatives Allen and Michaud.
Your slight effort can make a difference.
JOANNA WILLIMETZ
Cushing

Robert Shetterly’s Benefit for
Children’s House Raised
Funds, Inspired Participants—
On February 9th and 10th the Children’s House Montessori School hosted artist Robert Shetterly of Brooksville.
Shetterly is a painter and the author of the award-winning
Americans Who Tell the Truth, a book of portraits of famous
Americans, both contemporary and historic. For Children’s
House, Shetterly led kindergarten and elementary students
in self-portrait workshops. On Saturday, to raise funds for
the school, Shetterly led a self-portrait workshop for adults
at the Lincoln Street Center and did a speaking engagement
at the Strand.
All of the events were a great success, raising money and
inspiring participants at the same time. We are grateful to
many individuals and businesses for making it possible to
bring Rob to the area. Thank you to our sponsors: The First,
Key Bank, Camden National Bank, Rockport Blueprint, Rustica, Windward House Bed & Breakfast and Harbor Square
Gallery. Thanks as well to the businesses that acted as ticket venues: The Grasshopper Shop, Rock City Coffee &
Books, HAV II, Zoot Coffee, Meetingbrook Bookshop &
Bakery, Wild Rufus, Fertile Mind Bookshop, the Green Store
and Village Soup ClickTix. Thank you also to the CHMS
Benefit Events Committee, including chairperson Mish Morgenstern, Kristi Kalajian, Doug Sensenig, Erica Crane, Susan
Akers, Colleen Duggan and Christine Nathan, and to other
persons who donated their time and expertise, including Amy
and Ken Russell, Jennifer Mirabile, Alex Owre, Derek Anderson and Maureen Block.
Thank you especially to Robert Shetterly for so generously sharing his time and his talent and inspiring us all.
For more information about the Children’s House Montessori School in Camden, call 236-2911.
KRISTIN SIDWELL
Children’s House Montessori School
Rockport
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Running for Selectman
in Searsport —
I would like to introduce myself to the voters of Searsport. I am asking for your support for the position of Selectman, and here’s why:
I am a homeowner and taxpayer in Searsport, a Vietnamera veteran serving three years in the Army, mostly in Germany. My experience as a volunteer for the Penobscot
Marine Museum and as Searsport’s representative to the
Gateway 1 Project has convinced me that at this moment in
time we are in a position to make choices that will have
major impacts on our future.
As a result of continuing growth along the Route 1 corridor, significant changes are expected in the near future,
particularly as more than 70 million baby boomers reach
retirement age. Many are expected to come to Maine, especially to coastal areas. We can prepare ourselves for the
anticipated economic growth while at the same time taking
steps to preserve and protect the beauty and historic value
of our community. I firmly believe in planned growth and
local control. We cannot afford to forego prudent planning
in preparation for our future. I also feel that many years of
experience in business management will help me promote
fiscal responsibility in addressing the growing tax burden.
I am convinced that a disciplined approach based on knowledge, openness and education about the facts is the surest
way to meet the challenges facing us. Thank you.
ROLAND LaREAU, Searsport

Benefit for Bald Rock —
Please attend the March 3rd Bald Rock Benefit Concert
at the Camden Opera House. The concert begins at 7 p.m.
and features a variety of outstanding Maine musicians,
including Cindy Kallet, Will Brown, Anne Dodson, David
McLean, Matt Szostak, The David Dodson Trio, Grove St.
Bypass, and special guest: Grey Larsen, from Indiana.
All concert proceeds will benefit the local, grassroots
effort to help keep Bald Rock’s breathtaking panoramic view
“cell tower free.” Gridcom (Unicel), owned by one of the
world’s largest utilities corporations, intends to build a 190foot-tall cell tower right in the middle of the view. Alternatives to this large tower could improve cell-phone coverage and still protect the view, but Gridcom has not proposed
any alternatives to date. Many people in our midcoast community are working together to support smart land-use planning; they are also trying to let companies like Gridcom
know how much we value our natural landscapes. I hope
you’ll support Bald Rock, and its view, by attending a wonderful evening of music. For more information, visit
www.baldrockcommunity.org. Thank-you.
JIM DUNHAM
Lincolnville

The Winner of The Free
Press Pick-Some-Oscars
Contest was Michelle Francoeur of Rockport.
No one — out of all the entries sent in — picked the
winners in all five categories in our Oscar contest correctly. And only one person picked four out of the five
categories correctly. However, the huge majority of
those who entered correctly checked off Forest Whitaker
to take the actor-in-a-leading-role Oscar. That was the
only category where there was widespread agreement.
Thanks to all who entered.

Requiescat in Pace —
Whoever penned that ancient chestnut “Truth is stranger
than fiction” certainly knew what he (or she) was talking
about. To say that we have lately been witnessing a huge
dose of unreal would be a woeful understatement of fact.
Appropriately enough, the bulk of these aberrations related to the act — or non-act — of human burial.
If chronology were to be our guide, we’d have to start
with what is probably the least bizarre of these occurrences:
The Aruban authorities have been unable to bury Natalee
Holloway because they’ve been unable to find her. She disappeared on this tiny isle on May 30, 2005.
Moving right along, we have noticed that James Brown’s
body has not been “amouldering in the grave.” It has been
mouldering in his living room since Christmas day while
his mistress and his six adult children have debated where
to put the deteriorating “King of Soul.”
And then there’s the case of the blonde who magically
morphed from a flat-chested teenager to the proud bearer
of Double-D cups. Alas, Anna Nicole Smith departed this
earthly vale over two weeks ago and has yet to find her resting place … thanks in large measure to the mental wanderings of Judge Larry (call me crybaby) Seiden, whose
lack of command of his lachrymal glands is comparable to
his lack of command of the English language.
While Anna has been unable to find her exit venue, her
six-month-old daughter has been unable to find her father.
At last count, three gentlemen have claimed the honor —
a tribute of sorts to Anna’s generous body and spirit.
Just as weird as the foregoing have been some burial plans
for people who have yet to die:
• The Reverend Franklin Graham (who has dishonored
his most honorable father Billy by his vicious rants against
homosexuals and the whole of Islam) has decreed that he
wants his mother and father to be put to bed in a barn-andsilo tourist attraction to be erected in Charlotte, North Carolina. Both Mom and Dad reportedly object to the plan —
perhaps because when visitors enter (through a mammoth
glass cross), they will be greeted by a talking mechanical
cow.
Donald Trump — whose gigundo ego has never been
questioned — has trumped past performances by announcing that he is going to build an immense mausoleum on
his New Jersey golf course to serve as his permanent home.
(Presumably his wife de jour will be invited to join him.)
No account of recent incredulities would be complete
without paying tribute to perturbed pop princess Britney
Spears. Shortly after balding herself, Britney reportedly decorated her sitting mechanism with a couple of tattoos and
then cracked the Guinness Book of Records by entering a
rehab facility three times in one week.
Prior to these untoward activities, Ms. Spears gave hints
of things to come by joining pals Paris Hilton and Lindsay
Lohan in flouting the pantyless look.
Perhaps the most mind-boggling moment of all, however, came when Astronaut Captain Lisa Nowak also eschewed
panties — this time for a diaper — so that she could drive
a 900-mile non-stop mission to confront her rival for the
affections of another (male) astronaut.
Lest we be overly critical of the folks named above, it
might turn out that we are in their debt. After all, in these
times of dismaying developments all around, a little comic relief could be just what we need.
CHUCK FRYER
Camden

The Free Press welcomes and encourages your letters about
whatever is on your mind. Include your name, town of residence, and phone number (in case we need to contact you).
Send letters to: The Free Press, 8 North Main St., Rockland,
ME 04841 (fax 596-6698; email editor@freepressonline.com).

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

HELP IMPEACH BUSH AND CHENEY - SIGN THE PETITION!

President George W. Bush and Vice President Richard B. Cheney have committed
high crimes and misdemeanors that warrant impeachment, as stipulated in the U.S.
Constitution. If such impeachment action is not taken, the Constitutional balance of
powers, rule of law, and protection of freedoms in the United States can be unduly
compromised by the current and future Chief Executives of this Nation.
We, the undersigned citizens and voters of the State of Maine call upon the Maine Legislature and the
U.S. House of Representatives to debate and vote on a Resolution calling for impeachment investigations of the President and Vice President of the United States.

Your name(s)--Print clearly

Your address--Print clearly

Clip & send to: Campaign to Impeach, P.O.B. 5346, Portland, ME 04102

Or sign online at: maineimpeach.org
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Calendar of Events
PLEASE TAKE NOTE:
Calendar listings should be mailed to:
The Free Press Calendar,
8 North Main St., Suite 101,
Rockland, ME 04841
(FAX: 596-6698, or
E-mail: editor@freepressonline.com)
by noon the Friday before the Thursday
publication date.
Please include your name, address
and phone number.

Noteworthy
THURSDAY, MARCH 1:
ä Camden Library Coffeehouse, 7 p.m.
David Dodson returns with songs in styles
from folk to rockabilly. $7/$5 seniors and
students. FMI: 236-7319.
ä Maine Fisherman’s Forum, Thurs.Sat., Mar. 1-3, Samoset Resort, Rockport.
Seminars cover topics such as aquaculture
leases, underwater videography, ICES
2006, and more. Exhibitor trade show features 118 vendors. Live auction Fri. benefits college students of families involved in
the seafood industry. Also on Fri., at 10:30
a.m. will be a workshop on tools for preserving working waterfronts; it is open to
the public. FMI: 442-7700 or www.mainefishermansforum.org.

FRIDAY, MARCH 2:
ä Vieux Farka Touré in Concert, 8 p.m.,
Strand Theatre, 345 Main St., Rockland.
Ancient African melodies meet reggae and
Saharan blues for the Maine debut of legendary Ali Farka Touré’s prodigious son
Vieux Farka Touré. Guitarist, singer, songwriter and percussionist, Vieux has crafted
a global-minded style all his own and ushers in the next generation of Mali blues.
$17 advance/$20 door. FMI: 594-0070 or
www.rocklandstrand.com.
ä Cuban Salsa Dance, 7-11 p.m., Elks
Lodge, 179 Maine St., Brunswick. Part of
the Brunswick-Trinidad Sister City Celebrations. DJ Daryl McLean plays the tunes.
$10/$5 students & seniors. Salsa lessons
given from 7-8 p.m.
ä
K Thomaston Prison Site Design Workshop, Fri., Mar. 2, 6:30-9 p.m., and Sat.,
Mar. 3, 8:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m., Georges Val-

ley H.S., Thomaston. Town residents are
invited to develop concepts for the former
prison site. Free; lunches and rides provided. Call 354-6107 to register.
ä Cynthia MacLeod & Gordon Belsher
in Concert, 7:30 p.m., Unity Centre for the
Performing Arts, Depot Rd., Unity. Celtic
musicians from PEI perform as part of Unity College’s Celtic-themed concert series.
$12. FMI: 948-7469.
ä Catie Curtis in Concert, 8 p.m., Opera
House at Boothbay Harbor, Smith &
Townsend sts. Curtis is touring to promote
her latest CD, “Long Night Moon.” $17 in
advance/$20 at door.
ä Everest Climber and Author Ed Webster, 7 p.m., Camden Opera House. In
1988 Webster and three companions completed what has been described as “the last
of the great Everest expeditions,” with no
sherpas, no radios, no bottled oxygen and
up a never-before-attempted route. Webster
will give a talk, show slides of the climb,
and sign copies of his book Snow in the
Kingdom. Sponsored by Maine Sport Outfitters. $8 adults, $5 students. For tickets or
FMI: 236-7120.
SATURDAY, MARCH 3:
ä Battlefield Band in Concert, 7:30 p.m.,
Chocolate Church, 798 Washington St.,
Bath. Old Celtic tunes mixed with selfpenned new material, played on bagpipe,
fiddle, synthesizer, guitar, cittern flute,
bodhran and accordion by a band formed in
the Glasgow suburb of Battlefield 30 years
ago. FMI: 442-8455.
ä Zemya CD Release Party, 7-9 p.m.,
The Frontier Café, Fort Andross complex,
14 Maine St., Brunswick. World music by a
nine-woman a cappella group based in Topsham. Free and open to all. FMI: 725-5222.
ä Saturday Coffeehouse, 2-4 p.m., Good
Tern Co-op, 750 Main St., Rockland. Guest
singer/songwriter is Donny Libby. Those
wishing to perform can call 596-0028 to
sign up.
ä An Evening of Compositions by
Jonathan Hallstrom, 7:30 p.m., Lorimer
Chapel, Colby College, Waterville. Hallstrom is a significant figure in the world of
electro-acoustic music, which integrates
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Armstrong
SUNDAY, MARCH 4TH

Rockport Opera House 2:30PM
14 year-old English phenomenon Kit Armstrong wrote his first musical
composition at age 4, began playing piano at age 5, made his concerto
debut at age 8, started college at age 9 and performed at Carnegie Hall
by age 11.When not practicing or composing, this amazing pianist is
solving mathematical problems, juggling or playing with his
pet chickens.
The Bixler Family Piano Recital

TICKETS: Adults $23 – $29
Youth (ages 25 and under) $8

For Tickets Call (207)236-2823
www.baychamberconcerts.org

BayChamberCONCERTS

2006-2007 Performing Arts Series

computers with live performers. Recent
video/music compositions and the premiere
of a new interactive work for dance and
live video/electronics will be included.
FMI: 859-5670.
ä A New Vaudeville Revue, 7 p.m., American Legion Hall, Belfast. Special guests
include vocalist Jesse Wakeman with
accompanist Ann Campbell; fiddler Shana
Hanson; and poet of the month Karin Spitfire. Humor by regulars Peter Conant, Kristen Burkholder and Jenny Tibbets; MC Ando
Anderson and house band with Willy Kelly
and Elise Sproul; $10. Tickets available at
Fertile Mind Bookshop or call 322-7123.
ä “A Collage of Choral Works,” 7:30
p.m., United Church of Christ, Bath. Concert by the Oratorio Chorale. $15 in
advance/$20 at the door/students halfprice/under 12, free. FMI: 725-1420 or
www.oratoriochorale.org.
ä A Benefit Concert for Bald Rock, 7
p.m., Camden Opera House. Concert
including Cindy Kallet, Grey Larsen, Will
Brown, David McLean, the David Dodson
Trio, Anne Dodson, Matt Szostak and the
Grove St. Bypass will raise funds for an
appeal to keep the view from Bald Rock
“cell tower free.” Tickets in advance are
$15, $10 or $40 family of 4/at the door,
$17, $12 and $50. For tickets, call 7895276 or visit www.baldrockcommunity.org.
ä MidCoast Wedding Expo, 10 a.m.-3
p.m., Camden Hills Regional High School,
Rte. 90, Rockport. Featuring over 60 businesses and services specializing in all facets
of wedding planning and orchestration. Sample caterers’ wedding fare, find out the latest
trends and styles, enjoy a runway fashion
show and much more. Door prizes and
events throughout the day. Sponsored by
Penobscot Bay Regional Chamber of Commerce. Admission is $5. FMI: 596-0376.
ä Benefit Auction, 6 p.m., Owls Head
Community Building. Auction to benefit
the Owls Head Baptist Church Project
Serve team going to Auna, Mexico, to help
build a church and work in a local orphanage. Auction items include original artwork, handmade quilt, gift certificates and
surprises. FMI: 594-5696 or 354-6470.
(Continued on p. 25)

Tuesdays-Sundays from 4:30 pm
Back Room Reservations Requested
for parties of 8 or more

415 Main Street, Rockland
207-593-9110

• wine • food • friends •

GREAT GIFT IDEAS
ANY TIME OF THE YEAR
◆

Like the print edition,
the online edition is
all about what’s going
on in midcoast Maine,
as well as what
midcoast Maine
is thinking about —
from the local to the
international.

Calendar of Events
hands down, the most
comprehensive one
around

Movies

all the local screens

Music/
Entertainment

Art on the Coast

◆

P.O. Box 309 • 158 Main St.
Damariscotta, ME 04543

+

• Marine Matters
by Melissa Waterman

• Home & Garden

Market Basket

JIGSAW PUZZLE
WEATHER

I’m Puzzled
Follow the signs from Rte. 1 to:
246 Lower Cross Rd.,
Nobleboro
563-5719

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
Rockland

Route 1, Newcastle
1-888-944-JEEP • 563-8138

ROCKLAND
LINCOLN • MERCURY
U.S. Route 1, Rockland

594-4466

THE BRUSH & EASEL
AND STUDIO GALLERY
Rte. 1 • Nobleboro
563-3559
ART RECEPTION
MARCH 10TH, 3-5 P.M.
IN THE STUDIO GALLERY

The Largest Selection
of Top Quality
Art Supplies
in the Midcoast!
WINTER HOURS: TUES. - SAT. 9-4
www.thebrushandeasel.com

428 Main Street, Rockland

594-0603
www.kennistonrealty.com

PhotoPortraits
FREE SITTINGS

CindyMcIntyre.com

1.800.564.3195 . www.the1st.com

Realty of Maine

by Georgeanne Davis

Classifieds

Mon. - Sat. 8-5
Sun. 9-3

brought to
you in part by:

• We the Six Billion
by Joe Steinberger

• Mac Deford
on national &
international politics

Gift Certificates

563-3207

Your Letters

including archives

Stationery

Out of Print Book Searches
◆

Feature Stories
Free Press
Columnists:

Books ◆ Magazines
◆

www.freepressonline.com
Find The Free Press
on line at
freepressonline.com
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CHARLIE HUNTER
407 Main St., Belfast, ME 04915

Affordable “Digital
Paintings” of pets
from your snapshots

Waldoboro 832-7490
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Eastern Maine Champs
Camden Hills Boys will
play Western Maine Champs
Mountain Valley Friday Evening at
the Cumberland County Civic Center
in Portland at 8:45 pm.
Call (207) 594-8424
Toll Free (800) 698-8424
Route 1, Thomaston Line
Rockland ME 04841

www.shepardmotors.com

Belfast 338-4080
Rockland 596-6205
Camden 236-3371
Style Solutions
Belfast 338-0359 • Rockland 594-4699

Knox Brothers Inc. Auto Parts
105 High Street, Belfast • 338-1880
1 Strawberry Lane, Camden • 236-8584
50 Park Street, Rockland • 594-8493
234 Park St., Rockland 1-800-333-4489
Route 3, Montville 1-800-649-4308
Route 3, Belfast 338-1609
w w w. m a r i t i m e e n e r g y. c o m

Your Hometown Health
& Wellness Center

FREE
Local
Delivery!

www.waltzpharmacy.com

GOOD LUCK WINDJAMMERS
AT THE STATE CLASS B
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
FRIDAY, MARCH 2!

HI-TECH
C

O M M U N I C A T I O N S
A VOICE DATA CONNECTION

Office 207 594 2500
Telephone • Voice Mail Systems
Fax 207 594 2525
Paging Systems • Computer Networking
41 Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston
Sales • Service • Consulting

The Free Press
8 North Main St., Rockland
596-0055
We Support All our Area Students!
17 Rockville St.
Rockport, ME 04856
Tel: 207-236-8644
Fax: 207-236-8395
BOOM TRUCK RENTAL • SALES • SERVICE • FABRICATION
Union St., Camden
Open 6:00 am - 5:00 pm
Monday-Saturday
236-3275
1-800-640-5554
Good Luck, 'JAMMERS!

Rockport Marine
Rockport
Our winning team supports
the Slammin’ Jammers

P.G. Willey & Co.
Roots You Can Bank On SM

Heating Oils – Propane
Burner Service – Marina
236-3256

Customer Assistance Center 1-800-860-8821
www.camdennational.com

Corson's Auto Supply

As Always, Fast, Friendly and Courteous Service

212 Park Street, Rockland

596-6554

Call (207) 594-2154
Toll Free (800) 287-2154

Member FDIC

Camden Farmers Union
5-7 Mountain Street, Camden • 236-3266

Nissan

FIVE STAR

Dodge

Route 1, Thomaston Line
Rockland, ME 04841

www.shepardcars.com

Domino’s Pizza
Locally owned & operated by Beth & Pat Provost

Park St., Rockland
594-9494

Rte. 1, Rockport
236-6212

Western Auto/

Young & Hickey, Inc.
Go, rs!
e
Route 173, Lincolnville
Jamm

763-4123

PROCK MARINE COMPANY

119 Tillson Ave., Rockland
594-9565
34-36 Elm St., Camden • 236-4311
22 School St., Rockland • 594-4425
159 Main St., Thomaston • 354-1311
159
Auto • Commercial • Marine
Home • Workers· Comp
Yachts

French & Brawn
1 Elm St., Camden
236-3361
Belfast

Warren

rte. 1
338-3480
1-800-244-5211
FAX: 338-1235

2100 Camden Rd.
273-3480
1-800-948-4546
FAX: 273-4230

Lincolnville

Vinalhaven

rte. 1
236-3871
1-800-660-3605
FAX: 236-4726

863-2242
FAX: 863-2578
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Calendar of Events
(Continued from p. 23)
ä Choral Art Society Singers in
Concert, 8 p.m., St. Luke’s Cathedral, 143
State St., Portland. Program features Duruflé’s Requiem and three works by Benjamin Britten. $15 in advance/$20 at the
door. FMI: 828-0043.
ä Johnny Winter in Concert, 8 p.m.,
Opera House at Boothbay Harbor,
Townsend Ave. Recently nominated for
a Grammy for his latest release, “I’m a
Bluesman,” Winter still plays guitar in
his fiery trademark style. Tickets, $36,
available at www.ticketweb.com; at Mexicali Blues in Newcastle and Portland;
Gulf of Maine Books, Brunswick;
A Silver Lining, Boothbay Harbor;
Grasshopper Shop, Rockland;
and Pavlov’s Music, Augusta.
ä Phillip Huber and His Marionettes in
“Suspended Animation,” 3 and 8 p.m.,
Strand Theatre, 345 Main St., Rockland.
Fund-raiser for Peopleplace Cooperative
Preschool presents the acclaimed marionettes of Phillip Huber, known from the
film “Being John Malkovich,” in a musical
variety show. Tickets are $25/$20 seniors/$16 children, by calling 594-0070 or
www.rocklandstrand.com.
ä Theater Project CAFE, 8 p.m., The
Theater Project, 14 School St., Brunswick.
An evening of music featuring Peter Dugas
and his jazz trio and Alison Lee Freeman, a
singer of traditional chanteys. $10.
FMI: 729-8584.
ä Portland Chamber Music Festival,
7:30 p.m., Christ Church Episcopal, 2
Dresden Ave., Gardiner. Program will
include Mahler’s Piano Quartet; Matthews’
A Book of Hours for Piano Trio and
Dvorak’s String Quartet Opus 96, “American.” $13/$12 Johnson Hall members/$8
under 18. FMI: 582-7144 or
johnsonhall@verizon.net.
ä Belfast Maskers Auditions, 10 a.m.,
Belfast Dance Studio, 109 High St. Play is
Hard Times, a comedy with music based on
The Full Monty. Needed are six principal
males age 16-60, a male 60+, a young male
age 9-13 and five female supporting roles
ages 20-50s. FMI: www.belfastmaskerstheater.com.

SUNDAY, MARCH 4:
ä Pianist Kit Armstrong in Concert,
2:30 p.m., Rockport Opera House. The 14year-old English piano phenomenon will
perform music by Bach, Mozart,
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Beethoven,
Debussy and Chopin. FMI: 236-2823.
ä Family Concert Series, 4 p.m., First
Congregational Church, Elm St., Camden.
Flutist Heather Kent joins Sheldon Gaard
for a flute and organ/piano/harp program of
works by Bach, Mozart, Handel, Rutter and
Doppler. FMI: 236-4821.
ä Jazz Jam, 3-5:30 p.m., Waldo Theatre
Annex, Glidden St., Waldoboro. $5 donation; musicians who play don’t pay. Free
refreshments. FMI: 832-6060.
ä Steelin’ Thunder in Performance, 1-3
p.m., Camden Snow Bowl. Midcoast
Maine’s steel drum band plays jazz,
bossanova, swing, calypso, rock and roll
and even classical. Free. FMI: 975-4564.
ä Outside/Inside Convention and Expo,
noon-4 p.m., Belfast Boathouse. Exhibits by
over a dozen groups that work with and in
the outdoors will have speakers on topics
ranging from the Upper Penobscot butterfly
count to an update on Sears Island status, an
outdoor bird walk and talk, and more.
Refreshments provided by Zoe’s Bakery.
Free. More groups are welcome. Call Mike at
338-1975 or e-mail mikeh@midcoast.com.
ä PSO Classical Concert, 2:30 p.m.,
Merrill Auditorium, 20 Myrtle St., Portland. The Portland Symphony performs
Vivaldi’s “The Four Seasons.” FMI: 8420800 or www.porttix.com.
ä Mid-Coast Bluegrass Jam, noon-4
p.m., Waterfall Arts Center, 256 High St.,
Belfast. All levels of pickers welcome
(acoustic only). There will be an organized
“slow jam” for those just starting out and
open jams for more experienced players.
Just listening is encouraged too. $2 pickers/$3 grinners. FMI: Don DePoy or
Martha Hills, 323-4800.
TUESDAY, MARCH 6:
ä “Introduction to Bluegrass Jamming,”
6-8 p.m., Camden Library. Don DePoy and
Martha Hills host the evening. Bring an
instrument to participate. FMI: 236-7319.

COURSES
Yiddish Cinema
Mondays
Birding In The Field
Mondays & Wednesdays
Coffee House
Tuesdays
Globalization: Facts & Myths
Tuesdays
Modern Biology For Non-Scientists
Wednesdays
Navigating The Internet
Wednesdays
International Cinema
Wednesdays
Painting With Acrylics
Wednesdays
Near Shore Oceanography (Maine)
Thursdays
Natural History of Maine
Thursdays
Bias, Propaganda & Disinformation
Thursdays
Symbols & History in Medieval Art
Thursdays
Sustainable Energy Options
Fridays
Great Operas by Verdi & Puccini
Fridays
Short Stories
Fridays
Inquiry Into War & Peace
Fridays
History Through Film
Fridays

1:00 to 4:00 PM
6:30 to 8:30 AM
9:30 to 11:30 AM
Continues Weekly
1:30 to 3:30 PM
9:30 to 11:30 AM
10:00 AM to 12:00
1:00 to 4:00 PM
1:00 to 3:00 PM
9:30 to 11:30 AM
9:30 to 11:30 AM
1:00 to 3:00 PM
1:00 to 4:00 PM
9:30 to 11:30 AM
9:30 to 11:30 AM
1:00 to 3:00 PM
1:00 to 3:00 PM
1:00 to 4:00 PM

The “tuition” for each course is $30.00.
You must be a member to enroll; annual dues are $25.

Coastal Senior College
University College at Thomaston
60 Main Street • Thomaston, Maine 04861
(800) 286-1594

www.coastalseniorcollege.org

of the Celtic Sun…

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7:
ä The Mouse That Roared, Wed. &
Thurs., Mar. 7 & 8, 7 p.m., Strom Auditorium, Camden Hills Regional H.S., Rte. 90,
Rockport. Production is the CHRHS entry
in the 2007 Maine Drama Festival and was
postponed from its original dates to avoid
conflict with the state finals basketball
game.
ä Madama Butterfly, 7:30 p.m., Merrill
Auditorium, 20 Myrtle St., Portland. The
Teatro Lirico d’Europa production of
Puccini’s opera will be accompanied by
the 50-piece Sofia (Bulgaria) Symphony
Orchestra and its 40-voice chorus.
Tickets: 842-0800.

Camden Opera House

March 17

www.camdenoperahouse.com
1-866-468-7619

THURSDAY, MARCH 8:
ä Beolach in Concert, 7:30 p.m., Unity
Centre for the Performing Arts. One of
Cape Breton’s most exciting new bands
performs a mix of Cape Breton, Scottish
and Irish tunes. $15. FMI: 948-7469.
ä Royal River Philharmonic Jazz Band
in Performance, 7:30 p.m., The Grand,
Ellsworth. Traditional Dixieland jazz.
$8.50. FMI: 667-9500.
ä Rachmaninoff Festival Choir in Concert, Thurs. & Fri., Mar. 8 & 9, 7:30 p.m.,
Bowdoin College Chapel, Brunswick. The
Rachmaninoff Festival Choir, made up of
Down East Singers and Bowdoin College
Chorus, performs Rachmaninoff’s Liturgy
of St. John Chrysostom, sung in Slavonic.
Admission is free. FMI: 725-3347 or
www.bowdoin.edu.

It’s a great
place to belong!

COMING UP:
ä Sounds Good! Music Series, Fri., Mar.
9, Johnson Hall, 280 Water St., Gardiner.
Spring music series features, in its opening
concert, Cindy Kallet and Grey Larsen
playing folk and international music:
Celtic, Scandinavian fiddle duets, old-time
guitar tunes and originals. $10/$4 students.
FMI: 582-7144.
(Continued on p. 27)

WHERE
Camden Library
March 26-May 14
Damariscotta Area
May 7-May 30
Thomaston at Floral
Folk Art & Friends
Thomaston (Univ. College)
March 27-May 1
Damariscotta Ambulence Ctr
March 28-May 16
Thomaston (Univ. College)
Feb. 28-April 4
Skid. Lib. Damariscotta
March 28-May 16
Thomaston (Univ. College)
March 28-May 16
Thomaston (Univ. College)
April 5-May 24
Schooner Cove Damariscotta
March 15-April 19
Thomaston (Univ. College)
March 29-May 17
Skid. Lib. Damariscotta
April 5-May 24
Thonmaston (Univ. College)
March 30-May 18
Thomaston (Univ. College)
March 30-May 18
Thomaston (Univ. College)
March 30-May 18
Episcopal Church Thomaston
March 30-May 18
Camden Library
April 6-May 25

Coastal Senior College is open to people over 50. To learn more about our course offerings,
visit us on the Internet at www.coastalseniorcollege.org, or call us at
1-800-286-1594. You can also use this number to register.

as
So L…rejoice
in the warmth

ä Brunswick/Trinidad Poetry Reading,
4 p.m., Little Dog Coffee Shop, 87 Maine
St., Brunswick. Reading with Gary Lawless is part of Brunswick’s Sister City Celebration with Trinidad, Cuba.

War m Up Your Spring
With These Courses
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— two shiny new SUVs
at Rockland Ford.
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

TH
OFFER
ENDS
MARCH
3RD
OFFER
ENDS
FEB.
172007

I

YOU. I
GET A

ME.

FREE

MOTORAZR

WHEN YOU BUY ONE FOR

4995*

$

Mix & match colors of your choice.
• Bluetooth® technology
• 1.3 megapixel camera
• easyedgeSM capable

NATIONAL CALL ME MINUTES

®

Select National Plans now include
Unlimited National CALL ME Minutes,®
available only at U.S. Cellular.®
*after $80 mail-in rebates and unlimited easyedgeSM
access plan purchases

Gift certificates always available

“Customer Service is Our #1 Priority.”
593-9393

832-5200

338-9929

1103 Commercial Street, Rockport

1401 Atlantic Highway, Waldoboro

Starrett Drive, Belfast

Offer valid with two-year service agreement of $39.99 and higher. All service agreements subject to early termination fee. Credit approval required. $30
activation fee. $15 equipment change fee. Roaming charges, fees, surcharges, overage charges and taxes apply. 96¢ Regulatory Cost Recovery Fee applies;
this is not a tax or government required charge. Network coverage and reliability may vary. Usage rounded up to the next full minute. Use of service
constitutes acceptance of our terms and conditions. Promotional Phones are subject to change. Mail-in rebates required on all phones. Allow 10–12 weeks
for rebate processing. Promotional offer requires purchase of easyedge access plan for at least 90 days. CALL ME Minutes are not deducted from package
minutes and are available only when receiving calls in your calling area. See brochure for details. easyedge: U.S. Cellular approved phone required on all
easyedge plans. easyedge is a service mark of U.S. Cellular. Application charges apply when downloading applications. Other restrictions apply. See store
for details. Limited time offer. ©2007 U.S. Cellular
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LOW-RISK DISCS
By Gordon MacLachlan
Scorsese got his Oscar—all’s right with the world.
He won for another crime film, a form at which he excels
because he depicts brutality honestly, and with style. Another of his favorite subjects throughout his career has been the
figure of Bob Dylan, whose story he has been attracted to perhaps because Dylan depicts honesty brutally, and with style.
Scorsese filmed Dylan performing at The Band’s farewell
concert at the Winterland in San Francisco on Thanksgiving 1976—the same Band that backed Dylan on his revolutionary “gone-electric” tours in the mid-60s. Dylan was one
of a gang of legends that gave legendary performances on
that day in ’76, and the resulting film, “The Last Waltz,” is
arguably the greatest concert film ever made (“Stop Making Sense” and “Woodstock” give it a run for its money, but
not much else does). And two years ago, Scorsese released
a tour-de-force documentary of Dylan’s early career (ending
in 1966, post-superstardom, pre-motorcycle accident) called
“No Direction Home,” to which Dylan himself lent his
voiceover cooperation.
But the most arresting document of the early Dylan may
be D.A. Pennebaker’s “Don’t Look Back,” which chronicled
Dylan’s British tour of 1965 and caught him at his most iconic and iconoclastic. This film has been released before, but
last Tuesday the “1965 Tour Deluxe Edition” hit the stores,
and it’s a treasure trove of treats and extras. A bonus disc
entitled “Bob Dylan 65 Revisited” offers a brand new film
culled from over 20 hours of previously unreleased footage,
and both discs feature commentary from both Pennebaker
and Dylan’s tour road manager at the time and prankster soulmate, Bob Neuwirth. It’s tough to decide which is more compelling in the movie—the power of Dylan’s musical statements or the power of the verbal terrorism he inflicts on those
he sees as packagers and pretenders. The times they were achangin’.
Last week also saw the DVD release of “Stranger Than Fiction,” a very smart comedy you could call “metafilmic,” as it
concerns a character who becomes aware of his existence as
a character in a story. I love when this kind of self-conscious
move is done well—as in “Living in Oblivion” and “Tristram
Shandy: A Cock and Bull Story”—and it perhaps has never
been done this well. Will Ferrell, Dustin Hoffman, Maggie
Gyllenhaal and Queen Latifah all lend their talents to this original and remarkably entertaining movie. Go get it.
Will Ferrell is real funny, about as good as it gets for me,
with the possible exception of Jack Black (their performance
at the Oscars last Sunday—joined by John C. Reilly—was a
blast). Black also performs with Kyle Gass as the heavy
metal/acoustic rockers Tenacious D, whose exploits were featured on an HBO series that stands as one of the funniest things
ever made (the comprehensive DVD “Tenacious D: The Complete Master Works” is a must). Fans of these guys will have
their minds even more thoroughly blown by the full-length
film, “Tenacious D in The Pick of Destiny,” which features,
among other strange and glorious fantasies, Dave Grohl’s
appearance as Satan. Black and Gass have great chemistry,
and Liam Lynch—whose young career includes co-creating
MTV’s puppet-show classic “Sifl & Olly” and celebrated solo
CDs like “Fake Songs”—turns in impressive direction in his
follow-up to 2005’s “Sarah Silverman: Jesus Is Magic.”
So it’s a good time for comedy. But nothing is or may ever
be funnier than next week’s DVD pick, “Borat: Cultural
Learnings of America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of
Kazakhstan.” Sacha Baron Cohen gives his Borat character
from “Da Ali G Show” the big-screen treatment, and gives
everyone he encounters in this faux-documentary-about-afaux-documentary a memory they won’t ever forget, no matter the effort in trying. Cohen’s humor is of the confrontational kind, where reality and fiction are confused and you
feel you may be getting royally hoodwinked, because you
are. Better to be in the audience getting the joke than to be
one of the seemingly willing participants in Cohen/Borat’s
bizarre pageant, wondering if this charming and shockingly
offensive man can be for real. He’s not for real, but Cohen
has made a career—and it’s one of the more revolutionary
comic careers since Lenny Bruce—of convincing those he
interacts with to join him in his characters’ racist and sexist
attitudes and escapades (on “Da Ali G Show”—another example of HBO’s killer instinct—his moronic hip-hopper Ali G’s
interview guests included Andy Rooney, Sam Donaldson,
Pat Buchanan, Ralph Nader, Gore Vidal, James Lipton, Marlin Fitzwater, former Surgeon General C. Everett Koop, and
former U.N. Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali). Perhaps the most egregious prejudice that Cohen exposes in his
unwitting co-stars (usually the politicians) is the condescension that they exhibit in accepting that the foreigners they
encounter—especially if they’re part of the younger generation—are naturally going to be backward and stupid. “Borat”
is an unsettling comic masterpiece—you laugh at the people
because it does no good to yell at them—and is no doubt as
offensive as some critics have labeled it. But racism and sexism should be offensive to watch—isn’t that why “Crash”
won Best Picture last year?—and artists as brave as Cohen
are not to blame because they look under rocks to find the
ugliness that we tend to keep secret. Go look.
Gordon MacLachlan is a digital editor and
cameraman and the owner of SoundOnScreen Video
Services in Camden. He teaches film courses at
Unity College and UMaine Thomaston.
Contact him at gordon@soundonscreen.com.
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VI DE 0S & DVDS In Our Theaters
mostly by Lisa Miller Week of March 2 – March 8

Just Released 2/27 —

STRANGER THAN FICTION PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Marc
Forster (Will Ferrell, Emma Thompson, Dustin Hoffman,
Maggie Gyllenhaal) Kay Eiffel (Thompson) is an author
attempting to cure her writer’s block by killing off her story’s
main character, IRS auditor Harold Crick. But Crick (Ferrell),
who is a dull, by-the-numbers worker bee, turns out to be a
real person, suddenly able to hear the author’s voice in his
head. With his crush on Ana (Gyllenhaal), the baker he’s auditing, Crick is desperate to stop Kay before she writes his death.

Recent Releases —
BABEL R/Drama/Dir: Alejandro González Iñárritu (Brad Pitt,
Cate Blanchett, Gael Garcia Bernal, Elle Fanning, Koji
Yakusho) In “Babel,” a tragic incident involving an American
couple (Pitt/Blanchett) in Morocco sparks a chain of events for
four families in different countries throughout the world. Tied
by circumstance but separated by continent, culture and language, each character discovers that it is family that ultimately
provides solace.
THE DEPARTED R/Thriller/Dir: Martin Scorsese (Leonardo
DiCaprio, Matt Damon, Jack Nicholson) Two moles, one a
mobster working as a Boston cop, the other a cop working for
the Irish Mafia, are ordered to find and kill their counterparts if
they want to live. Colin Sullivan (Damon), hand selected by
mob boss Costello (Nicholson) to infiltrate the police, must
ferret out his nemesis, ex cop, ex con Billy (DiCaprio), now
employed by the mob.
FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS R/Drama/Dir: Clint Eastwood
(Ryan Phillippe, Barry Pepper, Joseph Cross) “If you can get
the right picture, you can win a war,” says retired captain
Harve Presnell. From the book by James Bradley, son of a soldier among those raising the U.S. flag during the Battle of Iwo
Jima. The process of creating and marketing heroes is deconstructed. Realistic action is spliced into the story, as are
Bradley’s current efforts to uncover his father’s war past.
THE GUARDIAN PG-13/Action Drama/Dir: Andrew Davis
(Kevin Costner, Ashton Kutcher, Derek Adams) In an effort to
find his place in life, a troubled young man enlists in the Coast
Guard, where he’s taken in by a renowned rescue swimmer
who’s hardened by the loss of his team from an old accident.
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE R/Drama/Dir: Jonathan Dayton
and Valerie Faris (Abigail Breslin, Greg Kinnear, Paul Dano,
Alan Arkin, Toni Collette) A family determined to get their
young daughter into the finals of a beauty pageant take a
cross-country trip in their VW bus. In the process they learn
more about themselves than they could have imagined.
MARIE ANTOINETTE PG-13/Drama/Dir: Sofia Coppola
(Kirsten Dunst, Jason Schwartzman, Rip Torn) Though some
may condemn Coppola’s film as an apology to the ill-fated
French Queen, the story of Antoinette as an adolescent
Austrian bride is compelling. Marie’s difficulties – adjusting to
a lonely marriage and to the publicness of court life – are contrasted with her self-indulgent nature. Dunst wears the high
hair and Schwartzman appears as Louis XVI, saddled with
running a bankrupt nation. Granted access to Versaille and to
Marie’s hideaway, Le Petit Trianon, many events are filmed on
the very spot where they occurred.
OPEN SEASON PG/Animated Comedy/Dir: Roger Allers, Jill
Culton, Anthony Stacchi (Martin Lawrence, Ashton Kutcher,
Gary Sinise) Boog, a domesticated 900 lb. grizzly bear, finds
himself stranded in the woods three days before open season.
Forced to rely on Elliot, a fast-talking mule deer, the two form
an unlikely friendship and must quickly rally other forest animals if they are to form a rag-tag army against the hunters.

HAV II
Movies, Music and More

THIS WEEK’S FEATURED RENTAL

$3.19

TWO-DAY RENTAL
March 1-7

Let Us Entertain You!
87 ELM STREET, CAMDEN

236-6777

Short descriptions of movies that are playing locally

THE ASTRONAUT FARMER PG/Drama/Dir: Michael
Polish (Billy Bob Thornton, Virginia Madsen, Bruce Dern)
Having quit the astronaut program to save the family farm,
Charlie (Thornton) can’t resist building his own rocket in
the barn. His wife (Madsen) struggles to be supportive and
ignore their looming debt, but their farmer neighbors are
perplexed. Even as the government searches for a means of
preventing Charlie’s manned launch, the media whips itself
into a storied frenzy. Bruce Willis appears as a space shuttle commander – Charlie’s old pal – rounding out a pitchperfect cast.
BREACH PG-13/Drama/Dir: Billy Ray (Chris Cooper,
Ryan Phillippe, Laura Linney) Based on the true story, FBI
upstart Eric O’Neill enters into a power game with his
boss, Robert Hanssen, an agent who was ultimately convicted of selling secrets to the Soviet Union.
BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA PG/Family/Dir: Gabor
Csupo (Josh Hutcherson, AnnaSophia Robb, Zooey
Deschanel) Fifth grade kid Jesse Aaron wants to be the
fastest runner in his grade. Sadly, a new girl named Leslie
Burke arrives at school and takes the title. Despite losing,
Jess becomes Leslie’s friend. While playing together they
discover a magical kingdom in the woods, where the two
rule together as monarchs and the adventure really begins.
GHOST RIDER PG-13/Action/Dir: Mark Steven Johnson
(Peter Fonda, Nicolas Cage, Eva Mendes) Based on the
Marvel character, stunt motorcyclist Johnny Blaze gives up
his soul to become a hellblazing vigilante to fight against
power-hungry Blackheart, the son of the devil himself.
THE GOOD SHEPHERD R/Drama/Dir: Robert De Niro
(Matt Damon, Angelina Jolie, Alec Baldwin) Edward
Wilson (Damon) believed in America, and he would sacrifice everything he loved to protect it. The tumultuous early
history of the Central Intelligence Agency is viewed
through the prism of one man’s life.
MUSIC & LYRICS PG-13/Romance/Dir: Marc Lawrence
(Hugh Grant, Drew Barrymore, Scott Porter)A washed-up
singer (Grant) is given a couple of days to compose a
chart-topping hit for an admiring teen sensation. Though
he’s never written lyrics in his life, he sparks with an offbeat younger woman (Barrymore) with a flair for words.
NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM PG/Comedy/Dir: Shawn
Levy (Ben Stiller, Carla Gugino, Dick Van Dyke)A bumbling security guard at the Museum of Natural History
accidentally lets loose an ancient curse that causes the displays to come to life and wreak havoc.
NORBIT PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Brian Robbins (Eddie
Murphy, Thandie Newton) Murphy plays dweeby nice guy
Norbit, an orphan raised by Mr. Wong (also Murphy).
Norbit becomes engaged to bossy, rotund Rasputia (played
by that’s-a-lotta-Murphy), just ’cause she insists. The
Murphy-on-Murphy action shows sweet Norbit suffering a
thousand humiliations, until Thandie Newton arrives as
Norbit’s romantic interest.
THE NUMBER 23 R/Horror/Dir: Joel Schumacher (Jim
Carrey, Virginia Madsen, Danny Huston) After his wife
(Madsen) gives Walter (Carey) a novel entitled “Number
23,” he becomes obsessed with the main character who is,
in turn, bedeviled by the number. Walter’s crazed descent
into madness is considered an annoying phase by his wife.
PAN’S LABYRINTH R/Fantasy/Dir: Guillermo del Toro
(Ariadna Gil, Ivana Baquero, Sergi López) In the fascist
Spain of 1944, the bookish young stepdaughter of a sadistic army general escapes into an eerie but captivating fantasy world where reality and fantasy are hard to distinguish.
PERFUME R/Drama/Dir: Tom Tykwer (Ben Whishaw,
Rachel Hurd-Wood, Alan Rickman) Jean-Baptiste
Grenouille, born with a superior olfactory sense, creates
the world's finest perfume. His work, however, takes a dark
turn as he searches for the ultimate scent. He lived to find
beauty. He killed to possess it.
RENO 911!: MIAMI R/Comedy/Dir: Ben Garant
(Thomas Lennon, Ben Garant, Kerri Kenney) Comedy
Central turns its hit comedy series into a movie. The regular “Reno 911!” cast is on board when the Washoe County
Sheriff’s Department of Reno, Nevada, is compelled to
help Miami Beach police put down a terrorist plot occurring in the middle of that city’s national police convention.
WILD HOGS PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Walt Becker (Tim
Allen, Martin Lawrence, John Travolta, William H. Macy)
Four friends buddy up to escape on a road trip astride their
“Hogs” – Harley Davidsons. But the joyride soon spirals
out of control when the guys accidentally blow up a bar
frequented by a sadistic gang of motorcycle-riding bullies.
Our goofy heroes ride off, hoping to avoid the inevitable
showdown.
ZODIAC R/Dir: David Fincher (Jake Gyllenhaal, Robert
Downey Jr., Mark Ruffalo) The true story of the search by
police and journalists for San Francisco’s Zodiac Killer,
this film delves into the minds of those tracking the elusive
murderer preying upon unsuspecting young lovers. David
Fincher gets up close and personal with the police inspector (Ruffalo), author Robert Graysmith (Gyllenhaal), the
obsessed journalist (Downey Jr.), and the camera-seeking
attorney, Melvin Belli (Brian Cox).
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Calendar of Events
(Continued from p. 25)
ä Paula Poundstone in Performance,
Fri., Mar. 9, 7:30 p.m., Strand Theatre, 345
Main St., Rockland. National comedian
and star of NPR’s “Wait, Wait — Don’t
Tell Me!” makes a rare Maine appearance.
Poundstone’s timing, wit and ability to create humor on the spot is legendary. $35
reserved seating. FMI: 594-0070 or
www.rocklandstrand.com.
ä Jonathan Edwards in Concert, Sat.,
Mar. 10, 8 p.m., Opera House at Boothbay
Harbor. Lisa McCormick opens for
Edwards. Tickets are $18 in advance, $20
at the door. Tickets available at Mexicali
Blues in Newcastle, online at boothbayoperahouse.org, or by calling 633-5159.
ä Annual Inn to Inn Chocolate March
Weekend, Sat. & Sun., Mar. 10 & 11,
Rockland. Two days of sweets samplings
and demonstrations at Historic Inns of
Rockland members (Berry Manor Inn,
Capt. Lindsey House and LimeRock Inn),
discounts on chocolate-themed items at
local retailers, and a Brownie Sundae Eating Contest at 1:30 p.m. Sat. at The Waterworks Restaurant in Rockland. To enter the
contest to see who can eat a chocolate
brownie sundae the fastest (limited to the
first 20; age 13 & up), sign up at Waterworks in advance.Winner receives a $50
Waterworks certificate. FMI: www.HistoricInnsofRockland.com or 877-ROCINNS (877-762-4667).
ä Two Feathers Drum in Performance,
Sun., March 11, 2 p.m., Gibbs Library,
Washington. Seven-member troupe of
drummers and singers with divers tribal
backgrounds perform in Native American
regalia. Free. FMI: 845-2544.
ä Sounds of Second Sunday, Sun., Mar.
11, 3 p.m., Rockland Congregational Church,
118 Limerock St. “Let the Bells Ring” is a
festival of four midcoast English handbell
church choirs from Camden Congregational,
Aldersgate Methodist in Rockland, Second
Congregational of Warren and Rockland
Congregational. $8. FMI: 594-8656.
ä Cape Breton Concert, Sun., Mar. 11,
7:30 p.m., First Parish Church, 40 Main St.,
Freeport. Lively traditional tunes by Cape
Breton fiddler Brenda Stubbert and pianist
Melissa Emmons. $15/$12 students, seniors & Ceilidh House members/under 12,
free, available at Maine Street Art, 141A
Maine St., Brunswick. FMI: 721-0244
ä Voices for the Future of the
Damariscotta River, Thurs., Mar. 15, 9
a.m.-3 p.m., Darling Marine Center, Walpole. Public forum held by the Damariscot-

★Colonial★
★ Theatre ★
FRI. MAR. 2 to THURS. MAR. 8

WILD HOGS

-PG-13-

Fri. & Sat. 6:45 & 8:50
Sun. to Thurs. 7:05
Matinees: Sat. & Sun. 2:00
-R-

Fri. & Sat. 8:30
Matinee: Sun. 1:45
Tues. & Wed. 6:40

GHOST RIDER

-PG-13-

Fri. & Sat. 7:00 & 9:10
Sun., Mon., Wed., & Thurs. 6:45
Matinee: Sat. 1:45

BRIDGE TO
TERABITHIA -PG-

www.colonialtheatre.com

PERFUME

Children’s &
Teens’ Events
FRIDAY, MARCH 2:
ä Maine’s First Lady Visits Belfast
Library, 3 p.m., Belfast Library. Karen
Baldacci will be the guest reader at the
library’s celebration of the Cat in the Hat’s
50th birthday — also the birthday of the
Cat’s creator, Theodore Giesel, aka Dr.
Seuss. Children will make the Cat’s redand-white-striped hats and a birthday cake
will be served. FMI: 338-3884, ext. 24.
ä Skidompha Library’s “Books in
Motion.” The book this month is Gail Carson’s Ella Enchanted. The film of the book,
starring Anne Hathaway, will be shown at
6:30 p.m. FMI: 563-1058.
SATURDAY, MARCH 3:
ä Girls Unlimited! Tec-KNOW Conference, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Kennebec Valley Community College, Fairfield. Hardy Girls
Healthy Women and Platform Shoes Forum
host “Biz Whiz: Be
Miz Independent,” a
conference of daylong workshops
where middle-

Fri. Mar. 2 - Thurs. March 8, 2007

Wild Hogs
Zodiac
★

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7:
ä Girl’s Book and Beauty Club, 4 p.m.,
Thomaston Library. Sophia Starrett, cosmetologist, will share beauty tips and tricks. A
pizza party will follow. FMI: 354-2453.
ä First Wednesday Story Time, 3:304:30 p.m., Rockport Library. Storyteller Jan
Zimmermann tells and reads stories of the
wee and monstrous folk of Ireland and
England to school-age children and their
caregivers. After the stories, children will
create windcatchers. FMI: 236-3642.
COMING UP:
ä Performance by Friends of Ashwood
Puppeteers, Sat., Mar. 10, 10 a.m., Gibbs
Library, Washington. Silk marionettes tell
the story of “The Snow Maiden,” a Russian
folk tale. Rescheduled from Jan. Free and
open to the public. FMI: 845-2663.
ä PSO Kinderkonzert, Wed., Mar. 14,
9:30 & 10:30 a.m., Waldo Theatre, Main
St., Waldoboro. The Portland Symphony
presents “Woodwinds: Aesop’s Fables,” for
ages 4-7, bringing to life classic tales such
as “The Fox and the Crow” and “The Tortoise and the Hare.” $3. FMI: 773-6128 or
www.portlandsymphony.com.
ä 14th Annual Girls’ Conference, Fri.,
Mar. 16, 8 a.m.-2 p.m., 51 Mechanic St.,
Camden. The “One Incredible Day” conference offers a wide variety of workshops on
issues of importance to girls in grades 6-9,
as well as dance, martial arts, yoga and art
workshops. Space is limited and sessions are
filled on a first-come, first-served basis. The
conference, which includes a bagel break
and lunch, is $10 for girls pre-registered by
Mar. 9. Registration is $20 after
Mar. 9. Registration brochures
available at school guidance
offices, at www.mainelygirls.org
or by calling 230-0170.

• Case Price Discounts
• Specialty Beer
• Special Orders Any Size
• Great Gift Giving Ideas
15 Tillson Ave., Rockland
207-594-2621

2:30, 6:40 (R, 2:38)

Ghost Rider
1:45, 4:05, 6:55, Fri. & Sat. 9:15 (PG13, 1:57)

✷ Every monday
Open Mic
Great Evening of Local Talent
Starts at 9:30

WINNER OF 3 OSCARS!
CINEMATOGRAPHY, MAKE-UP & ART DIRECTION

✷ Every Wednesday
Pool Tournament
Start Time 8:00 p.m.
Cash Prizes: 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

✷ Every thursday

2:10, 4:20, 7:00, Fri. & Sat. 9:05 (PG, 1:43)
1:50, 4:10, 6:45, Fri. & Sat. 9:10 (PG13, 1:57)

Stefan Low
Acoustic Solo Act
No Cover Charge

Music and Lyrics

✷ Friday, March 2

Breach

Night at the Museum
1:55, 4:30, 6:50, Fri. & Sat. 9:20 (PG, 1:56)

Norbit
2:05, 7:10 (PG13, 1:48)

The Astronaut Farmer
4:35, Fri. & Sat. 9:30 (PG, 1:52)
Be our Guest for a Movie on your
Birthday! (Proper ID Required)
Photo ID Required for All R-Rated Films

30-50% OFF WINTER CLOTHING & A CCESSORIES
415 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND • 594-0293 • MON.-SAT. 10 AM-6 PM

— Pearl napping on a
Sunday afternoon. BY DAN KIRCHOFF

NEW ART CLASSES

for CHILDREN,
TEENS and ADULTS
begin the week of
MARCH 12

ART + NATURE

Generating Awareness
Empowering the Arts
Sourcing Inspiration

DAYTIME-AFTERSCHOOL-EVENING
SCHEDULE - ALL AGES & ABILITIES
Waterfall Arts Belfast, 256 High Street

for complete course schedule, scholarship info
& application or to register call 338-2222 or visit

www.waterfallarts.org

Laila B. Mignone, CPA
338-3831
By appointment only

Income Tax Planning & Preparation
Small Business Services
Bookkeeping, Payroll
Financial & Computer Software
Consulting
31 Franklin Street • Belfast, Maine 04915
laila@midcoast.com

Christian
Science
Sunday Church Service
10 am-11 am
Lesson Sermon from
King James Bible and
Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy

Free Pool

WHAT’S PLAYING:
FRI, 3/2 - THUR, 3/8

Bridge to Terabithia

2:15, 4:25, 7:15, Fri. & Sat. 9:35 (PG13, 1:43)

N EW A R R I V A L S

rated #1
for live entertainment
in knox county

✷ Every tuesday

2:20, 4:45, 7:25, Fri. & Sat. 9:45 (R, 1:29)

The Number 23

START SPRING!

Christian Science
Church & Reading Room
1 Central St., Camden
– opposite library –

Reno 911: Miami
2:25, 4:40, 7:20, Fri. & Sat. 9:40 (R, 1:43)

Clothing, Jewelry & Gifts

MONDAY, MARCH 5:
ä Softball Sign-up, 5 p.m., Prescott
Memorial School gym, Rte. 220, Washington. All girls in Washington, Appleton and
Union whose birthdays fall between Jan.
1994 and Dec. 1998 are invited to sign up.
Tryouts begin on Thurs., Mar. 8 at 5 p.m.
Bring $25 fee, check payable to Washington/Appleton/Union Softball, your glove
and sneakers, and wear comfortable clothes.
FMI: 691-3950; 845-2578; or 785-2163.

594-2100
www.flagshipcinemas.com
Featuring Digital Sound & Stadium Seating

2:00, 4:15, 7:05, Fri. & Sat. 9:25 (PG13, 1:48)

Starts March 9 – Academy Award
Winner “Pan’s Labyrinth”

school girls can sharpen their entrepreneurial skills. Keynote speaker is Gabrielle
Melchionda, owner and president of Mad
Gabs. Workshops available for adults as
well. $25girls/$50 adults. To register, call
861-8131 or visit www.hghw.org.
ä Baby & Toddler Literacy Program,
10 a.m., Thomaston Library. Reading,
singing, arts and crafts, body movement
and a healthy snack for ages 6 months to
3 years. FMI: 354-0652.
ä Ashwood Waldorf School Early Childhood Open House, 10 a.m.-noon, Park St.,
Rockport. Nursery information session for
parents of ages 2-4. FMI: 236-8021.

US Rte. 1 Thomaston/Rockland Line

$6.00 Super Tuesday All Day & Nite!

Fri. & Sat. 6:30
Sun., Mon., Tues., & Thurs. 6:50
Matinees: Sat. & Sun. 2:15

★ Belfast•338-1930

ta River Association will record public
comment and offer introductory information by the Dept. of Marine Resources and
others. Those unable to attend can mail
comment to DRA by Wed., Mar. 7 at
www.draclt.org. FMI: 563-1393.
ä Solas in Concert, Sat., Mar. 17, 7:30 p.m.,
Camden Opera House, 29 Elm St. Celebrate
St. Patrick’s Day with jigs and reels played
by one of the best Irish traditional bands in
the world. Tickets, $35-$30, available at the
Camden Town Office; www.ticketweb.com;
or 1-866-468-7619. FMI: 236-2947.
ä Bowl for Kids’ Sake, Sat. & Sun., Mar.
17 & 18, Oakland Park Lanes, Rockport,
and Yankee Lanes, Brunswick. Fund-raising event for Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
Midcoast Maine. To become a team member, e-mail bbbs@midcoast.com.
ä Lecture by Tracy Kidder, Sun., Mar.
18, 2:30 p.m., Camden Opera House, Elm
St. Kidder, award-winning author of House
and Home Town, will speak on “The Writing
Life,” as part of the Arts & Lecture Series
sponsored by the Camden Library and Bay
Chamber Concerts. Tickets: $18 & $25/$45
for patrons, which includes post-lecture
reception at the library/$8 ages 25 and
under. FMI: 236-2823 or 1-888-707-2770.
ä Smucker’s Stars on Ice, Sat., Mar. 24,
7:30 p.m., Civic Center, Portland. “Double
Exposure: The Many Lives of Figure
Skaters” will feature the world’s most distinguished skating stars. Tickets: 775-3458
or www.ticketmaster.com.
ä Norah Jones in Concert, Sun., Apr. 15,
Merrill Auditorium, 20 Myrtle St., Portland. Jones is touring in support of her new
album “Not Too Late.” FMI: 842-0800 or
www.porttix.com.

“The year’s true masterpiece.”

D.J. CHAS – ”Local Star”

– NEW YORK POST

NO SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Sun-Thur 7:00, Mat. Sun 3:00 & Tues 1:00
(Starts March 10 - Penelope Cruz in VOLVER)

Sunday, Mar 4 at 12:00 pm
FREE SCREENING! Q&A to follow!

ISLANDER

594-0070 345 Main St, Rockland
www.rocklandstrand.com

✷ Saturday, March 3
PLAY THE JUKE BOX
&
BOARD GAMES

Bayview Landing
camden • 236-0922

Sunday School
10 am-11 am
For students up to age 20

Wednesday Evening
Testimony Meeting

— a young squire plays
soprano saxophone at the
first ever Good Tern Co-op
Cafe Jazz Jam in Rockland
this last January.
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

7:30 pm-8:30 pm

Reading Room
Wednesday 4 pm-7 pm
Tues., Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
11 am-3 pm

Weekly Bible Lesson Sermon
Cable Television Station 38
Daily at 6:30 am

ALL ARE WELCOME

— lunch at the Thomaston
Cafe. BY DAN KIRCHOFF
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Community Radio for the
Penobscot Bay Region

Streaming Live & Podcasting

Community Radio WERU
P.O. Box 170, East Orland, Maine 04431
Office (9-5 Mon.-Fri.) 207-469-6600
info@weru.org www.weru.org

Calendar of Events
ä Maine’s Junior Miss Competition,
high school seniors wanted for the state
program, which will take place Mar. 30Apr. 1 in Auburn. Deadline for applications is Fri., Mar. 16. FMI: 1-800-2565435; marylee@ajm.org; or www.ajm.org.
ä DRA Jr. Naturalist Program, Space is
still available for April and May in the
Damariscotta River Association’s afterschool program to develop field naturalist
skills. Program includes games, hikes,
nature journaling, and outdoor living skills.
Program is held from 3:15-4:45 Thurs. &
Fri. at the DRA farmhouse on Belvedere
Rd. in Damariscotta; buses bring students
from Nobleboro and Great Salt Bay
schools. April program is for grades 4-7;
May is for grades 1-4. FMI: 563-1393.
ONGOING:
ä Belfast Library Story Hours: Mon., 10
a.m., ages 2-4 are invited to an active story,
song, dance and game event. Tues., 3:30
p.m., program for ages 4 and up is centered
around the Chickadee Award Books. Infants
ages birth to 1 year and their caregivers
meet on Thurs. at 10 a.m. FMI: 338-3884,
ext. 24.
ä Toy Library, Thurs. & Fri., 9 a.m.noon, St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, 11
White St., Rockland, next to the playground. Caregivers, parents, grandparents
and babysitters of children ages birth
through 7 years are welcome to visit. Toy
Library meets during these hours throughout the school year.

Film
— Elm Street in
Camden on a wintry
morning. BY DAN KIRCHOFF

Poet for Hire
no occasion too small or too large
site specific, event explicit
custom precision
Hand-scripted on fancy papers

THURSDAY, MARCH 1:
ä Ciné Français, 7-9 p.m., Penobscot
School, 28 Gay St., Rockland. Film is
“Mon Oncle Antoine,” a drama from Quebec. Drop in; $10 per film. FMI: 594-1084
or www.languagelearning.org.
ä WERU Goes to the Movies, 7 p.m.,
Belfast Library. Follow a group of New
York City fourth- and fifth-graders as they
prepare for a citywide public-school dance
competition in “Mad, Hot Ballroom.” Free.

338-5634
kspit@gwi.net

Myrtle

Street Tavern
“Where It’s Always
Happy Hour.”

— early morning reader at
Rock City Coffee and Books
in Rockland.
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

Fri. Nights:
Karaoke
Open Tues.-Sun. 11am-close
12 Myrtle St., Rockland

FRIDAY, MARCH 2:
ä “The Hermit of Manana,” Fri., Mar. 2
at 2 p.m., and Sat., Mar. 3, 7:30 p.m.
Skidompha Library, Main St., Damariscotta. A film by Elisabeth Harris that combines contemporary footage and vintage
stills in a portrait of Ray Phillips, a New
York City drop-out who lived in a ramshackle dwelling on the island off of Monhegan for 50 years. Discussion will follow
film. $5. FMI: 563-5513.
ä COA World Cinema Series, 6:30 p.m.,
McCormick Lecture Hall, College of the
Atlantic, Bar Harbor. “Le Grand Voyage,”
a 2004 film in Arabic and French with
English subtitles, is about a young man
who drives his father to Mecca through
France, Italy, Serbia, Turkey, Syria and
Jordan to Saudi Arabia. Free.
FMI: 288-2944, ext. 285.
ä Lenten Movie Series, 6 p.m., Belfast
United Methodist Church. First film is
“Godspell,” showing on the big screen in
the sanctuary. Free and open to all.
SUNDAY, MARCH 4:
ä Free Screening of “Islander,” noon,
Strand Theatre, Main St., Rockland. A
question-and-answer period with the filmmaker will follow the film.

MONDAY, MARCH 5:
ä Lenten Monday Night Film Series,
6 p.m., Rockland Congregational
Church, 180 Limerock St. Feature-length
films that have themes of redemption,
sacrifice, morality, humanity and change
will be shown. Tonight: “Tuck Everlasting.” Free; for reservations,
call 594-8656.
ä Classic Film Series, 5 & 7:30 p.m.,
Skidompha Library, Main St., Damariscotta. “Grand Illusion” (1937), starring Jean
Gabin, Erich Von Stroheim, Pierre Fresnay
and Marcel Dalio, was directed by Jean
Renoir and draws on his experiences as a
French Army officer in the Great War for
its anti-war message. $5 donation.
FMI: 563-5513.
ä PFLAG Film Screening, 7 p.m., John
Street Methodist Church, Camden. Film
showing is “The Massachusetts Safe
Schools Program for Gay and Lesbian Students.” FMI: 236-6271.
THURSDAY, MARCH 8:
ä “On Tip Toe — Ladysmith Black
Mombazo,” 6:30 p.m., Rockland Library,
80 Union St. An Academy Award-nominated documentary on the South American
musicians who are coming to Camden Friday, March 23.
ä Ciné Français, 7-9 p.m., Penobscot
School, 28 Gay St., Rockland. Film is
“Les Choristes,” a dramatic comedy from
France. Drop in; $10 per film. FMI: 5941084 or www.languagelearning.org.

Art
THURSDAY, MARCH 1:
ä Downtown Gallery Sampler, Belfast
Co-op. Works by 10 artists from the Downtown Gallery in Washington. Through
Mar. 30.
ä Photography by Jan Rosenbaum,
opening reception 6-8 p.m., Perimeter
Gallery, Chase’s Daily, 96 Main St.,
Belfast. “No Ideas But in Things,”
digital photographs by the Rockport
artist. Through Apr. 6. FMI: 338-0986.
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WITH ANANUR
www.AstrologyWithAnanur.com

Karin Spitfire
Poet Laureate of Belfast, 2007

FRIDAY, MARCH 2THURSDAY, MARCH 8:
ä BAYVIEW STREET CINEMA,
Camden. “The Good Shepherd,” 7 p.m.
nightly; 3 p.m. Sun. Ends Thurs.: “Blood
Diamond.”
ä COLONIAL THEATRE, Belfast:
“Bridge to Terabithia,” “Ghost Rider,”
“Perfume,” “Wild Hogs.” See ad on p. 27
for movie times.
ä FLAGSHIP CINEMAS 10, Rockland:
“Ghost Rider,” “The Astronaut Farmer,”
“The Number 23” “Reno 911: Miami,”
“Bridge to Terabithia,” “Breach,”
“Music and Lyrics,” “Wild Hogs,” “Norbit,” “Zodiac,” “Night at the Museum.”
See ad on p. 27 for movie times.
ä STRAND THEATRE, 345 Main St.,
Rockland: “Pan’s Labyrinth.” See ad on p.
27 for movie days/times. FMI: 594-0070.

MARCH 2 – MARCH 8
Friday, March 2 — between 9 and 11 a.m. the Moon
will be aspecting Mercury which will be jazzing up your
nervous system. As we gear up for the Lunar Eclipse (Full
Moon) tomorrow the energies are intensified. Unexpected
uncomfortable events will be taking place, and your nervous system is sensing it. Watch your pets, their behavior
may seem unusual. From noon until 2 p.m. the Moon will
nicely aspect Pluto which will bring about insight and
increased intuition. Mercury is aspecting Venus, harshly
causing misunderstandings and hurt feelings.
Saturday, March 3 — The Sun is nicely aspecting
Venus. You may want to lock yourself up in your art studio
and ignore everything except your creativity. This is a tough
day due to the Lunar Eclipse (full Moon) taking place at
precisely 6:18 p.m. with Uranus and Jupiter closely
involved. Try not to be scattered. Watch out for impulsive
reactions which you will end up regretting. This Lunar
Eclipse will set off anger and violence. Saturn is still aspecting Neptune (since February 24) making it tricky to figure out what the truth is. Just take a look at the news, example: Anna Nicole Smith’s baby’s paternity? While Saturn
is opposite Neptune it’s easy to be deceived. Between 7:30
and 9:30 p.m. the Moon will aspect Uranus (harshly) causing more upsets due to violence and impatience.
Sunday, March 4 — The Sun is conjunct (close to)
Uranus in Pisces. It’s time to break free from a stagnant
relationship or job, and find out what really makes your
heart sing. This aspect is all about trusting your intuition
and acting on it. It always leaves you better off than where
you were before. There is likely to be chaos in the meantime. Venus will be aspecting both the Sun and Uranus suggesting that a new relationship needs to find new ways of
defining its existence, non-traditionally. From 2:30 until
4:30 p.m. the Moon will be in a harmonious aspect with
Mars. You should be feeling plenty of physical energy and
ambition. Today is the last day that Saturn is aspecting Neptune, until June. This would not be a good time to start a
new business venture; something hidden would cause problems in the near future.
Monday, March 5 — Mercury is still retrograde (since
late evening February 13) but not for much longer. Mer-

Y

cury will be turning direct at 11:38 p.m. Wednesday night.
In the meantime try to be patient with all the delays and
obstacles still taking place. If you can hold off a few more
days from signing a contract, all the better. The Sun is conjunct Uranus for the last time today. There is rebellious
energy needing to be expressed in order to find one’s own
sense of individuality. Hopefully the rebellious energy doesn’t cause harm to anyone (yourself included).
Tuesday, March 6 — Between 8 and 10 a.m. the Moon
is uncomfortably aspecting Uranus. Your intuition is out of
balance. Venus is nicely aspecting Jupiter, which is great
for financial prosperity. I wonder if the stock market will
take a huge leap today? This aspect makes one feel like
spending. You might be in a romantic mood and not care
about the cost of things. Keep a positive thought going, it
will attract goods things to you. Between 3:30 and 10 p.m.
the Moon will be favorably aspecting Jupiter, Saturn and
Neptune. I suspect that you’re having some profound
insights during this phase.
Wednesday, March 7 — The Sun is aspecting Jupiter
which could promote excessive enthusiasm and the urge
to gamble your hard earned cash. Careful not to act too
impulsively toady, your judgment is slightly off. This is
the last day that Venus will be (nicely) aspecting Jupiter.
Anyone who was born: March 9, 10, August 11,12,13,
December 10, 11,12 of any year will find today to be especially “lucky” for them. Mercury will finally turn direct
tonight at 11:38 p.m. Starting tomorrow morning it’s safe
to sign a contract.
Thursday, March 8 — From 7:30 until 9:30 a.m. the
Moon will harshly aspect Mars. You could wake up feeling irritated with a headache. Try to put your worries aside.
Venus will be aspecting Saturn, favorably today. There’s
a sense of stability taking place deep within you. Relax and
breathe, “smell the roses” as they say.” The Sun is aspecting Jupiter again today. Try to enjoy the high energy, just
don’t jump to any conclusions without all the facts. From
9:30 until 11:30 p.m., the Moon will be aspecting Uranus,
indicating that your creative juices are flowing.
Ananur Forma lives in Rockland and can be reached for a personal astrological reading in person or by phone at 594-2565.
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DAVE Barry

Calendar of Events
FRIDAY, MARCH 2:
ä Children’s Art on Exhibit, opening
reception 4:30-6:30 p.m., Round Top Center for the Arts. Bus. Rte. 1, Damariscotta.
Works by children in kindergarten through
grade 8 from schools in Wiscasset, Boothbay, Bristol, Southport, Nobleboro, Edgecomb and Alternative Ed Union #74 will be
on view through April 13. FMI: 563-1507.

SATURDAY, MARCH 3:
ä Youth Art Month Exhibition, opening
reception 5-7:30 p.m., Portland Museum of
Art, Seven Congress Sq. More than 100
works of art by students from throughout
the state, from elementary through high
school. Through Apr. 1. FMI: 775-6148.
ä “Next Generation,” opening reception
3-5 p.m., Center for Maine Contemporary
Art, 162 Russell Ave., Rockport. “Next
Generation” is a show of works by Maine’s
college and university junior and senior art
majors. Through Apr. 21. FMI: 236-2875.
ä Monotype Printmaking Workshops,
Sat., Mar. 3 and 17, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. and Sun.,
Mar. 4 and 18, noon-2 p.m., Chocolate
Church Arts Center, 798 Washington St.,
Bath. Monotype workshops with instructor
Duane MacLeod feature a presentation or
instruction every hour on the hour. Prints
will be completed and the $5 fee includes
materials for two prints. On March 18,
Family Day, the fee is $10 per family.
FMI: 442-8455.
MONDAY, MARCH 5:
ä Classes Begin at Round Top, Round
Top Center for the Arts, Bus. Rte. 1,
Damariscotta. Classes in Soft Pastel Painting with Sally Loughridge; a Monoprint
Workshop with Lois Anne; “Etching: 3
Plates, 1 Image,” with Cindy McGuirl; a
Watercolor Workshop with Marlene
Loznicka; and Woodturning classes are
coming up in March. For dates and fees,
call 563-1507.
ä “Not Your Usual Whitebread,” Blum
Gallery, College of the Atlantic, Bar Harbor. An exhibit of private and experimental
works by members of the Union of Maine
Visual Artists will close on Mar. 30 with a
reception from 4:30-6:30 p.m. that will feature an action piece by Peter Buotte and a
screening of Camden filmmaker Walter
Ungerer’s recent film “A Week in Northern
Germany.” FMI: 288-5015.
COMING UP:
ä Waterfall Arts Spring Classes, 256
High St., Belfast. Spring classes begin
Mon., Mar. 12 with two five-week sessions
that run through the end of May. Children’s
classes for 2- to 4-year-olds, for home
schoolers and after-school programs for
students up to age 18. Adult classes include
painting, poetry and nature, book-making,
embellishing a page, art history, quilt-making, and life drawing. FMI: 338-2222 or
www.waterfallarts.org.

ä Deadline for HarborArts Juried Arts
& Crafts Show Series Applications,
Wed., Mar. 28. The Camden-Rockport-Lincolnville Chamber of Commerce’s 31st
annual HarborArts summer show will be
held July 21 & 22 and the 24th annual fall
show is Sept. 29 & 30. FMI: www.visitcamden.com or 236-4404.
ONGOING:
ä March Exhibit at Good Tern Co-op,
750 Main St., Rockland. On exhibit during
March are watercolors by Susan St. John
that illustrate different watercolor techniques. FMI: 594-8822.
ä “Thomas Birtwistle: At the Fair,”
Center for Maine Contemporary Art, 162
Russell Ave., Rockport. Color photographs
of Maine agricultural fairs. Through Mar.
31. FMI: 236-2875.
ä “Kathe Kollwitz Prints: Defending
the Downtrodden,” Portland Museum of
Art, Seven Congress Sq. Prints made during the Weimar Republic in Germany, from
the late 1890s to the 1920s, a time of rampant unemployment and poverty. Through
May 27. FMI: 775-6148.
ä Works by Angela Devenney and
Helen Bess, Tidemark Gallery, Waldoboro.
Photographs by Devenney and paintings by
Bess will be displayed through Mar. 3.
ä “Owen F. Smith: Perception in Flux,”
Center for Maine Contemporary Art, 162
Russell Ave., Rockport. An exploration of
the way new media has affected representation and perception. Through Mar. 31.
ä Works by John Bisignano, Searsmont
Town Library. Paintings, collage and
mixed-media works are on view through
March.
ä “Pinholes,” Craig Art Gallery, Unity
College. Direct positive pinhole images by
Chris Pinchbeck. Through Apr. 6.
ä Harbor Square Gallery, Main St.,
Rockland. Featured during Feb. is the work
of sculptor Cabot Lyford.
ä Works by John Brewster, Jr., Portland
Museum of Art, Seven Congress Sq. Fifty
paintings by Brewster, a deaf artist who
began painting portraits in the 1790s.
Through Mar. 25.
ä FLUX: Images of New Orleans by
Michael Kolster, Area Gallery, Woodbury
Campus Center, USM, Portland. Blackand-white photographs trace the changes in
residential New Orleans for a year after
Hurricane Katrina. Through Mar. 9.
ä Outsider Gallery Group Show,
340 Main St., Rockland. Winter hours are
noon-4 p.m. on Fridays. Call for other
times: 596-7979.
ä Salt Gallery
Student Show, 110
Exchange St., Portland. “hear/say” is a
show of over 50
documentaries
about the people of
Maine by 30 students, created

through photography, writing and radio.
Through Apr. 14.
ä “Chairs: North by Northeast,”
Messler Gallery, Center for Furniture
Craftsmanship, 25 Mill St., Rockport.
Through Mar. 9. FMI: 549-5611.
ä Prints by Nine Lively Ladies &
Shevis, Garage Gallery at Eastern Tire, 70
Park St., Rockland. The Nine Lively Ladies
join the Great Maine Print Project with a
show of monotypes, collatypes, serigraphs,
woodcuts, linocuts, etchings and some
works featuring combined techniques.
ä Farnsworth Museum, Rockland:
Jonathan Fisher: Pioneer Painter and
Printmaker, exhibit of the work of
Jonathan Fisher, pastor of the First Congregational Church in Blue Hill, who published his book of small woodblock prints,
Scripture Animals, in 1834. These diminutive prints are the earliest works to be
included in the statewide Maine Print Project 2006; through May 20. “Imprints of
Maine: 1900-1950,” exhibition is part of
the statewide Maine Print Project and
includes 45 prints from the museum’s permanent collection, from realist printmakers
like Frank Benson to modernists like Rockwell Kent and Carol Thayer Berry.
“Winslow Homer: A Collector’s Passion.”
The exhibit of watercolors and oils from the
Arkell Museum in Canajoharie, N.Y., is supplemented by the Farnsworth’s collection of
Homer watercolors. Also showing is “The
American Medium,” master watercolors
from the collection. “James Wyeth: Selected Works,” through Apr. 22, Wyeth Center
second-floor galleries. Open Tues.-Sun., 10
a.m.-5 p.m.; free admission last Saturday of
the month, Sept.-May.

Miscellaneous
THURSDAY, MARCH 1:
ä Talk on “Ghost Town on the Kennebec,” 7 p.m., Ross Center, Merryspring
Nature Park, Conway Rd., off Rte. 1, near
the Camden/Rockport line. Jennifer Kinney
and Ed Trombley talk about the self-sufficient town of Swan Island, the agricultural
ways in the 1800s and the race to save the
old homes. $5/members free. Cookies and
tea served. FMI: 236-2239.
ä Talk on Sherman Marsh Research,
7 p.m., Skidompha Library, Main St.,
Damariscotta. Dr. Karen Wilson of USM’s
Dept. of Environmental Science will report
on her research on the transformation of
freshwater Sherman Lake back into a saltwater marsh. FMI: 586-5616.

Walk Through the Grades

Early Childhood

February 15, 2007

Open
House
8:15 a.m.
- 10:30 a.m.
Saturday, March 3, 2007
10 amto- 12
noon
Call 236-8021
register

We’re extending our hours
& providing 24-hour call-in
refill services!*
As of March 1st, we will be open Monday through
Friday 8 a.m.-7 p.m. & Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
We have also installed an automated voice-response
system so that you can refill your prescriptions by
entering your Rx number into our system.

*Remember ...
... you always have the option of speaking with a
Pharmacy Technician or our Registered Pharmacist
during business hours.

Goodnow’s Pharmacy
33 Park Street, Rockland, Maine
Telephone (207) 594-5131
Fax (207) 594-4428
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AS HW O O D
Waldorf School

Currently enrolling
Parent-Toddler
through Grade Eight

207-236-8021
www.ashwoodwaldorf.org

for 2007-2008

MAMMOGRAPHY
ACR ACCREDITED
PEN BAY X-RAY ASSOCIATES
Each mammogram read by two radiologists using computer-aided technology
• Stereotactic Biopsy
Pen Bay Medical Center Location
Evening & Saturday Appointments Available
Please call your physician or

596-8500

Now We’re Cookin’
Today’s topic is: The Art of Cooking.
Cooking was invented in prehistoric times, when a primitive tribe had a lucky accident. The tribe had killed an animal and was going to eat it raw, when a tribe member
named Woog tripped and dropped it into the fire. At first,
the other tribe members were angry at Woog, but then,
as the aroma of burning meat filled the air, they had an
idea. So they ate Woog raw.
Yes, cooking can be hazardous. I learned this lesson
from a dramatic true incident that occurred in my childhood. My family was at home, waiting for company to
arrive; my mom was cooking one of her specialties,
creamed chipped beef, in a double boiler. There was a
knock at the door, and we all went to the living room to
greet our company, which was fortunate because at exactly the instant we opened the door, the double boiler
exploded violently, sending what seemed like thousands
of gallons of creamed chipped beef flying in all directions
with tremendous force. I believe that if there are intelligent beings elsewhere in the universe, one day their
astronomers will detect traces of this particular entree
spreading out across the cosmos at nearly the speed of
light, and they will, by extrapolating backward, calculate
that a cataclysmic Big Beef Bang took place on Earth in
1958.
The point is that, as a safety precaution, you should never cook anything, including toast, without wearing a welding helmet. Also, you should choose a recipe that is appropriate for the individuals who will be eating it. For
example, you do not need to make an elaborate dish if the
individuals are dogs. A dog will eat pretty much anything;
one major reason why there are no restaurants for dogs
is that the customers would eat the menus. So a dog will
happily eat the same recipe forever. You can feed a dog
“kibble,” which is actually compressed dirt, every single
day for 13 years, and the dog will consider you to be the
greatest cook in world history. It will lick the ground you
walk on.
The situation is similar with guys. Guys generally like
to find a recipe that works for them and stick with it. For
example, I know a sportswriter named Bob who, to my
knowledge, has never in his life cooked anything except
Stouffer’s frozen French bread pizza. This is all he has
in his freezer. If he hosted a Thanksgiving dinner, he’d
serve a large Stouffer’s French bread pizza, stuffed with
smaller Stouffer’’s French bread pizzas. At the Stouffer’s factory, they probably have a whole department
devoted exclusively to Bob, called “The Department
of Bob,” which monitors Bob’s pizza consumption and
has a fleet of loaded resupply trucks ready to roll when
he runs low.
If you’re not cooking for guys or dogs, you should use
a more elaborate “gourmet” type of recipe, which you can
find in magazines such as Bon Appetit (literal translation:
“Chow Down”). The problem here is that the people who
are creating these recipes are also snorking down cooking wine by the gallon, and after a while they start making up words. Take “fennel.” There is no such thing as
“fennel,” yet many of your gourmet recipes call for it.
Other examples of imaginary ingredients are “shallots,”
“capers” and “arugula.” So what frequently happens when
you try to make a gourmet recipe is, you’re progressing
briskly through the steps, and suddenly you come across
an instruction that the gourmet chef obviously dreamed
up moments before passing out facedown in the bearnaise
sauce, such as, “Carmelize eight minced hamouti kleebers into a reduction of blanched free-range whelk
corneas.”
Thus, to be a successful cook, you need to learn how
to adapt gourmet recipes to the “real world” by making
substitutions. For example, recently I was looking through
the December issue of Bon Appetit, and I found a recipe
called “Sweet Potato Soup with Lobster and Orange Creme
Fraiche.” I was very interested in making this recipe; the
problem was that some of the ingredients, such as “leeks,”
were obviously imaginary, whereas others, such as lobster, were members of the cockroach family. No problem!
I simply looked around my kitchen for appropriate substitute ingredients, and I was able to adapt the Bon Appetit
recipe to meet my specific needs, as follows:
SWEET POTATO SOUP WITH LOBSTER AND
ORANGE CREME FRAICHE
1. In a medium room, remove wrappers from eight
miniature Three Musketeers bars left over from Halloween.
2. Eat bars.
3. Feed wrappers to dog.
With a little ingenuity, you can achieve results very much
like this in your own kitchen. I bet that when word of your
culinary prowess gets around, people will be flocking to
your door! Let’s hope they’re bringing pizza
©2007 The Miami Herald.
This classic Dave Barry column was originally published on January 11, 1998.
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So L…rejoice
in the warmth
of the Celtic Sun…
Camden Opera House

March 17

www.camdenoperahouse.com
1-866-468-7619

Back That Truck Up!
594-6680
U.S. Rte. 1
Thomaston
(Next to Rockland Ford)

Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Sorelle Nursery Furniture
Chicco & Zooper Strollers,
High Chairs &
Play Yards
Cocalo Crib Bedding

Joshua
Heropoulos

Coastal Bookkeeping©
QUICKBOOKS & SMALL BUSINESS CONSULTING

NEED A BOOKKEEPER?
Call Jack Kennedy 563 7900/mail jack.k@midcoast.com
Certified QuickBooks® Professional Advisor

INSTANT CASH

Calendar of Events
ä Study Circles on Global Warming,
Belfast group meets four Thurs., 6:308:30 p.m., at the Audubon Expedition Institute, 234 High St. A Camden group will
meet four Sun., beginning Mar. 4, from
2-4 p.m., at the Camden Library. Readings
will be from “Global Warming: Changing
CO2urse.” Free. To register in Belfast
call 338-5859, ext. 34; in Camden,
236-0333.
ä MSAD 40 Adult Ed Classes, Medomak
Valley H.S., Manktown Rd., Waldoboro.
Beginning Thurs., Mar. 1, are “American
Sign Language,” “Jewelry-making with
Polymer Clay,” “Spanish Cooking with
Estela Maria Otero,” and others. For times,
fees and to register, call 832-5205.
ä Meeting of DRA Book Club, 6-7:30
p.m., library, DRA Farm, Belvedere Rd.,
Damariscotta. Enjoy a simple supper as
you read Bill McKibben’s Wandering
Home. New readers are welcome.
FMI: 563-1393.
ä Coffee with Champions, 9:30 a.m.,
Skidompha Library, Main St., Damariscotta. David Livingston Smith, philosophy
professor at UNE and founding director of
the New England Institute for Cognitive
Science and Evolutionary Psychology, will
speak on his latest book, The Most Dangerous Animal: Human Nature and the Origins of War. $5 suggested donation.
ä A Morning at the Spa, 9:30-11 a.m.,
Coastal Community Center, Overlook
Bldg., 521 Main St., Damariscotta. Zoe
Brisard, Arbonne independent consultant,
will treat guests to soothing foot soaks as
well as hand and foot massages. $2 suggested donation. To register, call 563-1363.
ä Good Tern Winter Education Series,
7-8:30 p.m., Good Tern Co-op, 750 Main
St., Rockland. Tonight, “Soup Stocks Made
Easy,” with Emily Rawn. Suggested donation $5. FMI: 691-9327.
ä TRIAD Meeting, 8 a.m., Bartlett
House, 20 Bartlett Dr., Rockland. Law
enforcement, social agencies and seniors
working to prevent fraud and abuse. Coffee
and muffins served. Seniors needed to participate. FMI: 594-1159.
ä Knox County Coin Club Meeting
Thurs., Mar. 1 & 15, 7 p.m., Lincoln Street
Center, Lincoln St., Rockland. Meets first
and third Thurs. of each month. Parking and
entrance in rear of building. FMI: 273-3462.
ä Old Fort Western Winter Lecture
Series, 7 p.m., learning gallery, City Hall,
16 Cony St., Augusta. Arthur Douglas
Stover will speak on his book Eminent
Mainers: Succinct Biographies of Thousands of Amazing Mainers, Mostly Dead ...
Who Have Done Something Useful Within
the State of Maine. Free; donations accepted. FMI: 626-2385.

Waldoboro Pawn & Jewelry

When The Cost of Living ESTATE JEWELRY BOUGHT & SOLD!
• EQUIPMENT
• GOLD
Catches You Short We Can
• CARS
• SILVER
Be the Answer To Your Money
• BOATS
Needs
NO CREDIT • DIAMONDS
CHECK

OLD MILL MALL
U.S. Rte. 1 & Depot St.
Waldoboro, Maine 04572

Haddock, Seafood, Shrimp (Weds.-Sat.)

OYSTER RIVER LOBSTER

RTE. 90
WARREN
273-3880

MAINE COAST
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
Is your house vacant? Do you need
help renting it? We have tenants
waiting for the right property now.
All types of property accepted.

Call Maine Coast Property
Management and ease
your mind today.

594-2856
Serving Maine’s beautiful midcoast area.

SATURDAY, MARCH 3:
ä Pottery & Pies Workshop, Sat., Mar. 3
or 10 and Mar. 31, Morris Farm, Rte. 27,
Wiscasset. Melissa Hunnibell will teach
participants how to make their own earthenware pie plate form local clay on either
Mar. 3 or 10, and how to make a pie in the
plate on Mar. 31. Cost is $60, or $30 to sign
up for the pie class alone. FMI: 882-4080.
ä Coastal Birding Walk, 9 a.m.-noon,
meet at Salt Bay Heritage Farm, Belvedere
Rd., Damariscotta, for a driving trip to look
at water birds from Great Salt Bay to
Pemaquid. Bring binoculars, dress warmly
and leave pets home. FMI: 563-1393.
ä Mid-Maine Rose Society Meeting,
11:45 a.m. lunch, 1 p.m. business meeting,
Country Farms Restaurant, Rte. 218, North
Whitefield.
ä Lenten Vigil for Disarmament, Sat.,
through Apr. 7, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., in
front of Bath Iron Works Administration
Bldg., Washington St., Bath. Say “no” to
the production of weapons of mass destruction in Maine. FMI: 763-4062.
ä Dance with Bob Elston and The Road
Rangers Band, 7-11 p.m., Thompson
Community Center, Rtes. 17 & 131 S.,
Union. BYOB; snack bar is open. Door
prize and 50/50 raffle. $8/$15 couples.
FMI: 785-2202.
ä Gibbs Library
International
Café, 6 p.m., Washington. Mexican
chili night, with
appetizers, meat
and vegetarian chili,
salad, corn bread,
dessert buffet and
beverages. Seating
is limited; for reservations, call
845-2663.
ä Benefit Fundraiser for Mary
Glidden, noon-4
p.m., Searsmont
Community Center,
Rte. 131. Fund-raiser includes silent

You Are the Image •We Create the Style

• CAMPERS
• TVs/VCRs
• TOOLS
Tues.-Fri. 9:00 am-5:00 pm
Sat. 9 am-1 pm

CHOWDER

FRIDAY, MARCH 2:
ä KCCSSA Meeting, 7:30 a.m., conference rm. at the CareerCenter, Breakwater
Marketplace, Rte. 1, Rockland. Knox
County Council of Social Service Agencies’ guest speaker will be Brenda Harrington, general assistance director at Rockland
City Hall. FMI: 594-0561.
ä The Game Loft’s Grand Re-opening
Celebration, 5:30-8 p.m., 78A Main St.,
Belfast. Hors d’oeuvres and beverages will
be served at 5:30 p.m. and game demonstrations begin at 6:30 p.m.
ä Belfast Flying Shoes Dance Series, 6:30
p.m., American Legion #43, 143 High Street,
Belfast. Community Dance with Chrissy
Fowler calling and the All Comers Band continues with a potluck at 7:30 p.m., and a contradance at 8 p.m. with Einstein’s Little
Homunculus Band and Chrissy Fowler calling. $8 contradance/$6 teens/community
dance, $2/children $1. FMI: Chrissy 3380979 or Annadeene@gmail.com.
ä Sap-to-Syrup Events, Fri. & Sat., Mar.
2 & 3 at 2 p.m., Aldermere Farm, Russell
Ave., Rockport. Participate in tapping the
farm’s maples for sugaring. To register, call
236-2739.
ä Program on Reflexology, 1 p.m., Quarry Hill, Camden. Certified foot reflexologists will take part in a panel discussion on
reflexology, its history and benefits, and
then give mini-treatments. Free for those
ages 55 and older, but registration is
required: 230-6114.

SISTERS TWO
HAIR DESIGN
8 2 CA M D E N S T. ,
ROCKLAND
596-0424

I DO

WINDOWS
Beautifully
• Custom Draperies
• Upholstered Cornice Boards
• Swag — Jabots
• Valances — Roman Shades

JUDY GROSSMAN
Designer

G OLDEN H A N D
DE C OR ATI N G
Rte 90 • West Rockport
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auction, raffles, used book sale, bake sale
and an Avon table. To donate time, money
or items, call 322-1325.
ä Rummage Sale, 8 a.m.-noon, St.
Bernard’s Center, Broadway, Rockland.
ä Massage School Open House, 2 p.m.,
Downeast School of Massage, 99 Moose
Meadow Lane, Waldoboro. Free tours,
refreshments and group discussions.
FMI: 832-5531.
ä Woodland Walk in Appleton, 10 a.m.
Meet at intersection of W. Appleton Rd.
and Guinea Ridge Rd. for a winter hike
along Guinea Ridge with Medomak
Valley Land Trust volunteer Shelley
Johnson. Participants will receive a free
animal tracking identification card.
FMI: 832-5570.
ä Weekend Work Parties, Sat., Mar. 3,
10, 17, 24 and 31, 10 a.m.-noon and 1-3
p.m., Merryspring Nature Park, Conway
Rd., Camden. Bring tools to help ready the
trails and grounds for spring or, if bushwhacking isn’t your thing, keep the fires
burning at the Ross Center and help with
the crews’ lunches of homemade soups,
breads and desserts. FMI: 236-2239.
ä Flea Market, 8 a.m.-2 p.m., Thompson
Community Center, Rtes. 17 & 131 S.,
Union. Over 90 tables. FMI: 785-2202.
ä Baked Bean Dinner, 5 p.m., Odd Fellows Hall, Rte. 90, Warren. Benefit baked
bean dinner will benefit Ashley Swan’s trip
to Australia in July. Beans, hot dogs,
coleslaw, desserts and more, with music
performed by One Way Up. $6/$3 under
age 12/$15 family.
ä Liberty Tool Rites of Spring Sale, 8
a.m., Liberty Village. This year’s opening
is dedicated to Rockland machinist and
longtime customer Red Franklin.
ä Impeachment Workshop, 2-4 p.m.,
Lincoln Street Center, Rockland. Following
“How to Impeach a President,” a 20-minute
film by the Center for Constitutional
Rights, Maine Campaign to Impeach members Nancy Galland and Richard Stander
will explain strategies to put Articles of
Impeachment back on the Congressional
agenda, and how citizens can participate in
the process. Sponsored by Midcoast Peace
and Justice. FMI: 596-0881.
ä Public Supper, 4:30-7 p.m., Union
Masonic Lodge, Sennebec Rd. Roast beef,
turkey, mashed potatoes, vegetable medley,
salad and desserts. $7/$5 children.
SUNDAY, MARCH 4:
ä Program on Lifestyle Choices, 5 p.m.,
Seventh Day Adventist Church, 132 Camden St., Rockport (just beyond Animal Rescue League). Dr. John G. Clark will discuss
“Cancer: What’s Eating You,” and there
will be a cooking demonstration on “Cooking to Boost Your Immune System,” promoting the benefits of a diet high in antioxidants and low in animal products and
including a tasting session and recipe handouts. FMI: 596-6561.
ä Mid-Coast Bluegrass Jam, noon-4
p.m., Waterfall Arts Center, 256 High St.,
Belfast. Hosted by Don Depoy and Martha
Hills. $3 for listeners/$2 musicians.
FMI: 323-4800.
ä C-RHS Coffee Chat, 2 p.m., Camden
Library. The Camden-Rockport Historical
Society hosts Civil War reenactor Art
Krause of Spruce Head, who will discuss
the work of sharpshooters in the Civil War
and show sharpshooters’ artifacts from his
own collection. FMI: 594-8047.
ä Lenten Study Series, six Sundays,
through Apr. 1, 5 p.m. light supper; 5:30
p.m. studies, People’s United Methodist
Church, Depot St., Union. Families invited.
Children’s activities held during study sessions. Public is invited to attend one or
more sessions. FMI: 785-4114.
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Calendar of Events
MONDAY, MARCH 5:
➤ Meeting of Appleton Historical Society, 7:30 p.m., Appleton Town Office.
Birding expert Don Reimer will speak on
“The Bald Eagle.” All are welcome.
➤ College Planning Workshops, 6-9
p.m., Medomak Valley Adult Ed, 320
Manktown Rd., Waldoboro. Maine Educational Opportunity Center (MEOC) assists
in choosing a college; tutoring; personal
and financial counseling; career counseling; and college and financial aid applications. All MEOC services are free. To sign
up, call 1-800-281-3703.
➤ Tray Favors Group Meeting, 10-11:30
a.m., Waldo County General Hospital Education Center, 118 Northport Ave., Belfast.
The group will meet to make tray favors for
patients in the hospital on St. Patrick’s Day.
Anyone interested may drop by; craft supplies are provided. FMI: 930-2677.
➤ Home-Buying Course, Mon. & Tues.,
Mar. 5 & 6 and 12 & 13, 5:30-8:30 p.m.,
Penquis CAP, 170 Pleasant St., Rockland.
A trainer discusses the role of various professionals in the home-buying process as
well as budget and debt management counseling and credit counseling. Free, but registration is required. Call 974-2424 or
1-800-215-4942.
➤ Regional Town Meeting on Sustainable Prosperity, 7 p.m., Belfast
Boathouse. GrowSmart Maine president
Alan Caron will review the recommendations of the Brookings Report and will
moderate the meeting, which will be a
grassroots discussion about how to build a
sustainable prosperity in Maine.
FMI: www.growsmartmaine.org.
➤ “Movement for Joy & Healing”
Classes Begin, 10 a.m., Senior Spectrum’s
Coastal Community Center, 521 Main St.,
Damariscotta. Sessions also held Mar. 12,
19 & 26. Stretches & relaxation methods
that create energy flow and improve circulation. Open to all ages and levels of experience. Taught by Hadar Sarit. Advance
registration required. Fee for the 4 sessions
is $40. FMI: 563-1363.
TUESDAY, MARCH 6:
➤ Midcoast Stewards Information
Meeting, 5:30-6:30 p.m., River Grill, Main
St., Damariscotta. Learn about the free program that will meet Tues. & Thurs., 9:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Apr. 17-May 17 and teaches
natural and cultural history and offers a
chance to volunteer in a community effort
of your choice. RSVP by Mon., Mar. 5:
287-1486 or lorraine.lessard@maine.gov.
Application deadline for the program is
Tues., Apr. 3.
➤ Educational Options Forum for
Adults, 7-8:30 p.m., Hutchinson Center,
Belfast. Representatives from colleges
and adult ed programs will be available
and there will also be information on financial aid, free programs and inexpensive
training. Register by Mon., Mar. 5.
FMI: 338-0715.
➤ Parkinson’s Support Group Meeting,
noon-1:30 p.m., Quarry Hill, Camden.
Rev. Laura Edwards, pastoral care coordinator for Pen Bay Healthcare, will present
“Living with Chronic Illness: Ways to
Feed the Soul to Ease the Journey.”
FMI: 230-6224.
➤ College Planning Workshops, 1-4 p.m.,
University College at Thomaston, 60 Main
St. Maine Educational Opportunity Center
(MEOC) assists in choosing a college;
tutoring; personal and financial counseling;
career counseling; and college and financial
aid applications. All MEOC services are
free. To sign up, call 1-800-281-3703.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7:
➤ Talk on “Cosmology in the 20th Century,” 7 p.m., Lincoln Street Center, Rockland. Free talk by Professor Eric Wollman
of Bates College will highlight some of the
newest discoveries in this rapidly developing branch of science. A regular meeting of
the Central Maine Astronomical Society
will follow. FMI: 594-1873.
➤ Union Historical Society Meeting,
7:30 p.m., Robbins House, Union Common. Dan Day and his wife Connie will
discuss “The Diaries of John Langdon Sibley.” Silbey wrote an 1851 history of
Union. Public welcome. FMI: 785-5444.
➤ Lenten Soup Suppers, Wed. through
Easter, 6 p.m., Water of Life Lutheran
Church, Rte. 1, Newcastle. Lenten devotions will follow at 6:30 p.m.
➤ Atlantic Challenge Lecture Series, 7
p.m., 643 Main St., Rockland. Bruce Larson, senior process engineer at FMC, will
speak on “The Science of Seaweed.” $5
suggested donation. FMI: 594-1800.
➤ Beekeeping School, six Thurs., 7-9:30
p.m., Knox Lincoln County Extension
office, Manktown Rd., Waldoboro. Beekeeping experts from all over the state conduct classes in beekeeping basics, equipment needed, honey extraction, pests and
diseases. To register, call 832-5205.
➤ Social Lunch Program, 11:30 a.m.,
Coastal Community Center, Overlook
Bldg., 521 Main St., Damariscotta. Lunch
is followed a program entitled “When Do
You Call the Ambulance?” presented by
John Grant from the Central Lincoln County Ambulance Service. Donation is
$4.50/$3.50 for those over age 60. Call by
noon on Tues. for reservations; 563-1363.
➤ College Planning Workshops, 9 a.m.noon, Hutchinson Center, Rte. 3, Belfast.
Maine Educational Opportunity Center
(MEOC) assists in choosing a college;
tutoring; personal and financial counseling;
career counseling; and college and financial
aid applications. All MEOC services are
free. To sign up, call 1-800-281-3703.
➤ Wednesday Walkers, meet no later
than 8:30 a.m. at Friends Meeting House,
Belvedere Rd., Damariscotta, for a hike in
Reid State Park in Georgetown.
FMI: 563-3464 or 449-1546.
THURSDAY, MARCH 8:
➤ NAMI Maine Series, 3:30-5 p.m.,
Rockland Middle School, Broadway.
MSAD #5 DCENT (District Counselor,
Examiner and Nurse Team) hosts a workshop on “The Effects of Depression and
Sadness in Children.” Free; education credits available. FMI: lhall@msad5.org or
594-5650.
➤ Conservationists Meeting, 7 p.m.,
USDA Field Office, Rte. 90, Warren.
Knox-Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District meetings are open to the public. FMI: 273-2005, ext. 101, or
www.knox-lincoln.org.
➤ Old Fort Western Winter Lecture
Series, 2 p.m., learning gallery, City Hall,
16 Cony St., Augusta. Author Fran Pelletier
will present a talk based on his book Little
Pine to King Spruce: A Franco-American
Childhood. Free; donations welcome.
FMI: 626-2385.
➤ Talk on “Before You Buy That
Land...,” 7 p.m., Ross Center, Merryspring
Nature Park, Conway Rd., off Rte. 1, near
the Camden/Rockport line. Landscape
architect Michael Farmer of Searsmont will
discuss the importance of making a
detailed site evaluation before purchasing
your dream property. $5/members free.
Cookies and tea served. FMI: 236-2239.

Hard Times
Auditions
in Belfast

The Belfast Maskers community theater is holding
auditions for the play Hard
Times on Saturday, March 3,
at 10 a.m. at the Belfast
Dance Studio at 109 High
Street in downtown Belfast. The play is a comedy with
music based on “The Full Monty” theme. Casting needs are
for six principal male roles (ages 16 to 60), a male (60+),
a young male (age 9 to 13), and five female supporting roles
(ages 20 to 50). The play will run on two consecutive weekends, April 26, 27, 28 and 29 and May 3, 4, 5 and 6. For
more information, visit www.belfastmaskerstheater.com.

➤ Introduction to Shamballa, 6-8 p.m.,
Insights, 1056 Commercial St., Rockport.
Discussion and hands-on table work
demonstration. $10/students free. FMI:
596-0776, ext. 5, or 557-5232.
➤ PenBay Reads Book Discussion, 6:30
p.m., Camden Public Library. Jan Rosenbaum will lead discussion on The Kite
Runner by Khaled Hosseini. There will be
a discussion on the book at the Belfast Free
Library on Tues., Mar. 13, at 6:30 p.m.
FMI: 236-7319.

COMING UP:
➤ Ethics Workshop, Fri., Mar. 9, 8:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m., Hutchinson Center, Rte. 3,
Belfast. Workshop on the use of professional social work ethics in social work or
human services practice. $25/$20 students
includes continental breakfast. To register,
call 1-800-753-9044 or visit www.hutchinsoncenter.umaine.edu.
➤ Nonviolent Communication Training,
Fri.-Sun., Mar. 9-11, Camden. Introductory-level course. FMI: 789-5299 or peggy@mainenvcnetwork.org.
➤ Spanish for Travelers, Sat., Mar. 10, 10
a.m.-4 p.m., Penobscot School, 28 Gay St.,
Rockland. Class with instructor Peter Fasoldt is for beginners and includes materials
and a traditional Spanish luncheon with the
$88 fee. FMI: 594-1084 or www.languagelearning.org.
➤ Free Workshops in Communication,
Block Printing and Singing Bluegrass,
Sat., Mar. 10, 9 a.m., Chestnut Street Baptist Church, Camden. Except for a materials fee of $5 for the printmaking class,
these workshops are free. Child care available. Pre-registration is requested: 2362195. or communityclasses@verizon.net.
➤ French Immersion Weekend, Fri.-Sun.,
Mar. 16-18, Penobscot School, 28 Gay St.,
Rockland. Complete immersion into French
language and culture with Corine Nabuchodonosor, Ibrahim Boukary and guests.
For advanced & intermediate levels. $225
fee includes 6 meals and all materials. Sat.
only (8 a.m.-8 p.m.): $98. Registration
deadline Mon., Mar. 12. FMI: 594-1084.
➤ Trip to New England Flower Show,
Sat., Mar. 17, with MSAD #40 Adult Ed.
$65 fee includes admission and bus fare.
FMI: 832-5205.
➤ Hospice Volunteer Training Class,
Wednesdays, Mar. 21-May 2, 6-9 p.m. and
all day Sat., Mar. 24, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Belfast.
$35; full scholarships available. Pre-registration required: 930-2677 or
hospice@wcgh.org.
➤ Spanish Cooking Class, Sat., Mar. 24,
10 a.m.-2 p.m., Penobscot School, 28 Gay
St., Rockland. Class with professional
caterer Estela Otero highlights a medley of
Argentinian Spanish dishes. $45 fee/$40 for
those who register for two or more classes
in the International Cooking Classes. FMI:
594-1084 or www.languagelearning.org.
➤ Bob Gagnon Dinner and Auction, Fri.,
Apr. 13, 5 p.m. dinner, followed by auction,
Rockland Elks Lodge, Rankin St. Dinner
includes steamship roast or chicken with all
the fixings. Music by the “Whole Lot of
Brass” band. $8/$4 under 12. Auction
donations are wanted; to donate, call 5944259 or 594-1030.
➤ Registration Open for Business Showcase, Wed., Apr. 18, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.,
Samoset Resort, Rockport. Camden-Rockport-Lincolnville and Penobscot Bay Regional Chambers present their 14th annual Business Showcase. Featured speaker is Alan
Caron, president, GrowSmart Maine. Registration deadline is Wed., March 28. Sign up
at www.mainebusinessshowcase.com. FMI:
236-4404 or 596-0376, ext. 23.

Maine’s First Lady to
Visit Belfast Library
Karen Baldacci, Maine’s First Lady, will be the guest
reader at the Belfast Free Library’s celebration of the Cat
in the Hat’s 50th birthday on Friday, March 2, at 3 p.m.
The event coincides with the birthday of the Cat’s creator, Theodore Giesel, more commonly known as Dr. Seuss.
Youngsters attending the March event can make the trademark Cat in the Hat red-and-white striped hat. A Cat in
the Hat birthday cake will be served. For more information,
contact the library at 338-3884, extension 24.

Community School Accepting Applications
The Community School, Maine’s oldest alternative high
school, is accepting applicants for students for itsApril term.
The residential school in Camden houses eight students age
16 to 20 from all over Maine. Students come for one six-month

term in which they work, pay room and board, share chores,
and study, with cost on a sliding scale. Graduates receive a
state-approved high school diploma. Call 236-3000 or visit
www.thecommunityschool.org. for more information.
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“PenBay Reads”
2007 Book Selection
Is The Kite Runner
For the annual PenBay Reads program, the midcoast
libraries have selected The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini. Members of the community are encouraged to read
the book to create a “critical mass” of readers familiar with
the book. The libraries will contribute to the discussion of
the book and the issues raised by the book with a series of
speakers, movies and book discussions in March. In addition, the PenBay Reads libraries are partnering with Camden Conference in inviting speakers with expertise on
Afghanistan. The series will include speakers from California to Brunswick and Camden presenting topical community talks.
The libraries will each have multiple copies of the book
available for borrowing, beginning immediately. The
libraries of the PenBay Reads program are: Belfast Free
Library, Camden Public Library, Rockport Public Library
and Rockland Public Library.
The Kite Runner was selected by ballot by patrons of
the libraries from a list of 14 books. It is the story of Amir,
the privileged son of a wealthy businessman in Kabul, and
Hassan, the son of Amir’s father’s servant. As children in
the relatively stable Afghanistan of the early 1970s, the boys
spend idyllic days running kites and telling stories of mystical places and powerful warriors until an unspeakable event
changes the nature of their relationship forever. Even after
Amir and his father flee to America, Amir remains haunted by his cowardly actions and disloyalty. The sometimes
impossible quest for forgiveness brings him back to his wartorn native land after it comes under Taliban rule. “[The
book] humanized the whole culture for me,” said Nikki
Maounis, Rockland’s library director. “It opened my eyes
to real life in Afghanistan and that part of the world.”

West Bay Rotay Raffles
Vacation Packages
West Bay Rotarians are selling raffle tickets for a chance
to win seven nights for two at the Vanderbilt Beach Resort
in Naples, Florida, and $1,000 cash for travel expenses. Second prize is a weekend for two at the Bar Harbor Regency,
breakfast, dinner and a whale watch. All proceeds will benefit West Bay Rotary’s charitable giving.
The vacation packages were donated by Rotarians Mike
Moore, owner of the Vanderbilt Beach Resort, who donated the Naples package, and Camden resident Paul Rogers,
donor of the Bar Harbor package.
Tickets are being sold for $5 each or six for $25. Only
2,000 tickets will be sold and the winners’ names will be
announced on April 12. The Naples package is valid until
December 31, 2008, and some blackout dates apply. The Bar
Harbor package is valid until October 1. For more information or to purchase tickets, contact any West Bay Rotarian
or call Jane Lafleur at 230-0171 or Noel Cox at 236-9764.
Spring is just around the
corner and many are planning a foreign get-away as
a reward for surviving another long winter. For those
who want to be able to order
a meal or negotiate the bus
fare in another country,
Penobscot School, 28 Gay
Street in Rockland, offers
day-long language classes designed specifically for travelers. Classes will be held in Spanish, Italian and French
throughout the spring months.
The series kicks off with a one-day class in Spanish for
Travelers held at the school on Saturday, March 10, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Taught by Peter Fasoldt, the class is for
the true beginner. Fasoldt will help students learn some basic
Spanish phrases, focusing on how to properly greet people,
ask for directions, count money and other simple tasks.
Italian speaker Emily Sapienza brings her enthusiasm and
first-hand knowledge of Rome to her Italian for Travelers
classes on Saturday, March 31 and April 7. Sapienza, who
studied at Trinity College in Rome and then taught English
as a second language in that city, will help students master
common Italian phrases on each of two consecutive Saturdays. The class is suitable for absolute beginners as well as
those who would like to refresh their fluency in Italian.
In April, French exchange teacher Corine Nabuchodonosor
leads a French for Travelers class on Saturday, April 21.
Nabuchodonosor, a native of the French island of Reunion,
off the coast of Madagascar, will use stories, music and
games to instill familiar French phrases in students before
they set forth on their adventures.
Spanish for Travelers costs $88; included in the class fee
are all the materials and a traditional Spanish luncheon.
Scholarships for children and teenagers are available. For
more information or to register, contact Patti Luchetti, 5941084, or visit www.languagelearning.org.

Penobscot
School
Language
Classes for
Travelers
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SHE PULLED MY FREE PRESS
AD FROM HER POCKETBOOK
“I asked my new
client how she had
heard about me.
She showed me
my ad she had
clipped from
The Free Press.”
The MEGA Life and Health
Insurance Company Wayne A. Ladner

Put The Free Press
to Work for You!
Call our Advertising Department
at 596-0055
— goodies on a busy
counter at Belfast’s
Bell The Cat Cafe.
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

Rediscovering Maizie
Glutz … by Don Tescher
Ma, he’s making eyes at me
Ma, he’s awful nice to me
Ma, he’s almost breaking my heart
I’m beside him
Mercy! Let his conscience guide him!
Ma, he wants to marry me
Be my honey bee
Every minute he gets bolder
Now he’s leaning on my shoulder
Ma, he’s kissing me
— Sidney Clare
The first time I heard that catchy tune I
was an incoming freshman at a small
teacher’s college in Minnesota. It was a
balmy September afternoon and we, the class
of ’39, wandered reluctantly across the campus to our first convocation, an “orientation.”
Corralled in the college auditorium we were
welcomed by the president, led through a
rendition of the school anthem, and entertained with a variety show by a handful of
upper classmen. We sat restlessly through a
string quartet, a piano solo and a speech by
a member of the school senate. It was a
sleepy time in the Valley until the chairman
introduced “Maizie Glutz, a Singer!”
She took the stage with bravura, a freckle-faced little lady with a voice like a trombone. She sang, “Ma, he’s kissin’ me.” We
called her back for an encore and she sang
it again … and again. In that little college
community a star was born. I was smitten
and probably ventured back stage to give
her a hug.
“Maizie Glutz” was a nickname; she probably made it up herself. She was Lois
McNair, and I was a lifelong fan. At school
dances that year I discovered Maizie was the
best polka dancer on the floor. She was an
avid tennis player, too; we played that sum-

mer on a Fargo court
and she let me take a
set. But it was a short
year. As a two-year
student my friend left
to teach somewhere
west. I remember her interest in a job opening in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, “where the
skiing was good.”
I fell out of touch with the college and
Maizie for the next 50 years. When they
finally tracked me down the school had
become a huge university. I started receiving an alumni bulletin, each issue listing the
surviving alums for that decade. Finally in
November 2006, the list for the Thirties had
diminished to two names, mine and Maizie’s.
She wasn’t “Maizie” of course, but Lois
McNair VanDerleun and she lived in Chico,
California, “where you could play tennis
year-round.” I wrote to her in Chico. “Do
you still have freckles and dance the polka?” She wrote back that she still has freckles and performs in local theatricals, but
that nobody’s called her Maizie Glutz for
years. She enclosed a picture of her diminutive self, her three strapping sons and their
families.
“I’m getting OLD!” she wrote, “with
arthritis in my right wrist from 40 years
of playing tennis, but I still try to keep busy
… tennis three mornings a week and then
down to the Chico Country Day School
where I volunteer three hours a day, four
times a week. Then I go home and take a
nap in my favorite chair while I read the
daily paper. Of course, I have a few
extracurricular activities, bridge club for
14 years and church … but yes, I AM getting old. I was 92 last November 30 … and
slowing down …”
Encore, Maizie, sing it again!

@
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AUTO SUPPLY
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Friends Wicked Wicked
Watch Over Me A Paid
King of South
Paid
RoseRose^
Games (In Stereo) series recap. (N) ^ Program the Hill Park ^ Program anne ^ anne ^
Seinfeld The 38th NAACP Image Awards (In
News
Frasier Frasier Scrubs Scrubs Becker
^
Stereo Live) ^
^
^
^
^
^
That ’70s Ghost Whisperer
Close to Home (In NUMB3RS
News
Late Show With
Late Late
Show ^ ‘‘Drowned Lives’’ ^ Stereo) ^
‘‘Longshot’’ ^
David Letterman ^ Show
Inside
1 vs. 100 (iTV) (N) Las Vegas ‘‘Junk in Law & Order
News
The Tonight Show Late
Edition (In Stereo) ^
the Trunk’’ (N) ^
‘‘Profiteer’’ ^
With Jay Leno ^
Night
Grey’s Anatomy (In Wife Swap ‘‘Baur/ 20/20 ^
News ^ Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
Wheel of JeopFortune ardy! ^ Stereo) ^
Fine’’ (In Stereo) ^
^
(N) (In Stereo) ^
Girls High School Basketball: Teams To High School Basketball: Teams to Be
My
Monty
BBC
Tavis
Be Announced.
Announced.
Family
Python World
Smiley
SimpSimpWWE Friday Night SmackDown! (N) (In News (In RaySex and Sex and That ’70s Malcolmsons
sons
Stereo) ^
Stereo) mond
the City the City Show ^ Mid.
EnterThe
Ghost Whisperer
Close to Home (In NUMB3RS
News ^ Late Show With
Late Late
tainment Insider
‘‘Drowned Lives’’ ^ Stereo) ^
‘‘Longshot’’ ^
David Letterman ^ Show
GroPains GrowMama
Mama
Diagnosis Murder Charlie’s Angels
Paid
Paid
Pastor Scott
SportsD- Mountain SportsD- Poker Challenge
Paid
Hockey College Hockey: BC at N.H.
Knock- Poker Superstars Best-Sports
Sports
Sports
Fight League
Final
Sports
Sports
NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Miami Heat. ^ NBA Basketball: Kings at Lakers
SportsC- NBA
Karate
Karate
Kickbox Boxing: Friday Night Fights. (Live) ^
SportsCenter (Live) Game- NFL Live
Karate
RealWrld RealWrld True Life
Jackass Jackass MTV Special
Wrestling MTV Unplugged
Road
Still
Reba (In Reba (In Movie: ‘‘Black Widower’’ (2006,
Will &
Will &
Frasier Frasier
Still
Standing Standing Stereo) Stereo) Suspense) Kelly McGillis. ^
Grace ^ Grace ^ ^
^
The Situation Room Paula Zahn Now ^ Larry King Live ^ Anderson Cooper 360 ^
Larry King Live
Fast Money
Apprentice: LA
The Big Idea
Mad Money
Apprentice: LA
On the Money
Hardball ^
Countdown
Investigates
Investigates
Crime-Punish.
Countdown
Video
Forensic Forensic The Investigators
Power-Justice
Video
Video
Cops ^ Cops ^ Video
(5:30) Movie:
Movie: TTTZ ‘‘The Elephant Man’’
Movie: TTTZ ‘‘Awakenings’’ (1990, Drama)
TTT
Robert De Niro, Robin Williams, Julie Kavner. ^
‘‘Stand
(1980, Biography) John Hurt. ^
(5:45) Movie: TTZ ‘‘Menendez: A
Movie: TTZ ‘‘Nadine’’ (1987, Movie: TTZ ‘‘Dragnet’’ (1987, Comedy) TTZ
Dan Aykroyd, Tom Hanks. (In Stereo) ^ ‘‘CanterKilling in Beverly Hills’’ (1994, Drama) Suspense) Jeff Bridges. ^
Movie: TTT ‘‘The Bourne Supremacy’’ Movie: TTT ‘‘The Bourne Supremacy’’ TTT ‘‘Executive
Law & Order
‘‘C.O.D.’’ ^
(2004, Suspense) Matt Damon. ^
(2004, Suspense) Matt Damon. ^
Decision’’ (1996)
Scrubs Scrubs Daily
Colbert ChapChapS. Park S. Park S. Park S. Park S. Park S. Park
That ’70s That ’70s
That ’70s That ’70s That ’70s That ’70s That ’70s That ’70s That ’70s That ’70s Dirt
Show ^ Show ^ Show ^ Show ^ Show ^ Show ^ Show ^ Show ^
Show ^ Show ^
Law Order: CI
Law & Order: SVU Monk (N) ^
Psych (N) ^
House ‘‘Clueless’’ Monk ^
Movie: TTZ ‘‘Eraser’’ (1996) (PA) A government
RayMovie: TTZ ‘‘Bandits’’ (2001) A neglected wife
Raymond
mond
hooks up with two quirky bank robbers. ^
agent protects a witness from gunrunners. ^
CSI: Miami ^
CSI: Miami ^
CSI: Miami ^
CSI: Miami ^
CSI: Miami ^
CSI: Miami ^
(6:00) Movie:TZ
Movie: TTT ‘‘Misery’’ (1990, Horror) James Caan. Movie: TTT ‘‘Misery’’ (1990, Horror) James Caan.
‘‘Children-Corn’’ A psychotic fan holds an injured novelist captive.
A psychotic fan holds an injured novelist captive.
Roald Dahl
Man-Future
J.R.R. Tolkien
Roald Dahl
Man-Future
J.R.R. Tolkien
Movie: TTT ‘‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’’ Movie: TTT ‘‘The Brady Bunch Movie’’ TTT ‘‘Ferris B’’
Actors Studio
Good
Unwrap Emeril Live
40-a-Day Giada
Paula’s Party
Good
40-a-Day 40-a-Day Giada
Walker, Texas
Movie: ‘‘Mystery Woman: At First
Movie: TT ‘‘Perry Mason: The Case of
Walker, Texas
Ranger (In Stereo) Ranger (In Stereo) Sight’’ (2006, Mystery) Kellie Martin. ^ the Lethal Lesson’’ (1989, Mystery) ^
Bible
Primary Behind Lindsey Osteen Price
Praise the Lord ^
All Odds LarryModern Marvels ^ Stealth and Beyond
Modern Marvels ^ Stealth and Beyond Mail Call Recaps. Dogfights ^
Chef
Chef
Party Fouls
What Not to Wear What Not to Wear What Not to Wear Party Fouls
Dirty Jobs
Lobstermen
Lobstermen
Stunt
Stunt
Dirty Jobs
Dirty Jobs ^
Gunsmoke ^
Griffith
Griffith
M*A*S*H M*A*S*H GoodGoodGoodGoodSit Down Comedy
Videos Videos
Smallville ‘‘Zero’’ ^ TTZ ‘‘National Lampoon’s Vacation’’ Whose? Whose? The 700 Club ^
OddPar- Neutron Sponge Full Hse. Nicktoon Nicktoon Full Hse. Growing Growing RoseRoseFresh Pr.
Zack & That’s- Hannah Kim
That’s- Zack & Hannah Cory in Movie: ‘‘Freaky Friday’’ ^
Raven
Cody
Montana House
Cody
Raven
Montana Possible
Funniest Animals
Meerkat Saving Ms. Adventure
Animal Police
Funniest Animals
Meerkat Saving
Friends
^
Seinfeld
^
Raymond
207
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TV Guide
C-SPAN
C-SPAN2
PAX TV
PEG – Government
NESN
FOX Sports Net
ESPN
ESPN2
MTV
GAC
VH-1
Lifetime
Spike TV
CMT
Weather Channel
NECN
FOX News
CNN
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Headline News
Knox TV
CNBC
MSNBC
Court TV
TCM
Movieplex
TNT
Comedy
FX
USA
TBS
Oxygen
A&E
AMC
Ovation
Bravo
E!
HGTV

Food Network
Travel Channel
EWTN
Hallmark Channel
TBN
History Channel
TLC
Discovery
TV Land
BET
ABC Family
Nickelodeon
Disney Channel
Animal Planet
SCI-FI
TV5
PIN
INSP
Cartoon Network

CORSON’S AUTO SUPPLY
596-6554
212 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

Celebrating 17 years of business!
OVER 300,000 AUTO & TRUCK PARTS
AVAILABLE!
CUSTOM MIXED PAINTS & SUPPLIES
OVERNIGHT PARTS SERVICE &
DAILY SHUTTLE SERVICE
SUPPORTER OF MANY LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS
OPEN
M-F 7:30-5:30
Sat.
7:30-4:00
Sun. 9:00-1:00
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Show Your Card & Save
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Sex and Sex and Movie: TTTT ‘‘The Cider House
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Maximum Exposure
the City the City Rules’’ (1999, Drama) Tobey Maguire. Program Program Program Program ^
Seinfeld Seinfeld Cops (N) Cops ^ America’s Most
News
Frasier Mad TV (In Stereo) Spike
Paid
^
^
Wanted
^
^
Feresten Program
^
NCIS ‘‘Light
Cold Case ‘‘Saving 48 Hours Mystery News
Alias ‘‘Taken’’ (In
CSI:
CSI: Miami ‘‘Lost
Son’’ (In Stereo) ^ Sleeper’’ ^
Patrick Bubley’’ ^ (In Stereo) ^
Stereo) ^
Miami ^
Green’s Green’s Dateline NBC (In
Law & Order:
Law & Order:
News (In Saturday Night Live (In
Maine
Stereo) ^
Special Victims Unit Criminal Intent ^ Stereo) Stereo) ^
Maine
Wheel of Paid
Building a Dream: Movie: TT ‘‘Head of State’’ (2003,
News ^ CSI: Miami ‘‘Lost
SmallFortune Program Oprah Winfrey
Comedy) Chris Rock. (In Stereo) ^
Son’’ (In Stereo) ^ ville ^
Girls High School Basketball: Teams To High School Basketball: Teams to Be
New Red Red
Sierra Center Stage
Be Announced.
Announced.
Green
Green
‘‘Guy Clark’’ ^
American Idol
Maine Poker
OurOurNews (In Paid
Star Trek ‘‘Space
Star Trek (In
Rewind (In Stereo) Showdown
Maine
Maine
Stereo) Program Seed’’ (In Stereo) Stereo) ^
MDTV ^ The
NCIS ‘‘Light
Cold Case ‘‘Saving 48 Hours Mystery News ^ Entertainment
Da Vinci
Insider
Sleeper’’ ^
Patrick Bubley’’ ^ (In Stereo) ^
Tonight (In Stereo) Inqust
Movie: TTT ‘‘The Fourth Protocol’’
Movie: TT ‘‘Who’s Harry Crumb?’’
BodogFight (In Stereo)
Paid
NHL Hockey: Canadiens at Bruins
Bruins
SportsD- Women’s College Basketball
Hockey
Wm. Basketball
Women’s College Basketball
Poker
Final
PRIDE Fighting
Poker Superstars
(6:00) SportsCenter College GameDay College Basketball
SportsCenter (Live) Midnight FastCollege Basketball College Basketball: Ohio Valley Final
College Basketball: N.M. St. at Nevada NBA
Whos 1
RealWrld RealWrld Road
Road
2-A-Days 2-A-Days Bam
Bam
Jackass Jackass Jackass Jackass
Movie: ‘‘Nora Roberts’ Carolina Moon’’ Movie: ‘‘Best Friends’’ (2005) A vicious Medium ‘‘Four
Movie: ‘‘Deadly
(2007, Drama) Claire Forlani. ^
woman terrorizes a friend. ^
Dreams’’ ^
Isolation’’ (2005)
This Week at War Investigations
Larry King Live
Saturday Night
Investigations
Larry King Live
Tim Russert
Deal or No Deal ^ Suze Orman
Tim Russert
Deal or No Deal ^ Suze Orman
Inv: Runaways
Nightmare-31st
Investigates
MSNBC Reports
Crime-Punish.
Investigates
Forensic Forensic Forensic Forensic Evidence Evidence Evidence Evidence HollyHollyForensic Forensic
Movie: TTTZ ‘‘Objective, Burma!’’ (1945)
(6:15) Movie:TTTT Movie: TTTT ‘‘North by Northwest’’ (1959,
‘‘Advnture-Robin’’ Suspense) Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint. ^
Paratroops descend on a Japanese radar base. ^
Movie: TTT ‘‘Simon Birch’’ (1998,
Movie: TT ‘‘Medicine Man’’ (1992,
(6:35) Movie: TTT ‘‘Mr. Holland’s
Opus’’ (1995, Drama) Richard Dreyfuss. Comedy-Drama) Ian Michael Smith. ^ Drama) Sean Connery. (In Stereo) ^
Movie: TTT ‘‘The Patriot’’ (2000, War)
(6:00) Movie: TTZ Movie: TTT ‘‘Gladiator’’ (2000) Russell Crowe. A fugitive
‘‘The Alamo’’, War general becomes a gladiator in ancient Rome. ^
Mel Gibson, Heath Ledger. ^
S. Park S. Park S. Park S. Park S. Park S. Park
Scrubs Scrubs Movie: TTZ ‘‘Zoolander’’ (2001) ^
(6:00) Movie: TZ Movie: TTT ‘‘Any Given Sunday’’ (1999, Drama) Al Pacino. Movie: TT ‘‘The Butterfly Effect’’
‘‘Big Daddy’’
A football coach copes with crises on and off the field.
(2004, Suspense) Ashton Kutcher.
Psych ^
Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: SVU Law Order: CI
TT ‘‘Ride, Bullet’’
(5:30) Movie: TTZ Movie: TTT ‘‘The School of Rock’’ (2003) Jack
Movie: T ‘‘Mr. Deeds’’ (2002, Comedy) TTZ
‘‘A Knight’s Tale’’ Black. An unemployed guitarist poses as a teacher. Adam Sandler, Winona Ryder. ^
‘‘JuSell
Sell
Flip This House ^ Flip This House ^ The First 48 ^
American Justice
Flip This House ^
Movie: TTT ‘‘High Plains Drifter’’
TTZ
(4:00) Movie:TTTT Movie: TTZ ‘‘Magnum Force’’ (1973, Drama)
‘‘Dances-Wolves’’ ‘‘Dirty’’ Harry investigates gangland-style murders. (1973, Western) Clint Eastwood. ^
‘‘StreetTTZ ‘‘Last of Jukes’’
Later
John Mayall
TTZ ‘‘Last of Jukes’’
Later
John Mayall
Top Design ^
Movie: TTT ‘‘The Brady Bunch Movie’’ Movie: TTZ ‘‘Ghostbusters II’’ (1989) TTZ ‘‘Ghost II’’
Iron Chef America Emeril Live
Unwrapped
Tasting Ireland
Iron Chef America Unwrapped
Movie: ‘‘Thicker Than Water’’ (2005,
Movie: ‘‘Sacrifices of the Heart’’ (2007, Movie: ‘‘Sacrifices of the Heart’’ (2007,
Drama) Melissa Gilbert. ^
Drama) Melissa Gilbert. Premiere. ^
Drama) Melissa Gilbert, Cyril O’Reilly. ^
Coral Ridge Hour In Touch ^
Hour of Power ^
Billy Graham
History Travel
Movie
Modern Marvels ^ History of Sex
The History of Sex History of Sex ^
History of Sex
History of Sex
Flip That House ^ Moving Up (N)
Flip That House ^ Trading Spaces (N) Moving Up
Flip That House ^
MythBusters ^
Egypt’s Tomb
Combat Zone
Futureweapons
How
How
Egypt’s Tomb
Gunsmoke ^
Griffith
Griffith
M*A*S*H M*A*S*H JefferJefferSanford Sanford M*A*S*H M*A*S*H
(6:00) Movie:TTT ‘‘Parenthood’’ (1989) Movie: TTT ‘‘Parenthood’’ (1989, Comedy) Steve Martin. ^ TT ‘‘Gun Shy’’ ^
OddPar- Sponge School Naked
Drake
Mr.
Full Hse. Growing Growing RoseRoseFresh Pr.
Phil of
Zack & That’s- Hannah ReplaceHannah Hannah Kim
AmeriMovie: TT ‘‘Max Keeble’s
Montana Montana Possible can Drgn Big Move’’ (2001, Comedy) Future
Cody
Raven
Montana ments
Interns Interns Dog Show: ‘‘Eukanuba Tournament of Champions 2007’’ (N) Dog Show: Tournament of Champions
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(6:00) Movie:TTZ Wild
Paid
Paid
Paid
That ’70s That ’70s GirlsExtra (N) (In
Paid
‘‘Mirror-2 Faces’’ World
Program Program Program Show ^ Show ^ Badly
Stereo) ^
Program
AmeriThe War SimpThe
Family
The
24 ‘‘Day 3: 11:00
Alias ‘‘Facade’’ (In Scrubs Paid
can Dad at Home sons
Winner Guy ^ Winner AM - 12:00 Noon’’ Stereo) ^
^
Program
60 Minutes (In
The Amazing Race: Cold Case ‘‘The
Without a Trace
News
Paid
Alias ‘‘Facade’’ (In
Stereo) ^
All-Stars (In Stereo) Goodbye Room’’ ^ ‘‘Without You’’ ^
Program Stereo) ^
Dateline NBC (In
Grease: You’re the Deal or No Deal
The Apprentice:
News (In Whacked To Be Announced
One That I Want ^ (iTV) (In Stereo) ^ Los Angeles (N) ^ Stereo) Out
Stereo) ^
America’s Funniest Extreme Makeover: Desperate
Brothers & Sisters News ^ Smallville
CSI:
Home Videos ^
Home Edition ^
Housewives (N) ^ ‘‘The Other Walker’’
‘‘Commencement’’ Miami ^
One More Dead
To Be Announced The Best of Masterpiece
TBA
Charlie Rose (In
BBC
ReligionFish
Theatre (N) (In Stereo) ^
Stereo) ^
World
Ethics
Reba (In Reba (In America’s Next Top Model ‘‘The Girl
News (In Paid
King of South
The Shield
Stereo) Stereo) Who Won’t Stop Talking’’ (In Stereo) ^ Stereo) Program Queens Park ^ ‘‘Inferno’’ ^
60 Minutes (In
The Amazing Race: Cold Case ‘‘The
Without a Trace
News ^ Coach ^ Without a Trace ‘‘In
Stereo) ^
All-Stars (In Stereo) Goodbye Room’’ ^ ‘‘Without You’’ ^
the Dark’’ ^
Kung Fu (In Stereo) Movie: TTZ ‘‘Blow Out’’ (1981)
Kojak (In Stereo)
Live From Liberty Feed
Paid
NHL Hockey: Boston Bruins at New Jersey Devils. Bruins
SportsD- Women’s College Basketball: ACC Final Hockey
Basket- Women’s College Basketball
Final
Final
Final
Poker Dome Challenge
SportsC- NBA
NBA Basketball: Nets at 76ers
SportsCenter (Live) ^
Game- FastBasket- Women’s College Basketball: SEC Final College Basketball
College Basketball
True Life
True Life
True Life (N)
Engaged Engaged Rolling RealWrld Bam
Bam
Movie: ‘‘Identity Theft: The Michelle
Movie: ‘‘My Baby Is Missing’’ (2007,
Grey’s Anatomy (In Strong Medicine
Brown Story’’ (2004, Docudrama) ^
Drama) Gina Phillips. Premiere. ^
Stereo) ^
‘‘Miracle Cure’’ ^
CNN Live Sunday Investigations
Larry King Live
CNN Sunday Night Investigations
Larry King Live
Diabetes Wall St Net
MatBiz Innovation
CNBC Prime
Net
MatBiz Innovation
Honeymoon
Lost Innocence
The Whole Truth? Meet the Press ^ Lost Innocence
The Whole Truth?
Beach
Cops ^ Cops ^ Cops ^ Cops ^ Cops ^ Most Shocking
The Investigators
Cops ^ Cops ^
(6:00) Movie:TTT Movie: TTTZ ‘‘Harvey’’ (1950,
Movie: TTT ‘‘Arsenic and Old Lace’’
Movie:
‘‘Witness-Pros.’’ Comedy) James Stewart. ^
(1944, Comedy) Cary Grant. ^
‘‘Crainquebille’’
Movie: ‘‘Hockey Mom’’
Movie: TT ‘‘Down and
Movie: TTZ ‘‘Vice Versa’’ (1988,
Rockin’ Rockin’
(2004) Jessalyn Gilsig. ^
Derby’’ (2005, Comedy) ^
Comedy) Judge Reinhold. (In Stereo) ^ America America
(5:00) Movie: TTT Movie: TTT ‘‘The Bourne Supremacy’’ Movie: TTT ‘‘The Bourne Supremacy’’ TTTZ ‘‘Good Will
‘‘Gladiator’’ (2000) (2004, Suspense) Matt Damon. ^
(2004, Suspense) Matt Damon. ^
Hunting’’ (1997) ^
Movie:
Movie: TT ‘‘Trading Places’’ (1983) Dan Aykroyd. S. Park S. Park S. Park S. Park S. Park S. Park
Movie: T ‘‘The New Guy’’ (2002,
Movie: TTTZ ‘‘Ray’’ (2004, Biography) Jamie Foxx, Regina Dirt
King. Ray Charles overcomes hardships to become a legend.
Comedy) DJ Qualls, Eliza Dushku.
Movie: TT ‘‘Along Came Polly’’ (2004) Movie: TT ‘‘50 First Dates’’ (2004) ^
Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: SVU
Movie: TTZ ‘‘Legally Blonde’’ (2001, Movie: TTZ ‘‘Legally Blonde’’ (2001, Movie: TTT ‘‘Save
(6:00) Movie: T
‘‘Mr. Deeds’’ ^
Comedy) Reese Witherspoon. ^
Comedy) Reese Witherspoon. ^
the Last Dance’’
Cold Case Files ^ Intervention ‘‘Sara’’ Intervention ^
Intervention ^
Crank-America
Intervention ‘‘Sara’’
(5:30) Movie: TTZ Movie: TTT ‘‘Splash’’ (1984) A disenchanted
Movie: TT ‘‘Three Amigos!’’ (1986,
TTT
‘‘Hero’’ (1992)
businessman struggles to protect a mermaid.
Western) Chevy Chase, Steve Martin.
‘‘RomnRoy Lichtenstein
Goya: Crazy Like a Genius
Pollock Matisse-Picasso
Roy Lichtenstein
Goya: Genius
Law & Order
Law & Order
Law Order: CI
Law & Order
Law & Order
Law & Order
Garlic Cook-Off
Emeril Live Shrimp. Iron Chef America Challenge
Flay
Dinner
Iron Chef America
Movie: TT ‘‘Diagnosis Murder: Town Movie: TT ‘‘Perry Mason: The Case of Movie: ‘‘Matlock: The Fortune’’ (1993,
Without Pity’’ (2002) Dick Van Dyke. ^ the Musical Murder’’ (1989, Mystery) ^ Mystery) Andy Griffith, Brynn Thayer. ^
Youseff Hayford Osteen Authority Believers Chang- Praise the Lord ^
Bible
Against
(6:00) The Plague Modern Marvels ^ The Dark Ages (N) ^
The Dark Ages ^
Shalom-Home
David Blaine
David Blaine
David Blaine
David Blaine
David Blaine
Hist-Freemasn
Noah’s Ark
The Tomb (N)
Science-Bible
Noah’s Ark
Gunsmoke ^
Griffith
Griffith
M*A*S*H M*A*S*H JefferJefferSanford Sanford M*A*S*H M*A*S*H
(5:00) Movie:
‘‘Dukes of Hazzard: Begin’’
‘‘Dukes of Hazzard: Begin’’
Osteen Feed
Drake
Jordan Zoey 101 Unfab
Growing Growing RoseRoseFresh Pr. Fresh Pr. Growing Growing
Hannah Zack & Movie: TT ‘‘Beethoven’s
Kim
Phil of
Natural- Zack & That’s- Hannah ReplaceMontana Cody
4th’’ (2001) Judge Reinhold. Possible Future
Sadie
Cody
Raven
Montana ments
Wild Kingdom ^
Trek: Spy on the Wildebeest Wildebeest. Profiles of Nature Wild Kingdom ^
Wildebeest
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Friends Wicked Wicked
Watch Over Me (N) Paid
King of South
Paid
RoseRose^
Games (In Stereo) (In Stereo) ^
Program the Hill Park ^ Program anne ^ anne ^
Seinfeld Prison Break
24 ‘‘Day 6: 5:00PM News
Frasier Frasier Scrubs Scrubs Becker
^
‘‘Sweet Caroline’’
- 6:00PM’’ (N) ^
^
^
^
^
^
That ’70s How I
The
Two/Half Engage- CSI: Miami ‘‘Going News
Late Show With
Late Late
Show ^ Met
Class ^ Men
ment
Under’’ (In Stereo)
David Letterman ^ Show
Inside
Deal or No Deal
Heroes ‘‘Like Any The Black
News
The Tonight Show Late
Donnellys (N) ^
With Jay Leno ^
Night
Edition (iTV) (In Stereo) ^ Parasite’’ (N) ^
Wife Swap
Supernanny
What About Brian News ^ Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
Wheel of Jeop^
(In Stereo) ^
Fortune ardy! ^ ‘‘Ridgely/Corrao’’ ^ ‘‘Williams Family’’ (N) (In Stereo) ^
The NewsHour
Antiques
To Be Announced
Charlie Rose (N)
BBC
Tavis
With Jim Lehrer ^ Roadshow ^
(In Stereo) ^
World
Smiley
SimpHates
All of Us GirlThe
News (In RaySex and Sex and That ’70s MalcolmSimpsons
Chris
^
friends
Game ^ Stereo) mond
the City the City Show ^ Mid.
sons
EnterThe
How I
The
Two/Half Engage- CSI: Miami ‘‘Going News ^ Late Show With
Late Late
tainment Insider
Met
Class ^ Men
ment
Under’’ (In Stereo)
David Letterman ^ Show
GrowGrowMama
Mama
Diagnosis Murder ION Life (In Stereo) Time Life Paid
Pastor Scott
SportsD- Red Sox SportsD- Outdoors Paid
Paid
Red Sox Red Sox Walk Off Sox Sept. 29, 2005. (N)
Sports
Dest
Poker Superstars Soundbites
Sports
Women’s College Basketball: Pac-10 Final
College Basketball
SportsCenter (Live) Game- FastCollege Basketball: CAA Final
Women’s College Basketball
College Basketball: MAAC Final
Strong- Strong- NASPoker
Engaged Sweet 16 Sweet 16 Sweet 16 Sweet 16 Engaged The Hills Dance
Next
Next
Next
Next
Still
Still
Gay,
Gay,
Movie: ‘‘Lies and Crimes’’ (2007,
Desperate
Frasier Frasier
^
^
Standing Standing Straight Straight Suspense) Estella Warren. Premiere. ^ Housewives ^
The Situation Room Paula Zahn Now ^ Larry King Live ^ Anderson Cooper 360 ^
Larry King Live
Fast Money
Apprentice: LA
The Big Idea
Mad Money
Apprentice: LA
On the Money
Hardball ^
Countdown
Scarborough
Lady in-Lake
Investigates
Countdown
Cops ^ Cops ^ Beach
Beach
Forensic Forensic SuburPsychic The Investigators
Beach
Beach
Festival of Shorts Gene Kelly: Anatomy of a
Movie: TTT ‘‘For Me and My Gal’’
Movie: TTT ‘‘Du Barry Was
Dancer
(1942, Musical) Judy Garland. ^
a Lady’’ (1943) Red Skelton.
(N)
(5:50)
Movie:TT ‘‘The Other Sister’’ (1999) Two mentally Movie: TT ‘‘Love Potion No. Movie: TTT ‘‘Forget Paris’’
Movie:
challenged individuals meet and fall in love. ^
9’’ (1992) Tate Donovan. ^ (1995, Comedy) Billy Crystal.
Charmed A large
Charmed ‘‘Forever Law & Order (In
Law & Order
Law & Order
Law & Order
battle ensues. ^
Charmed’’ ^
Stereo) ^
‘‘Criminal Law’’ ^ ‘‘Flaw’’ (In Stereo) ‘‘Disappeared’’ ^
Scrubs Scrubs Daily
Colbert Mencia S. Park Scrubs Naked
Daily
Colbert ChapNaked
Movie: TTT ‘‘Hellboy’’ (2004, Fantasy) Ron Perlman, John
(5:00) Movie:
Movie: TT ‘‘The Transporter’’ (2002,
Hurt. The son of the devil fights paranormal creatures.
Action) Jason Statham, Shu Qi.
Law & Order: SVU WWE Monday Night Raw ^
Law & Order: SVU Law Order: CI
Law Order: CI
RayFriends Friends Friends Friends Family
Family
Seinfeld Seinfeld Movie: TT
Raymond
^
^
^
^
Guy ^ Guy ^ ^
^
‘‘Captain Ron’’ ^
mond
CSI: Miami ^
The Sopranos ^
The Sopranos (In Stereo) ^ Dog
CSI: Miami ^
CSI: Miami ^
Movie: TTZ
(5:30) Movie: TTT Movie: TTT ‘‘Down and Out in Beverly Movie: TTT ‘‘Carrie’’ (1976, Horror)
Hills’’ (1986, Comedy) Nick Nolte. ^
Sissy Spacek, Piper Laurie, William Katt. ‘‘Psycho II’’ (1983)
‘‘Splash’’ (1984)
Lar Lubovitch
Dancing-Dangerous Ground Later
Lar Lubovitch
Dancing-Dangerous Ground Later
Inside the Actors Studio Dustin Hoffman. Six Feet Under ^ Six Feet Under (In Stereo) ^ Six Feet Under ^ HouseGood
Unwrap Emeril Live
Unwrap Unwrap Secret
Secret
Good
40-a-Day Unwrap Unwrap
Walker, Texas
Movie: ‘‘Matlock: The Final Affair’’
Movie: ‘‘Diagnosis Murder: Without
Walker, Texas
Ranger ^
Ranger ^
(1993, Mystery) Andy Griffith. ^
Warning’’ (2002) Dick Van Dyke. ^
Cameron Jakes
Behind Chironna Franklin Duplantis Praise the Lord ^
Osteen P. Stone
Barbarians Huns. Barbarians Vikings. Barbarians II ^
Modern Marvels ^ Barbarians II (N) ^ Dig for Truth
My Life as a Child Little People
Little People
Little People
Little People
Little People
Dirty Jobs
Futureweapons (N) Stunt
Stunt
MythBusters ^
Dirty Jobs
Mega Builders ^
Gunsmoke ^
Griffith
Griffith
M*A*S*H M*A*S*H Sit Down Comedy Sanford Sanford M*A*S*H M*A*S*H
Movie: TZ ‘‘Head Over Heels’’ (2001) The 700 Club ^
Lincoln Heights ^ Wildfire (N) ^
Lincoln Heights ^
OddPar- Neutron Sponge Full Hse. Growing Growing RoseRoseFresh Pr. Fresh Pr. Growing Growing
Zack & Movie: TT ‘‘Smart House’’
Phil of
Replace- Life With Phil of
Zack & That’s- Phil of
Kim
Future
Cody
(1999) Ryan Merriman. ^
ments
Derek ^ Future
Cody
Raven
Future
Possible
The Most Extreme Incredible Journeys Interns Interns Animal Cops
Incredible Journeys Interns Interns
Friends
^
Seinfeld
^
Raymond
207
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Friends
^
Seinfeld
^
Raymond
207

Friends Wicked Wicked
Watch Over Me (N) Maine Poker
South
Paid
RoseRose^
Games (N) ^
^
Showdown
Park ^ Program anne ^ anne ^
Seinfeld American Idol The House ‘‘Half-Wit’’
News
Frasier Frasier Scrubs Scrubs Becker
^
top eight men. ^
(In Stereo) (PA) ^
^
^
^
^
^
That ’70s NCIS (iTV) (In
The Unit (In Stereo) 48 Hours Mystery News
Late Show With
Late Late
Show ^ Stereo) ^
^
(In Stereo) ^
David Letterman ^ Show
Inside
Dateline NBC ‘‘To Law & Order:
Law & Order:
News
The Tonight Show Late
With Jay Leno ^
Night
Edition Catch a Predator’’ Criminal Intent ^ Special Victims Unit
Franklin Graham
Primetime ‘‘The
Boston Legal
News ^ Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
Wheel of JeopOutsiders’’ (N) ^
‘‘Lincoln’’ ^
^
(In Stereo) ^
Fortune ardy! ^ (In Stereo) ^
The NewsHour
Nova ‘‘Battle Plan To Be Announced
Charlie BBC
Tavis
Rose ^ World
Smiley
With Jim Lehrer ^ Under Fire’’ ^
SimpSimpGilmore Girls (N)
Pussycat DollsNews (In RaySex and Sex and That ’70s Malcolmsons
sons
(In Stereo) ^
Search
Stereo) mond
the City the City Show ^ Mid.
The
NCIS (iTV) (In
The Unit (In Stereo) 48 Hours Mystery News ^ Late Show With
Late Late
EnterStereo) ^
^
(In Stereo) ^
David Letterman ^ Show
tainment Insider
GroPains GroPains Mama
Mama
Diagnosis Murder Charlie’s Angels
BodogFight
Paid
Paid
Poker Challenge
SportsD- The
SportsD- Poker Challenge
Paid
Outdoors Outdoors Poker Challenge
Sports
In Focus Poker Superstars Top 50 Plays
Sports
Sports
Top 50 Plays
Final
Plays
College Basketball: Mid-Continent Final College Basketball
SportsCenter (Live) Game- NFL Live
Women’s College Basketball
College Basketball: Sun Belt Final
Strong- Strong- NASPoker
Bam
Two
Two
Road
Bam
2-A-Days Wrestling Juvies (In Stereo) True Life
Bam
Still
Still
Reba (In Reba (In Movie: ‘‘Fatal Trust’’ (2006, Suspense) Will &
Will &
Frasier Frasier
Standing Standing Stereo) Stereo) Carol Alt, Amy Jo Johnson. ^
Grace ^ Grace ^ ^
^
The Situation Room Paula Zahn Now ^ Larry King Live ^ Anderson Cooper 360 ^
Larry King Live
On the Money
Fast Money
Deal or No Deal ^ The Big Idea
Mad Money
Deal or No Deal ^
Hardball ^
Countdown
Scarborough
A Shot in the Dark Secrets to Tell
Countdown
ForenNorth
Cops ^ Cops ^
Cops ^ Cops ^ Cops ^ Cops ^ Cops ^ Cops ^ Most Shocking
(6:00) Movie:TTT Movie: TTTT ‘‘The Maltese Falcon’’
Movie: TTTZ ‘‘The Big Sleep’’ (1946, Movie: TT ‘‘Kiss
Me Deadly’’ (1955)
‘‘Romance-Rosy’’ (1941, Crime Drama) Humphrey Bogart. Mystery) Humphrey Bogart. ^
Movie: TT ‘‘Gleaming the Cube’’ (1988, Movie: TTTZ ‘‘The Age of Innocence’’ (1993) A Movie: TTT ‘‘Marvin’s
Drama) Christian Slater. (In Stereo) ^
lawyer falls under the spell of his fiancee’s cousin. Room’’ (1996) Meryl Streep.
Law & Order
Law & Order ‘‘In
The Closer ^
The Closer ‘‘About Cold Case ‘‘Factory Law & Order
‘‘Bodies’’ ^
God We Trust’’ ^
Face’’ ^
Girls’’ (In Stereo) ^ ‘‘Burden’’ ^
Scrubs Scrubs Daily
Colbert Mencia S. Park Jim Gaffigan
Daily
Colbert Jim Gaffigan
Movie: TTT ‘‘Dodgeball: A True
Dirt ‘‘The Sexxx
Dirt ‘‘The Sexxx
That ’70s That ’70s
(6:00) Movie: TT
Issue’’
Show ^ Show ^
‘‘The Transporter’’ Underdog Story’’ (2004) Vince Vaughn. Issue’’ (N)
Law & Order: SVU Movie: TT ‘‘2 Fast 2 Furious’’ (2003) ^ Law Order: CI
Blk Donnellys
Law Order: CI
RayRayRayRaySex and Sex and Friends Friends Sex and Sex and Movie: TTTT
mond
mond
mond
the City the City ^
^
the City the City ‘‘Almost Famous’’
mond
CSI: Miami ‘‘Legal’’ Dog
Dog
Dog
Dog
King
King
CSI: Miami ‘‘Legal’’
CSI: Miami ^
(6:00) Movie: TTT Movie: TTT ‘‘Dead Calm’’ (1989,
Movie: TZ ‘‘Original Sin’’ (2001) A Cuban
TT
Suspense) Sam Neill. Premiere.
businessman seeks revenge on his deceitful bride. ‘‘Mul‘‘Carrie’’ (1976)
Elvis - King
Gabriel Yared ^
Claude Nobs
Elvis - King
Gabriel Yared ^
Claude Nobs
Real Housewives Real Housewives Real Housewives Real Housewives Real Housewives Work Out ^
Unwrap Emeril Live
Cakes
Flay
40-a-Day Tasty
Good
40-a-Day Cakes
Flay
Good
Walker, Texas
Walker, Texas
Movie: ‘‘Where There’s a Will’’ (2006, Movie: ‘‘A Place Called Home’’ (2004,
Drama) Ann-Margret, Matthew Settle. ^
Ranger (In Stereo) Ranger (In Stereo) Comedy-Drama) Frank Whaley. ^
Dr
Rubin
Behind Meyer
Hagee
Gaither Praise the Lord ^
Primary InspiraBarbarians Goths. Barbarians II ^
Modern Marvels ^ Barbarians II (N) ^ Ancient Discoveries Barbarians ^
Miami Ink ^
Miami Ink ^
Miami Ink ^
Miami Ink (N)
Miami Ink ^
Miami Ink ^
How
Dirty Jobs ^
Dirty Jobs (N) ^
Survive Survive Dirty Jobs ^
Dirty Jobs ^
How
Gunsmoke ^
Griffith
Griffith
M*A*S*H M*A*S*H JefferJefferSanford Sanford M*A*S*H M*A*S*H
Movie: TT ‘‘Love Don’t Cost a Thing’’ Lincoln Heights ^ The 700 Club ^
Smallville ^
Wildfire ^
RoseFresh Pr. Fresh Pr. Growing Growing
OddPar- Neutron Sponge Full Hse. Growing Growing RoseLife With Phil of
Zack & That’s- Phil of
Kim
Zack & Movie: TT ‘‘Snow Dogs’’ (2002,
Phil of
Future
Cody
Comedy) Cuba Gooding Jr., Sisqo. ^
Derek ^ Future
Cody
Raven
Future
Possible
The Most Extreme The Most Extreme Predator Bay ^
Animal Cops
The Most Extreme Predator Bay ^
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Friends
^
Seinfeld
^
Raymond
207

Friends To Be Announced
Paid
King of South
Paid
RoseRose^
Program the Hill Park ^ Program anne ^ anne ^
Seinfeld American Idol (N) The Wedding Bells News
Frasier Frasier Scrubs Scrubs Becker
^
(In Stereo) ^
(N) ^
^
^
^
^
^
That ’70s Jericho (In Stereo) Criminal Minds (In CSI: NY (In Stereo) News
Late Show With
Late Late
Show ^ ^
Stereo) ^
^
David Letterman ^ Show
Inside
Friday Night Lights Crossing Jordan
Medium ‘‘The Boy News
The Tonight Show Late
‘‘Hubris’’ (In Stereo) Next Door’’ (N) ^
With Jay Leno ^
Night
Edition (In Stereo) ^
Wheel of JeopGeorge Knights- Accord- In Case- Lost ‘‘Enter 77’’ (N) News ^ Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
Fortune ardy! ^ Lopez ^ Prosp
ing-Jim Emer
(In Stereo) ^
^
(In Stereo) ^
The NewsHour
America’s Ballroom Quartetto Gelato:
King’s Singers:
Charlie Rose (N)
BBC
Tavis
With Jim Lehrer ^ Challenge (N) ^
Concert in Wine
From Byrd
(In Stereo) ^
World
Smiley
SimpSimpAmerica’s Next Top Pussycat DollsNews (In RaySex and Sex and That ’70s Malcolmsons
sons
Model (In Stereo) Search
Stereo) mond
the City the City Show ^ Mid.
EnterThe
Jericho (In Stereo) Criminal Minds (In CSI: NY (In Stereo) News ^ Late Show With
Late Late
tainment Insider
^
Stereo) ^
^
David Letterman ^ Show
GrowGroPains Mama
Mama
Diagnosis Murder Charlie’s Angels
Time Life Paid
Pastor Scott
Poker Challenge
Boxing: Battle Zone.
SportsD- Mountain SportsD- Poker Challenge
Paid
Celtics
NBA Basketball: Rockets at Celtics
Sports
College Basketball College Basketball
College Basketball: Big East First Round College Basketball: Big East First Round
SportsCenter (Live) ^
College Basketball: NEC Final
College Basketball: Big Sky Final
Strong- Strong- NASPoker
Sweet 16 The Hills Engaged Engaged Engaged RealWrld RealWrld Maui
Road
Bam
Bam
Bam
Still
Still
Reba (In Reba (In Movie: ‘‘Fighting the Odds: The
Will &
Will &
Frasier Frasier
Standing Standing Stereo) Stereo) Marilyn Gambrell Story’’ (2005) ^
Grace ^ Grace ^ ^
^
The Situation Room Paula Zahn Now ^ Larry King Live ^ Anderson Cooper 360 ^
Larry King Live
On the Money
Fast Money
1 vs. 100 ^
The Big Idea
Mad Money
1 vs. 100 ^
Hardball ^
Countdown
Scarborough
Death-Dentist
MSNBC Reports
Countdown
Cops ^ Cops ^ Most Shocking
Forensic Forensic Power-Justice
SuburForensic Most Shocking
(6:15) Movie: TTT TT ‘‘Sherlock
TTZ ‘‘Sherlock Holmes and TT ‘‘Sherlock in Movie:TT ‘‘Sherlock Holmes
‘‘Black Fury’’
Holmes’’
the Woman in Green’’ (1945) Terror by Night’’ in Dressed to Kill’’ (1946)
TTT ‘‘Tell Them
Big Valley ‘‘Rimfire’’ The
The
Movie: TTT ‘‘Support Your Movie: TT ‘‘Return of the
Rifleman Rifleman Local Sheriff!’’ (1969) ^
Seven’’ (1966) Yul Brynner. Willie Boy’’
Without a Trace
ER ‘‘The Lost’’ (In ER ‘‘Dear Abby’’ (In ER ‘‘Shifts Happen’’ Without a Trace
Las Vegas (In
‘‘Two Families’’ ^ Stereo) ^
Stereo) ^
(In Stereo) ^
‘‘Trip Box’’ ^
Stereo) ^
Scrubs Scrubs Daily
Colbert Mencia S. Park S. Park SilverDaily
Colbert S. Park Silver(6:00) Movie:TTT Movie: TZ ‘‘Me, Myself & Irene’’ (2000, Comedy) Movie: TZ ‘‘Me, Myself & Irene’’ (2000, Comedy)
‘‘Dodgeball-True’’ A mild-mannered police officer has a vile alter ego. A mild-mannered police officer has a vile alter ego.
Law Order: CI
Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: SVU Law Order: CI
Law Order: CI
Law & Order: SVU
RayRayRayRayRayRayKing of King of Movie: TT ‘‘National Security’’ (2003,
mond
mond
mond
mond
mond
mond
Queens Queens Comedy) (PA) Martin Lawrence. ^
CSI: Miami ^
CSI: Miami ^
The Sopranos ^
The Sopranos (In Stereo) ^ Dog
CSI: Miami ^
(5:00) Movie: TTZ Movie: TTT ‘‘Jeremiah Johnson’’ (1972) A 19th- Movie: TTTT ‘‘The Quiet Man’’ (1952) A U.S.
‘‘Hidalgo’’ (2004) century adventurer moves to the Rocky Mountains. boxer returns to Ireland and fights for his bride. ^
Masterpiece
Masterpiece
Masterpiece
Masterpiece
Masterpiece
Masterpiece
Top Design ^
Top Design ^
Top Design ^
Top Design (N) ^ Top Design ^
Top Design ^
Good
Unwrap Emeril Live
Challenge
Good
Dinner
Good
Tasty
Challenge
Walker, Texas
Walker, Texas
Movie: ‘‘Love Is a Four Letter Word’’
Movie: TTZ ‘‘Follow the Stars Home’’
Ranger (In Stereo) Ranger (In Stereo) (2007, Romance) Teri Polo. ^
(2001, Drama) Kimberly Williams. ^
Billy Graham
Behind Jeffrey
Bible
Van
Praise the Lord ^
Cameron Duplantis
Modern Marvels ^ Barbarians II (N) ^ Barbarians II (N) ^ Modern Marvels ^ History Murders Barbarians II ^
World’s Tallest Man Incredibly Small
Joined for Life
33 000 Calories
Incredibly Small
Joined for Life
MythBusters ^
Mega Builders ^
MythBusters (N) ^ Futureweapons
Futureweapons
Mega Builders ^
Gunsmoke ^
Griffith
Griffith
M*A*S*H M*A*S*H Comedy JefferSanford Sanford M*A*S*H M*A*S*H
Smallville ‘‘Stray’’ Movie: TTT ‘‘Steel Magnolias’’ (1989) Sally Field. Whose? The 700 Club ^
Videos Videos
OddPar- Neutron Sponge Full Hse. Growing Growing RoseRoseFresh Pr. Fresh Pr. Growing Growing
Phil of
Zack & Movie: TT ‘‘Bob the Butler’’ (2005,
Life With Phil of
Zack & That’s- Phil of
Kim
Future
Cody
Comedy) Tom Green, Rob LaBelle. ^
Derek ^ Future
Cody
Raven
Future
Possible
The Most Extreme Blue Planet
Real Beavers
Animal Cops
Blue Planet
Real Beavers
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Friends Movie: TTT ‘‘The Rundown’’ (2003,
Paid
King of South
Paid
RoseRose^
Adventure) The Rock. (In Stereo) ^
Program the Hill Park ^ Program anne ^ anne ^
Seinfeld American Idol (In
Are You Smarter
News
Frasier Frasier Scrubs Scrubs Becker
^
Stereo Live) ^
Than a 5th Grader?
^
^
^
^
^
That ’70s Survivor: Fiji (In
CSI: Crime Scene Shark (In Stereo)
News
Late Show With
Late Late
Show ^ Stereo) ^
Investigation ^
^
David Letterman ^ Show
Inside
Name Is The
Scrubs 30 Rock The
30 Rock News
The Tonight Show Late
Office ^ (N) ^
(N) ^
Office ^ ^
With Jay Leno ^
Night
Edition Earl
Ugly Betty ‘‘After
Grey’s Anatomy (In Men in Trees ‘‘The News ^ Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
Wheel of JeopFortune ardy! ^ Hours’’ (In Stereo) Stereo) ^
Buddy System’’ ^
^
Ellen DeGeneres.
The NewsHour
Maine
Made in To Be Announced Austin City Limits
Charlie Rose (N)
BBC
Tavis
With Jim Lehrer ^ Exper
Maine
‘‘Sheryl Crow’’ ^
(In Stereo) ^
World
Smiley
SimpSimpSmallville ‘‘Static’’ Supernatural
News (In RaySex and Sex and That ’70s Malcolmsons
sons
(In Stereo) ^
‘‘Crossroad Blues’’ Stereo) mond
the City the City Show ^ Mid.
EnterThe
Survivor: Fiji (In
CSI: Crime Scene Shark (In Stereo)
News ^ Late Show With
Late Late
tainment Insider
Stereo) ^
Investigation ^
^
David Letterman ^ Show
GrowGrowMama
Mama
Diagnosis Murder Charlie’s Angels
Time Life Paid
Pastor Scott
NHL Hockey: Minnesota Wild at Boston Bruins. ^ Bruins
SportsD- Biscuit
SportsD- Outdoors NHL Hockey
College Basketball Sports
Sports
College Basketball: Pac-10 Quarterfinal
College Basketball
College Basketball: Big East Quarterfinal College Basketball: Big East Quarterfinal
SportsCenter (Live) ^
College Basketball: ACC First Round
College Basketball: Big 12 First Round
Strong- NASPoker
RealWrld RealWrld Road
Road
Juvies (In Stereo) Juvies (In Stereo) Two
Two
RealWrld RealWrld
Still
Still
Reba (In Reba (In Movie: TT ‘‘The Stepsister’’ (1997,
Will &
Will &
Frasier Frasier
Standing Standing Stereo) Stereo) Suspense) Linda Evans, Rena Sofer. ^ Grace ^ Grace ^ ^
^
The Situation Room Paula Zahn Now ^ Larry King Live ^ Anderson Cooper 360 ^
Larry King Live
On the Money
Fast Money
Deal or No Deal ^ The Big Idea
Mad Money
Deal or No Deal ^
Hardball ^
Countdown
Scarborough
Blood Secrets
Crime-Punish.
Countdown
Cops ^ Cops ^ Pursuit Pursuit Police Stings
Forensic Forensic Psychic HollyPursuit Pursuit
Movie: TTTT ‘‘I Know Where I’m
Movie: TTT ‘‘Nine Girls’’
Movie: TTTZ ‘‘Ladies in
(6:00) Movie:TT
‘‘Diary-Madman’’ Going’’ (1945, Comedy) Wendy Hiller. (1944, Mystery) Ann Harding. Retirement’’ (1941) Premiere.
(6:45) Movie: TTZ ‘‘Dust to Movie: TTT ‘‘Never Say Never Again’’ Movie: TTTZ ‘‘The Fugitive’’ (1993) An innocent
Glory’’ (2005) Mario Andretti. (1983, Action) Sean Connery. ^
man must evade the law as he pursues a killer. ^
Without a Trace
NBA Basketball: Chicago Bulls at Orlando Magic. NBA Basketball: San Antonio Spurs at Sacramento
‘‘Prodigy’’ ^
Amway Arena. (Live) ^
Kings. ARCO Arena. (Live) ^
Scrubs Scrubs Daily
Colbert Mencia S. Park S. Park SilverDaily
Colbert S. Park SilverMovie: TTT ‘‘The Sum of All Fears’’ (2002,
That ’70s That ’70s Movie: TTT ‘‘The Sum of All Fears’’ (2002,
Show ^ Show ^ Suspense) Ben Affleck, Morgan Freeman.
Suspense) Ben Affleck, Morgan Freeman.
Law Order: CI
Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: SVU Law Order: CI
Law Order: CI
Law Order: CI
RayRayFriends Friends Friends Friends Movie: TTT ‘‘Austin Powers: The Spy Movie: TT
mond
mond
^
^
^
^
Who Shagged Me’’ (1999) Mike Myers. ‘‘Analyze That’’ ^
CSI: Miami ^
CSI: Miami ^
The First 48 (N) ^ Real Premonitions Skinheads-Race
CSI: Miami ^
(5:30) Movie:TTT Movie: TTT ‘‘Terminator 3: Rise of the Movie: TT ‘‘Black Dog’’ (1998, Action) Movie: TT
‘‘Jeremiah John.’’ Machines’’ (2003, Science Fiction) ^
A trucker drives a suspicious shipment. ‘‘Commando’’
Montreux Jazz
Montreux Jazz
Montreux Jazz
Montreux Jazz
Montreux Jazz
Montreux Jazz
Top Design ^
Top Design ^
Real Housewives Real Housewives Grease: You’re
Grease: You’re
Good
Unwrap Emeril Live
Iron Chef America Flay
Cakes
Good
40-a-Day Iron Chef America
Walker, Texas
Walker, Texas
Movie: ‘‘Desolation Canyon’’ (2006,
Movie: ‘‘Hard Ground’’ (2003, Western)
Ranger (In Stereo) Ranger (In Stereo) Western) Patrick Duffy, Stacy Keach. ^ Burt Reynolds, Bruce Dern. ^
Dino
All Odds Behind Youssef Jakes
Your Day Praise the Lord ^
Celebrity
Modern Marvels ^ Modern Marvels ^ Last Stand of the 300 (N) ^
Modern Marvels ^ Modern Marvels ^
American Chopper American Hot Rod American Chopper American Chopper American Hot Rod American Chopper
A Haunting ^
Noah’s Ark
The Tomb
Stunt
Stunt
Noah’s Ark
Gunsmoke ^
Griffith
Griffith
M*A*S*H M*A*S*H JefferJefferSanford Sanford M*A*S*H M*A*S*H
Smallville ‘‘Reaper’’ Movie: TT ‘‘Dennis the Menace’’ (1993) Whose? Whose? The 700 Club ^
Videos Videos
OddPar- Neutron Sponge Full Hse. Growing Growing RoseRoseFresh Pr. Fresh Pr. Growing Growing
Phil of
Zack & Movie: TT ‘‘Pixel Perfect’’ (2004) A
Life With Phil of
Zack & That’s- Phil of
Kim
Future
Cody
hologram sings for a struggling band. ^ Derek ^ Future
Cody
Raven
Future
Possible
The Most Extreme Dog Show: ‘‘Eukanuba Tournament of Champions 2007’’
Dog Show: Tournament of Champions
Friends
^
Seinfeld
^
Raymond
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Shaw’s Launches “Receipt
Rewards” Program

Waldoboro Business Association Celebrates Third
Anniversary — The Waldoboro Business Association (WBA) celebrated its
third anniversary recently with keynote speaker State Senator Dana Dow. Many
accomplishments, including a significant growth in membership from 38 to 65 members
in 2006, and new goals of the association were highlighted by president Jen Merritt.
Pictured, from left to right, are: Tammy Bryant and Crystal Delano, board members of
WBA; State Senator Dana Dow; Jen Merritt, president of the WBA; Charlotte
Henderson, secretary/treasurer WBA; and Greg Dufour, president of Camden National
Bank, which has been an integral part of the formation of the association and its growth.

9th Annual Curves Food Drive
Curves of Rockland will be participating
in the Curves Food Drive to benefit local
food banks. Last year, the Curves Food Drive collected 11 million pounds of food for
local communities all over the world.
To celebrate the generosity of the community, Curves is waiving its normal service fee
for any new member who brings in a bag of
non-perishable groceries and joins between
March 1 and 10. Last year, more than
247,940 new members joined Curves during
the food drive. Others wishing to donate may
drop off non-perishable food items at Curves,
Monday through Saturday, during business
hours through the month of March.
“The Curves Food Drive promotion is
always exciting,” said Louise Holmes, the

owner of the Rockland club, which serves
the region north to Lincolnville and south
and west to Warren. “We have a chance to
help so many people at a time when the
food banks are lowest, while we assist more
women in reaching their fitness and weightloss goals. It’s a win-win situation for
everyone, and we’re very proud to participate.”
With over 10,000 locations worldwide,
Curves is the largest fitness franchise and the
fastest-growing franchise company in history. More than four million women belong to
the Curves community.
The Rockland Curves is located at Harbor
Plaza, 235 Camden Street, Rockland. For
more information, call 593-9383.

Camden National Names
Pratt Vice President
Robert W. Daigle, president and CEO of
Camden National Corporation (CNC),
announced that Timothy Pratt has been
named vice president — project management
for the company’s information systems.
With 20 years of supervisory and operational experience, Pratt joined the company
in 1998 to work in systems project management. Following his oversight of the successful launch of the new check imaging system
in the company’s items processing department in 2002, Pratt was promoted to assistant vice president/project manager for the
information systems group.
Since 2002, Pratt has developed and managed processes and procedures for major projects handled by Camden National’s information systems department including the recent
transition project, which combined the company’s banking subsidiaries into one bank under

the Camden National
Bank name. Joining
the bank’s 27 branches
in coastal, western,
central and eastern
Maine, this project was
completed on time and under budget under
Pratt’s management and oversight.
Prior to joining Camden National, Pratt
served as supervisor at both Fiserv, Inc. and
at Barclays Bank PLC. He also was senior
operator at First National Bank of Long
Island, assistant production manager at
Allenair Corporation, and senior clerk at
Long Island Trust Company.
Pratt studied computer science at New
York Institute of Technology and information processing at Nassau Community College. He lives in Rockport with his wife and
daughters.

BUSINESS SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Elderly Services

Shaw’s Supermarkets is teaming up with
its customers to raise funds for area nonprofits through its new “Receipt Rewards” program. Eligible nonprofits range from schools
to charities to churches to libraries to temples and beyond. “It’s a simple but needed
program that helps so many great causes in
New England,” says Carl Jablonski, president of Shaw’s. “We are committed to raising funds for nonprofit organizations in our
communities and ‘Receipt Rewards’ is an
easy way for our customers to get involved
as well.”
Nonprofits register for the program at the
Customer Service Desk at any Shaw’s or
Maine Star Market by turning in a completed application, along with a copy of their Tax
Exemption Certificate. Within a week or two,
the nonprofit will receive correspondence

that outlines procedures for the program, and
then it is up and running. Nonprofits can then
ask friends and supporters to save their
Shaw’s and Star receipts. The nonprofit collects those receipts and sends them in to
Shaw’s. In approximately four to six weeks,
the nonprofit will receive a check for one percent of the eligible register receipt amount.
Items not eligible for inclusion in “Receipt
Rewards” include, but are not limited to: lottery tickets, tobacco, postage stamps, money orders, milk, photo processing, tax, prescriptions and other items prohibited by law.
Area nonprofits are encouraged to log on
to www.shaws.com or visit the Customer
Service Desk at their local Shaw’s or Star
Market for more information.
There is no limit on the amount of register receipts collected.

TD Banknorth Promotes
Howard Leach
Howard C. Leach has been promoted to vice
president at TD Banknorth and been named
the manager of the Thomaston branch, located at 173 Main Street. He will continue to serve
as the branch manager of the TD Banknorth
branch at 34 School Street in Rockland.
As business development and sales manager, Leach is responsible for assisting small
businesses with their financial needs as well
as overseeing the daily operations of the two
TD Banknorth branches serving customers

throughout the midcoast.
Leach joined TD
Banknorth in 2000 as
the customer sales and
service manager at the
branch in Camden
before moving to the Rockland branch in 2005.
A resident of Cushing, Leach has more
than 21 years of experience in banking, lending and financial services.

Samoset Resort Announces
Health Club Renovations
Construction has begun on the men’s and
women’s health club locker rooms at the
Samoset Resort. Shower facilities will be
available at the golf clubhouse Monday
through Friday from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. A
changing area will also be available on the
second floor above the strength-training
room. Additional restrooms near the lobby
will also be available. Members and guests
are being asked to plan accordingly.
The resort apologizes for any inconvenience
during the time of renovation and improvements to the health club. The new look of the

locker rooms will
include ceramic tiled
floors featuring radiant heat, ceramic tiled walls and showers,
stone vanities, decorative framed mirrors,
upscale fixtures, and cherry mahogany raisedpanel lockers with grooming stations. The
existing saunas will be replaced with new
units.
The Samoset’s health club renovation project was designed to provide its guests with
an environment to help them maintain their
fitness regime. The club features state-of-theart cardio and strength-training equipment,
group exercise classes, and equipment such
as stretch mats and exercise balls.

30th Annual Rites of Spring Sale at
Liberty Tool Dedicated to the memory of Red Franklin
The Liberty Tool Company will reopen on
Saturday, March 3, at 8 a.m. for its 30th year
in Liberty village. Visitors are advised to
arrive early to sign up for a place on the numbered list posted on the door for the first 50
customers to be admitted, in the order in
which they sign. Across the street, the Davistown Museum Maine Artists Guild Gallery
Café will open early to offer bagels and coffee to those waiting for the 8 a.m. opening.
This year also marks the opening of the newly renovated and stocked Banks Garage
Annex, which will also open at 8 a.m.

The 2007 opening is dedicated to the
memory of Red Franklin, Rockland machinist and longtime Liberty Tool Company customer, who passed away this year. Proceeds
from the sale of several of Franklin’s tool
boxes will be donated to the Davistown
Museum. Any new Davistown Museum
memberships started on March 3 or 4 will be
in memory of Franklin.
The Davistown Museum will open for the
season on Saturday, March 3, at 10 a.m. and
will be open along with the MaineArtists Guild
Gallery until 10 p.m. every Saturday night.

Miscellaneous

ART RUBBER STAMPS & ACCESSORIES
Variety of Inks, Papers, Beads,
Pens & Charms
Rt. 17, W. Rockport, South-east of 17-90 intersection

230-0894

S.O.S.!

Rescue your memories!
Preserve your favorite tapes and
home movies forever on DVD.

Save Old Scenes!

Call Gordon at SoundOnScreen 691-1250
to discuss transferring your VHS to DVD
with custom editing and music added
at your request. Call:

SoundOnScreen
today to take advantage of
our affordable rates.
All camcorder tape formats accepted.
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BUSINESS SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Home Improvements & Renovations

Your Full Service Contractor

Coastal Home
Improvement
Ron Hayes
98 Masalin Rd., Lincolnville
763-4325
coastalhomeimprovement@yahoo.com

JOSHUA PEASE

Garages • Vinyl Siding • Decks • Metal Roofing
Windows • Doors • Gutters • Home Additions
Interior Renovations • Shingle Roofing
Garage Doors • Porches • Sun Rooms

Residential Builder

www.all-season.com
Built • Installed • Guaranteed
Free Estimates • References

New construction
Interior finish l Roofs
Decks l Porches
and more

975-4000

1-800-464-3039

Fully Insured

BBB
oooooooooooo

All phases of carpentry — frame to finish.

MEMBER

NEW YEAR • NEW LOOK

Roofing

The Roofing Specialist
Asphalt • Wood • Fiberglass • Composition

Plumbing

Plumbing & Heating
Full Residential & Commercial
Plumbing Services
Specializing in Water Pump Repairs
& Installation
Hope

Flooring

Painting & Paperhanging
Painting
Paperhanging

•We Custom Cut & Bind Area Rugs
•Braided Rugs •Oriental Rugs
Residential & Commercial
Carpet Remnants
First Quality Linoleum Remnants

DISCOUNTS ON

“We Offer Expert Advice”

One Of The Largest Inventories In The State • Free Estimates • Installation
• 25% Off All Special-Order Wallpaper
• 20% off on Borders
r

TM

594-2000

104 Park St., Rockland • M-F 8-5 pm • Sat. 9-2 pm

er
Ty l

F lo ori n

g

NEW CONSTRUCTION ■ PAINTING ■ RENOVATIONS
FLOORING ■ TRIM ■ BATH & KITCHENS

Call Steve 596-0055

REASONABLE RATES
35 Years Experience

Free Estimates
Reasonable Prices
Landscaping
Licensed Arborist
Brush Removal
Fully Insured
Friendly, Reliable Service
Home
Cell
763-2988 Sterling Waterman 592-5504

Solar Power

Andy Tyler 542-3924 ✷ Adam Tyler 542-8422
594-4929 ✷ E-mail: tyler@onperfect.com

YOUR MAINE SOLAR POWER CONNECTION
Nationally Certified Master Electrician
Call for Free Site Evaluation
1-800-9SOLAR1

Sewing Alterations & Repairs

of rockp rt

207 593-9092

Auto Repair & Restoration
You Drive Our Reputation

273-3550
Mon. - Fri.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
by Appointment

AUTO REPAIR CLASSIC RESTORATION AUTO BODY DETAIL SERVICES
www.nemotorworks.com PRE-OWNED AUTO SALES
•

•

Pick-up & Delivery, Reasonable Rates
594-1934

Depot Street Lawn Care & Snow Removal
• Spring & Fall Cleanups
• Snow Plowing
• Walkway & Stair Shoveling

• Lawn Mowing
• Snowblowing
• Sanding

Reasonable Rates – Free Estimates
Bruce DeVarney
(207) 594-0985
(207) 691-4005

Darrell Goldrup
(207) 975-3832
goldrup8@verizon.net

Immaculate Cleaning
Concepts
Not Your Ordinary Housekeepers

Eco-Friendly Professional • Free Consultations
Please call

975-2988

Cruise Planners

Cruise & Vacation
Specialists!

EQUIPMENT & TOOL RENTALS FOR CONTRACTORS & HOME OWNERS
s r

r

TM

440 WEST STREET 236-8803 RTE. 90, ROCKPORT

(4 miles from
Route 90 &
17 lights)

Lawn Mower Repair

SM

“Choice of the Pros”

ROUTE 90
WARREN

Wooster’s

CRUISE
PLANNERS

Pro-Rental

BILL TIMCHAK
5 Purchase Street
Rockland ME

354-0335
CELL 542-0062

EDWARD SYPIEN

Home Maintenance

A Division of Benchmark Electric Co.

Installation, Repair & Sales of Carpet, Linoleum,
Tile & Wood Flooring. Wood Floor Refinishing.

Rentals

PAINTING &WALLPAPERING

✷ FALL CLEAN-UP ✷ SNOWPLOWING
✷ MISCELLANEOUS JOBS ✷ CARETAKING
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? 594-2471

BENCHMARK SOLAR

Free Estimates
Phone:
(207) 236-0073
E-mail:
roza3@juno.com

Frank & Barbara Roza
3 Virginia Avenue
Camden, ME 04843

A D V E RT I S E TYSEN CONSTRUCTION
IN THE B S D

A-1 WATERMAN’S TREE SERVICE

S chof ield’s
s r

2

CALL JIM: 322-8100

We Make Homes Beautiful

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

593-9092

Just
the
of Us

Rte. 90, Rockland • 594-3000 • 1-800-281-3796
Open Mon.-Sat. • 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

HARLEY
COMPANY INC.

REDESIGN

785-2145

PRINCE’S

Carpentry • Decks • Odd Jobs
Additions • Painting • Dump Runs

THE

Call today to set up an informal consultation
Your House Never Looked So Good

BROOKSIDE PLUMBING INC.

HANDYMAN

Lawn & Garden

Take the plunge, dive right in. Use what you have
Affordably Redesign Your Home

Andrea Timchak

Sales & Service Authorized Dealer

•

•

Private Investigations
Private Professional Investigations
Need to locate ‘hidden’ assets?
Suspect your spouse is cheating?
Interrogating witnesses... We can help.
845-2187
Lic. + Bonded in ME

Custom Framing

The Framery at
BAYVIEW GALLERY
Elegant Custom Framing • Design Consultation, Installation
Digital and other Restoration Services • Artist Services
Please visit The Framery page at our website,
www.bayviewgallery.com, and see samples of our work.

33 Bayview Street, Camden, Maine 04843
Tuesday-Saturday, 10 - 5

236-4534

1-800-244-4534

ADVERTISE
IN
THE
B S D
C a l l

S t e v e

5 9 6 - 0 0 5 5

Why settle for less?
Just Pay Less!
• Exceptional Value
• Exceptional Service
Call Us Today to
Plan Your Vacation of a Lifetime!
207-832-5582
877-473-2386
www.FunTimesAtSea.com

Piano Tuning
SERVING THE
MID-COAST

PIANO
TUNING

Tuning, Repairs
Reasonable Rates

Charles Grey

Belfast
338-9506
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FREE PRESS CLASSI FI EDS
Mobile Homes

Services

PROPERTY
BOGGS HOMES Maine’s #1
MAINTENANCE
seller of Fleetwood Mobile
Snow Plowing,
Homes, with singlewides starting
Tree, Brush, Junk Removal.
at $29,900, doublewides at
Free Estimates
$39,900; and New Era Modular
John Duffell
Homes with ranches starting at
763-4358
$69,900. Three convenient locaor 322-9095.
tions. “WE WILL NOT BE
(k/r)
UNDERSOLD.” Free Statewide __________________________
delivery. Financing available. Call
SOULE’S CARPENTRY
or visit us today. Warren 1-800Siding, roofing, garages,
649-6578. Brunswick 1-866-386window replacement,
0195.
(3/29)
decks and more.
__________________________
Free estimates.
Fully insured.
Call 354-7024
or
21-FOOT PARKER center con691-6758.
sole w/GPS, depth finder, radio,
Ask for David
115 Yamaha, load rite trailer, __________________________
(4/5)
excellent condition, $14,500.
THE HANDY WOMAN
372-6928.
(3/1)
__________________________
SERVICE
Specializing in:
• Interior/Exterior Painting
• Window Washing
2001 DODGE RAM 1500 • Clapboards and Cedar Shingle
PICKUP 4X4, excellent condiReplacement
tion, bed liner and tonneau cov• Winterizing Available
er, current inspection, $8,500
• Other Miscellaneous Jobs
OBO.
549-3935 evenings. (kr)
References and insured.
__________________________
Jamie Comita
1987 BUICK CENTURY, for 548-6231 or (207) 323-4894.
parts, any part you need, I have
(3/29)
it, or buy whole car for $400. __________________________
CNA
594-7838.
(3/8)
__________________________
Licensed,
1996 PLYMOUTH VOYAvailable for private duty,
AGER, very clean and mainAlso will do per diem,
tained, have records, needs trans17 years experience
mission, has four brand new
with references.
snow tires, otherwise very strong,
845-2223
(4/5)
$900. Call 596-6427, leave mes- __________________________
sage.
(3/15)
COMPASSIONATE
__________________________
HELPING HAND
Helpful & Handy Home
Services
Providing first class personal
COMPOST, blend of quality sea
products, grain and wood chips, assistance for all your daily home
and business needs.
aged over one year, $25/c.y. loaded
References and insured.
or $35 delivered. Call anytime,
Call Connie at 594-4859.
832-4204,
Friendship. (k/r)
__________________________
(3/1)
__________________________
MRS P’s SHOPPERS
Let us pick up groceries and
other items and deliver them
STEEL BUILDINGS, Direct
to you. 48.5¢/mile.
Factory Participation Incentives
548-2357, home
Build to Suit Your Needs
or
Turnkey Available
322-7803, work
Call Ferriaolo Construction, 207- __________________________
(3/8)
594-5161.
(kr)
__________________________
CARING COMPASSIONATE
KIRBY VACUUM CLEANER,
CAREGIVER
diamond edition, rated one of top
for elderly/disabled.
Available all hours, highly
10 vacs, approx. 1 year old, like
recommended, references
new, includes carpet shampoo sysavailable.
tem, cost new $1,299, sell for $900
Call Tammy
OBO. 542-0868, no answer, please
975-7907 or 226-7557.
leave
message. (kr)
__________________________
(3/1)
SPINNING WHEEL, Louet __________________________
READY FOR A
wheel, treadling is easy and the
NICE, NEW HOME?
counterbalanced wheel resists
See my Web site for
direction reverse, double treadle,
beautiful pictures.
cards, $350. Angora female 1
www.marcscottbuilder.com
year rabbit, must go to good
(207) 236-6836.
home.
$60. 338-4810. (kr)
__________________________
(3/8)
__________________________
HUSQVARNA 14" CONCRETE SAW, very good condition, used very little, $200 OBO.
(kr)
691-3327.
__________________________
Sell your house as is
I M P E AC H ! BU M P E R
for a fair price.
STICKERS, $2 each. Send busiWe Buy Houses.
ness SASE to: Impeach! 1089
Free 24-hr. info. at
(207) 975-4289
Cape Jellison Rd., Stockton
or
Springs, ME 04981. Max. two
www.QuickSale4You.com
per envelope. See maineim- __________________________
peach.org.
(3/8)
BELFAST — $499,000. This his__________________________
AKC PUG PUPS, male and toric gothic Victorian was built in
female, fawn w/dark mask, 1879. The handsome structure has
adorable and cuddly, vet 12 rooms with six bedrooms on .10
approved, shots and wormed, acres. If you like a library, this one
$700/pup. Levant, 884-7350. will impress you. The spacious
master bedroom is 17 x 30 with
(3/15)
__________________________ skylights, gracious windows and
16' CORSON, with trailer, hardwood floors. The staircase is
$200. 14' Seamaid, $200. 100+ exciting and inviting with the Lady
lobster traps, $12 each. 200 used leading the way to the second floor.
buoys, $1 each. Lobster block, The bedrooms are all good-sized
$100. Misc. wood buoys. 594- rooms with closets and hardwood
floors. The kitchen is sweet with a
4677.
(3/1)
__________________________
delightful dining room in the next
room, three bathrooms, laundry
room, foyer, heated room with
garage. Realty of Maine, 107 Main
GREENS TREE SERVICE St., Belfast. Call the home office of
• Tree, brush removal
Sally Epply, 338-4810, or e-mail
• Pruning
epplyjon@verizon.net
(kr)
__________________________
• Aerial truck or climber
WINTERPORT — Wonderful
• Chipping, stump-grinding
Colonial, 0.3 acre, very spacious,
Free Estimates
4 BR, 2.5 BA, large eat-in
Licensed & Insured Arborist
kitchen, 2-car garage, whirlpool
Peter C. Green
tub in master bedroom, seasonal
763-4093.
water views, 20 min. from Ban(k/r)
__________________________
gor, $224,900. Realty of Maine,
JR’s PAINTING
107 Main St., Belfast. Call the home
Fine Interiors/Exteriors
office of Sally Epply, 338-4810, or
Painting & Staining,
e-mail
epplyjon@verizon.net (kr)
__________________________
Sheet Rock Repairs.
SEARSPORT—Investment! 1800
Free estimates. References.
apartmentbuilding,5unitsand2store
Fully Insured.
fronts, $425,000. Call Sally Epply,
273-6116.
(k/r)
Realty
of Maine, 338-4810. (kr)
__________________________
__________________________

Boating

ECHO

The Good Tern is NOW HIRING a
CASHIER/STOCKER! Friendly,
conscientious individual – Must be
able to work the closing shift and
Saturdays, part-time. Generous
discount and medical benefits,
as well as good healthy fun!
Please stop in for an application
if you would like to join our
fantastic team!

HILL

For Sale

Real Estate

Services

ST.

GEORGE

Well-established dance
and function hall for sale!
This unique property with many
possible uses includes:
• 4800 sq ft function hall
• 2400 sq ft dance floor
• Stage, kitchen, laundry
• Large porch, 2 bay garage
• Full inventory - Turn-key!
• 4 BR 2 BA renovated farmhouse
• First floor living, MB and laundry
• Large porch, deck, and 24' pool
• Attached 2.5 bay garage
• 20 acres of privacy
See www.echohillinc.com
for pictures and information.

Vehicles

Compost

IN

Asking price $475,000
All reasonable offers considered.
Call 207-563-7311 or
email info@echohillinc.com

Real Estate
WINTERPORT — Beautiful
Cape, 3 BR, large kitchen, 2 BA,
3.07 acres, 10 rooms, hardwood
floor, tile, carpets upstairs, basement, 2-car garage w/attic above,
deck with hot tub. Have time to
plant gardens and watch the magnificent sunsets, only 20 minutes
to Bangor. 800 feet of road
frontage. $275,000. Realty of
Maine, 107 Main St., Belfast. Call
the home office of Sally Epply,
338-4810, or e-mail epplyjon@verizon.net
(kr)
__________________________
BELFAST — Single-family
property, approximately 0.36
acre, built 1966, basement, dining room, laundry room, hardwood floors, 4 BR, 1.5 BA,
$171,000. Realty of Maine, 107
Main St., Belfast. Call the home
office of Sally Epply, 338-4810 or
e-mail
epplyjon@verizon.net (kr)
__________________________
FRANKFORT — Investments!
Beautiful views! Unique home looking over mountain and water view.
Plus building lots, mobile home and
second house. 80±, $625,000. Call
LuAnne Adams, 338-6800 x 18 or
Sally Epply, 338-4810, Realty of
Maine,
107 Belfast. (kr)
__________________________
BREMEN — Rent to own, darling
handyman special, or buy for cash
at $109,500, 265 Medomak Rd.
THOMASTON — Buy as an
investment or live here for only
$700/month if you qualify, other
flexible financing also available,
including rent to own, solid, lovely duplex, 3-BR, 2-BR, attached
barn, 17 Wadsworth St., $189,500.
ROCKLAND — Fixer-upper for
investor or carpenter, make an offer
as is, at least $129,500 when done,
48 Old County Road.
Free recorded info, 975-4663
(HOME), pix at www.GreatHome4You.com.
__________________________

Now Accepting Applications for the position of

"

KITCHEN MANAGER
for the Summer of 2007.
Please call 372-8553. If no answer
please leave message and your call
will be returned.

COD END

INC.
Snowplowing, Carpentry, Renovations,
Yard Work, Caretaking, Marine Detailing
and much, much more

Tenants Harbor

Call Richard at 354-9561

RFB ADVERTISING LLC
is seeking a Bookkeeper/Administrative Assistant to join our
team. Responsibilities include all in-house accounting functions
and assisting with administrative/office tasks. The successful
candidate will have excellent organizational and communication
skills; general accounting knowledge; flexibility; ability to multitask; and proficiency in Microsoft Office applications. Please submit resumes to RFB Advertising LLC, Attn: Human Resources;
8 North Main Street, Suite 301, Rockland, ME 04841. No
Phone Calls Please.
__________________________

For Rent

__________________________
__________________________

NORTH CONWAY TIMESHARE — Condo and amenities,
March 18-24, all or part, can’t go,
you go, reasonable. 236-4460. (3/1)
__________________________
ROCKLAND — 1-BR apartment near the South End, quiet
and bright, $650 plus utilities, no
ROCKLAND — Bright, sunny, 1- smoking, security deposit and
BR apt., 2nd floor, harbor view, references. 594-3276. (3/8)
remodeled Jan. 2007, non-smok- __________________________
ing, no pets, includes heat, water,
$750/mo. 596-7766. (3/1)
__________________________
UNION — 2-BR, adjacent to golf ROCKLAND — Large downtown
course, new kit. appliances and office, suitable for professional.
floors, sun room, W&D, attached 2- Call 596-6649, weekdays. (kr)
car garage, rent includes golf priv- __________________________
CAMDEN — Sweet house in Cam- ileges, no smoking/pets, $995/mo. ROCKLAND — Shop space, 1,200
den needs roommate, walk to town, 975-9150. (3/1)
sq. ft. in Industrial Park, $550/mo.
$600 includes rent, all utilities, __________________________
phone, cable, DSL. 230-7900. (3/1) __________________________ plus utilities. 596-7766. (3/1)

Office Lease

For Rent

CALLING ALL SENIOR CITIZENS
Applications now being taken for
Spacious carpeted apartments with appliances
and services at Rankin Center
in Rockland & Knox Hotel in Thomaston
Rent is 30% of income for Incomes at or below
1 Person- $30,450 2 Persons- $34,800

Please call 594-2743
TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 702
Professionally Managed by ElderServ, Inc.

For Rent

ROCKLAND — One-bedroom,
and efficiencies units available at
the Thorndike Building, 385 Main
St., Rockland, ranging from $500
to $625, includes heat & utilities.
Call Kinney Rentals at 596-7331
for
appointment. (kr)
__________________________

No job too big or too small
Insured and Experienced

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

PART-TIME COOK
needed for small women’s retreat house,
dinners: Thu.-Sat. average 16 hours/week.
We are looking for someone who enjoys
people, cooking vegetarian/seafood/poultry
cuisine, menu planning and shopping. Send
resume to:
Greenfire, 329 Wallston Road, Tenants
Harbor, ME 04860. No phone calls please.
Website: greenfireretreat.org

3dcihd,mpr,i

Run your ad ONE WEEK for only $5/week for 20 words – 20¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for TWO WEEKS for only $4.50/WEEK for 20 words – 15¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for THREE or more WEEKS for only $4/WEEK for 20 words – 10¢ each additional word.
(Please print clearly & include your phone number!) DEADLINE IS MONDAY AT 4 p.m.!

I would like my ad to read: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Please run my classified ad ___ times and list it under:
Vehicles
Boating
For Rent
For Sale
Help Wanted
Real Estate
Services
Wanted
Other
Yard Sale
Name _________________________________________
Address _______________________________________
Town _____________________State ____Zip ________
Phone _________________________________________

Cost for 1st 20/words/week = $
Additional words
=$
Subtotal = $
Times # of weeks ad to run x
TOTAL Due = $
IF PAYING BY CREDIT CARD:
JUST CALL IN YOUR AD COPY — 596-6696
Or, enclose payment and bring or mail to:
The Free Press Classifieds
8 North Main Street, Suite 101, Rockland ME 04841
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MORE FREE PRESS CLASSI FI EDS
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Office Lease

ROCKLAND — Office space,
downtown Rockland, 1,760 sq. ft.,
ample off-street parking, two large
offices plus large reception/common area, new kitchenette and
ADA bathroom, $1,095/mo. plus
utilities. 596-7766. (3/1)
__________________________
ROCKLAND — Office space,
Main Street, 2nd floor, ocean
view, off-street parking, four large
offices, kitchenette, 1/2-BA, partial heat included, $900/month.
(3/15)
596-6943.
__________________________

Seasonal
Rental
LOLLY LUPINE COTTAGE IN
BELFAST — OpenAllYear Round.
Up to four people. Phone – ColorTV
– DSL Hookup – Washer & Dryer –
Full Bath – Outdoor Jacuzzi. $700/
week, plus 7% tax. Inquire about
pets, no smoking. Call Sally Epply,
338-4810, or epplyjon@verizon.net.
(kr)
__________________________

Help Wanted
LOOKING FOR QUALITY
INTERIOR PAINTERS. Minimum two years experience. 5941219.
(3/8)
__________________________
THE GRASSHOPPER SHOP
We Are Seeking an energetic,
enthusiastic person who loves to
work with the public to fill a parttime, year-round customer service
position. Flexibility and reliability
are a must, as the position could
expand to full-time seasonally.
Do you feel like you could bring
creativity and friendliness to our
team? Come and fill out an application and say hello. Computer
knowledge and retail experience
preferred but not necessary. People
skills a must! Competitive salary
and benefits commensurate with
experience.
(3/1)
__________________________
WANTED: Application Developer — We are looking for Microsoft
application developers specifically
with .Net experience (Access and
SQL would be nice, too). We are
hoping to find one or two programmers in the midcoast area to work
with us to develop and maintain an
exciting new horizontal application
and to work on existing client systems. We will be conducting interviews through March 1. If interested, send your resume/information
to rheffner@exisinfo.com. We are
an established technology compalocated in Rockland. (3/1)
ny
__________________________

Help Wanted

Psychology

Rolfing

3dcirbu.sh

Self Help and Support

CRISIS LINE
INDIVIDUAL 8' X 12' UNITS
are secure, clean, dry and private. Maine’s Statewide Toll Free
Crisis Hotline —
Only $40 monthly. Call anytime,
1-888-568-1112.
832-4204,
Friendship. (k/r)
___________________________
The Maine Department of
Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse
Services’ 24-hour crisis line
links to the center in Maine
nearest you.
AA Hotline
________________________

Self Help
and Support

1-800-737-6237
N.A. Y2K Group
Al-Anon Hotline
7 p.m. Wednesday,
284-1844 / 1-800-498-1844
Meets at the Bolduc Correctional
Hotline numbers are manned 24 ________________________
Center, Warren.
hours a day, seven days a week. ________________________
________________________
________________________

AA Gull Group
Meets at the Bolduc Correctional
Center, Warren, Thursday, 7 p.m.
________________________
For information about
area NA meetings,
call 1-800-974-0062.
________________________
NICOTINE ANONYMOUS
MEETING
Every Tuesday evening
6:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Conf. Room A (by the cafeteria)
Pen Bay Hospital, Rockport.
For more info call 354-6339.
(k/r)
__________________________
__________________________

F R E E P R E S S R E A L E S TAT E
RELAX AND ENJOY THE VIEWS ACROSS WHEELERS BAY
from this Saint George waterfront home. Offering an eat-in kitchen,
open living room, enclosed
porch, 2 or 3 bedrooms, and
2 full baths. Detached
garage. Very pleasant—
almost Rackliff Island Location.
$500,000.00
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
3-BEDROOM, privately set on
over 5 acres of fields and woods.
$135,000.00
Medomak River home site
being nicely wooded with 290’ of serene river frontage. Surveyed
and soil tested. Canoe and kayak from your doorstep.
$79,500.00.

15 Bunker Hill Road, Jefferson
207-549-5657
www.BlackDuckRealty.com

NEW
N
O
L CATIO

SOMERVILLE - 4,000+/- square feet of
living space inside and 40+/- acres of your
own private outdoors. This magnificent 5
bedroom, 3 bath log home is barely visible
from the quiet country road that it sits on,
and must be seen to be appreciated. There
are two stone fireplaces in and a farmers
porch out. This unique property also has a
separate guest cottage. $400,000

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

PRICE REDUCED

CUSHING, APPROXIMATELY 180 ACRES of lightly forested land
presenting many opportunities.
Offered at $149,000.00
PRICE REDUCED

PRICE REDUCED

ROCKPORT LAND is an easy commute to Rockland or Camden.
Absolutely unique view of the “backside” of Ragged Mountain. $89,500.00

LISTINGS NEEDED
Offering complete real estate services by FULL-TIME PROFESSIONALS

MAINE STAY REALTY/RUBENSTEIN
JEFFERSON - Contemporary ranch style home nestled in the
pines on 11+/- acres with 70+/- feet of frontage on Dyer
Long Pond. This home has 3+ bedrooms with a sunny open
living area and kitchen great for entertaining $297,000

MAIN STREET, P.O. BOX 195
THOMASTON, MAINE 04861-0195

TEL: 207-354-6654 • FAX: 207-354-6959
rubenstn@verizon.net

10 Gallon Fish Tank, with pump,
in excellent condition, asking $25.
763-3305.
__________________________
Infant to Toddler Crib, good condition, $70. Infant and toddler bath
tub, $12. Toddler potty trainer and
$15. 594-3605.
stepper,
__________________________
Folding Treadmill, complete with
computer instructions, manual,
incline adjustments, hardly used,
paid $175, sell for $50 OBO. 2360654.
__________________________
Blacksmith
Vise, $100. 594-4677.
__________________________

Glass Pedestal Cake Stand with
cover, $5 OBO. Oster 8-speed
electric blender, $5 OBO. 5944293.
__________________________
Women’s J.C. Penney 3/4 Length
Coat, Amazon, soft cream,
w/hood, size L, new $150, $75.
Men’s Gortex, Thinsulate boots,
12, $25. 338-9754.
size
__________________________
White Vert. Blind, 60-64L, 152Twin Baby Stroller, $50. Toddler 4 cm, room darkening, new, still in
car seat, $10. Single baby stroller, box, $45. 354-7081.
$25. Chevy hub caps, $1 each. __________________________
354-6526.
__________________________ American Girl 18" Dolls, excellent condition, Marisol (no longer
Nautical Maple Wall Mirror, 28" available) and Josefina, clothes,
diameter, $75, cash only. 845- accessories, books included, $50
2490.
__________________________ each.
372-6554.
__________________________
Cast Iron Hot Water Radiator, Wheelchair, like new, never used,
antique, very fancy, $100. 548- $100. 338-3476. ■
__________________________
2787.
__________________________
Maple-Stained Pine TV Stand,
Manual Ice Auger Spoon, made $40. Telephone/plant stand, $10.
in Sweden, like new, $15. Small End table/magazine rack, $15.
cast iron box stove, rusty, $65. Ice 596-6535.
__________________________
fishing
chisel, $15. 323-2000.
__________________________
200 MHz Computer and MoniCraftsman Circular Saw, extra tor, 32 MB RAM and WINME,
blade, guide, $35. Waxmaster cords, mouse, keyboard, works
orbital waxer/polisher, $25. great, $20. 785-2763.
__________________________
Sander,
$10. 563-7544.
__________________________
__________________________

For Sale

Storage

DIVORCE RECOVERY
ASK…FOR HOME CARE — is
SAVE UP TO 18% ON
GROUP FOR WOMEN,
looking for experienced CNA or
STORAGE!
Thursdays, openings now.
PSS. Please call Katrina at 354Stor-Rite Discount Storage
7077
for more information. (kr)
Route 97, Just East of Rt. 1,
JUNGIAN DREAM GROUP,
__________________________
Warren.
twice monthly meetings.
Insulated units, some with
Openings now.
110/220 power, shops O.K.
INDIVIDUAL THERAPY,
Clean rest rooms, FREE car/boat
WORKSHOPS
BODY/MIND AND
wash facilities.
with Jungian psychotherapist.
STRUCTURAL
AT STOR-RITE
Over 30 years experience.
INTEGRATION
WE TREAT YOU RITE!
Call Cheryl Fuller, Ph.D.,
Lisa Elliott, Certified Rolfer.
470-7404.
Phone 594-8002.
319-5006,
(kr)
(4/26)
__________________________
__________________________
Rockport.
Gift certificates available.
(12/27)
__________________________
__________________________

Market Basket
PLEASE READ: As long as
the TOTAL price of ALL your
items is $100 or less, it’s FREE
(ads must include prices for all
items or we cannot run the ad).
Market Basket ads run for two
weeks. Only one ad per household
per week will be printed. We can
only accept ads that are 20 words
or less. We cannot accept ads over
the phone – we do accept faxes
(596-6698). Market Basket ads
must be received by 4 p.m. Mon.
for inclusion in that week’s issue.
NO BUSINESS, SERVICE OR
YARD SALE ADS qualify for the
Market Basket. Ads which do not
follow these guidelines cannot be
printed.

Storage

Roll-up Movie Screen, 72" x 72",
can be wall mounted or hung, $20.
832-4384.
__________________________
Color TV with remote, $45. 50channel
scanner, $50. 594-4677.
__________________________
Sewing Machine, portable, Kenmore, zig-zag, great condition,
$45.
832-7946.
__________________________
Lacrosse Stick and Gloves, STX,
Ultra-Allow shaft with sniper head,
Brine, L-33 gloves, great condi$85. (912) 656-5739, Brian.
tion,
__________________________
Bentwood Maple Rocker, caned
back and seat, excellent (new) condition, $75. Antique oak shoeshine
box, $25. 763-3971.
__________________________
New Swedish Exercise Ball, paid
$20, want $10. Homelight chainsaw, paid $60, want $40, selling
because not female-friendly. 5942015.
__________________________
Desk, three drawers right, one
middle, wood stained, 34" x 31",
$75
OBO. 236-8909.
__________________________
Trunk, 35" x 21" x 22" high, circa 1900, tray needs fixing, $50
236-3665.
OBO.
__________________________
Video Cassette Player with three
cassettes, used very little, $10. Tire
pump,
$1. 354-2504.
__________________________
Overstuffed Chair and slipcover,
$40. Wooden rocker w/cushions,
$20. Juiceman II juicer and video,
nearly
new, $35. 594-6320.
__________________________
Rolltop Desk, paid $500, will sell
for $100, moved, no room. 5944825.
__________________________
Insulated Garage Door, 10' wide
x 7' high with electric opener and
remotes,
$100. 236-3185.
__________________________
__________________________

Deadline is 4 p.m.
on Mondays

Wanted
Wanted: Bottles and Cans to help
senior citizen in Rockland area
with
expenses. 594-4788.
__________________________
Wanted: Twin Bed Frames, old
or new but not modern in style,
also king size, frames only. 7633226.
__________________________
Wanted: Graco Pack ’n Play
Sport or regular Pack ’n Play play
in good condition. 236-8191.
yard,
__________________________
Wanted: Emerald or Sapphire
Rings/Bands.
Anniversary
Approx. 3' x 8' piece heavy plastic/rubber. Scooter or moped, 125150cc preferred, excellent condition
only. 763-3971. ■
__________________________

JEFFERSON - Beautiful 2 +/- acre water view and water
access property on spectacular Damariscotta Lake. Great
swimming or fishing! Enjoy your summer on the lake!
Common lot dock is in and ready for use. $80,000

Market Basket ADS FREE

MARKET BASKET RULES:
#1. Maximum # of Words per Ad = 20
#2. TOTAL of all items added together MUST BE $100 or less!
#3. Ads MUST be priced or we cannot run them.
#4. We cannot run Wanted ads seeking items costing over $100.
#5. ONLY ONE AD PER WEEK per person/phone number.
#6. NO BUSINESS, SERVICE OR YARD SALE ADS accepted.
Please use the regular classified ad form for these and all other
ads which don't fit the above guidelines — sorry, ads that

don’t follow these guidelines cannot be printed!

Free
Free: Eight Fogged-up Window
Sashes, free for the pickup. 3385822.
__________________________
Free: Baby Stuff, older high chair,
Jolly Jumper, crib bumper and other
miscellaneous stuff. 691-5524.
__________________________
Free: Two Dutch Bunnies, to a
good
hutch. 354-6046.
__________________________
Free: Paper Shredder, needs a little
repair. 563-5663. ■
__________________________
Free: Pet Bunny, female Holland
lop, black and white, 1 year old,
cage, accessories included. 5month-old black tiger kitten. 2-yearold
calico cat. 469-3498, Sally.
__________________________
Free: Entertainment Center, two
doors, 47-1/2" long x 14-1/2" D,
will hold a 27" TV, three shelves.
594-6435.
__________________________
__________________________

!Market Basket Ads Automatically Run For Two Weeks!
Mail To: The Free Press MB, 8 No. Main St., Suite 101, Rockland, ME 04841

Sorry, we CANNOT take Market Basket ads by phone or e-mail,
but you can fax your ad to 596-6698. However, we ask that you
NOT copy this form and then fax it — copies from newsprint don't fax
well, and we can’t read them — just write your ad on a white sheet of
paper and fax that —do not forget your phone #.
And about the handwriting: If we can’t read it, we can’t run it.
! MARKET BASKET AD DEADLINE IS 4 PM ON MONDAYS !
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Museum
Acquires
Historic
Coach

talk cars

Air-Conditioner Efficiency
DEAR TOM AND RAY: I was driving with
my dad on a road trip to see my nephew
graduate from boot camp at Paris Island. The
air conditioning was on, and I was cold. I
noticed that my dad had the air conditioner
set on recirculate, and I suggested that he
change it to the fresh-air setting. He and I
got into a friendly discussion about this, but
there is a steak dinner on the line for the correct answer. I heard that it is best to only use
the recirculate or max AC for a short time to
initially cool off the car, and then it should
be switched to fresh air to keep the air inside
from getting stale and polluted. My dad
insists that it should stay on recirculate, as
this is most efficient. My dad believes wholeheartedly in efficiency. I do, too, but I value
health also. Who is right, and who has to give
the other the steak dinner?
— Susan

39

inside the cabin and runs it through the evaporator again, making it even cooler. So in that
sense, recirculate DOES cool the car more
quickly.
TOM: On the fresh-air setting, the ventilation system brings in much more fresh, outside air, and cools that down. So it takes
longer to cool the car that way. But, as you
say, it does freshen the air, which might be
important, especially if Daddy had one of
Mom’s bean-onion-garlic burritos for lunch.
RAY: So, recirculate does cool the car more
quickly, but once it’s cool enough, there’s no
good reason to leave it on recirculate. You
can switch it to fresh air or keep it on recirculate — whichever keeps you more comfortable.
TOM: So I’d say that, in terms of the bet,
we should declare Daddy the winner,
because, in recirculate mode, the air conditioner does cool the car more quickly — and
we could interpret that to mean more efficiently. But we’re also going to rule that he
has to buy you a steak for making you sit
there and freeze in the name of efficiency. So
you should both enjoy your steaks. And during dinner, talk about something else.
***
Got a question about cars? Write to Click
and Clack in care of The Free Press, 8 N.
Main Street, Suite 101, Rockland, ME 04841
or e-mail them by visiting the Car Talk Web
site at www.cartalk.com.

Top: Coach 11 today as
it resides at the Boothbay Railway Village.
Bottom: Builder’s photo just as Coach 11 was
ready for shipment
in 1900.

The Boothbay Railway Village has recently acquired Coach 11 from Edaville Railroad
in South Carver, Massachusetts. This passenger coach was originally built as a freight
and baggage car in 1900. Built for the Maine
two-foot-gauge Bridgton and Saco River
Railroad, it served that railroad for many
years.
The coach will be used for special events
to increase the capacity of the museum train
and provide a historic experience for the
riders. The coach is in excellent condition
and will receive a new coat of paint in the
spring.
Established in 1882, the Bridgton and Saco
River Railroad was a narrow-gauge railway
that connected Bridgton with Hiram, which
was located on the standard-gauge Maine
Central Railroad. The line was an important

TOM: I have one recommendation for you,
Susan. Do not — I repeat, do not — marry
a man like dear old Dad.
RAY: Not that he’s a bad guy. It’s just that
you don’t want to be having these kinds of
discussions for the rest of your days. You
don’t want to be sitting there freezing, while
he says: “That’s too bad. You have to freeze,
because it’s more efficient!”
TOM: Air-conditioning decisions really
should be made based on the comfort of the
passengers. Neither recirculate nor fresh air
is more efficient in terms of how much fuel
they use. On most cars, the compressor does
©2007 by Tom and Ray Magliozzi and Doug Berman
the same amount of work on
both settings.
RAY: It’s just that when you
put it on recirculate, it recirculates the same cabin air
(actually, it always lets in
some fresh air). It takes the air
it’s already cooled down from
#8171 2004 SAAB 9-3 ARC
40,000 Miles $18,500
#8166 2004 SAAB 9-3 Linear
20,000 Miles $17,800
#8167 2003 SAAB 9-3 ARC
37,000 Miles $17,900
#8121 2003 SAAB 9-3 Linear
58,000 Miles $15,900
#8150 2003 3SAAB 9-5 Linear Wagon 42,000
Miles $17,500
SAAB 93 SPORT SEDAN
SAAB 9 SPORT COMBI
#8134 2002 SAAB 9-5 Linear
31,000 Miles $14,900
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link for the Bridgton-Lakes Region area, connecting it to the outside world for both freight
and passengers, which encouraged the summer tourist trade.
In 1898, the line was extended from Bridgton to Harrison, at the northern end of Long
Lake. The Maine Central Railroad purchased
the B&SRR in 1912, but by the 1920s, competition from trucks and buses severely cut
into the railroad’s financial well-being. Reorganized in 1927 as the Bridgton and Harrison Railroad, it operated until 1941, when
the equipment was sold and the track torn up
and sold for scrap.
The Boothbay Railway Village is located
on Route 27 in Boothbay. For more information about museum activities or memberships, call 633-4727 or visit the Web page at
www.railwayvillage.org.

Shift 2.0
New Thinking
New Technology
®

NISSAN VERSA

NISSAN SENTRA

THE NEXT GENERATION
OF SMALL CAR

NEXT GENERATION
TECHNOLOGY

0% APR

*0% APR IN LIEU OF ALL REBATES & INCENTIVES. REBATES UP TO $4,500 ON SELECT MODELS. OFFER AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED BUYERS. SEE SALESPERSON FOR DETAILS.

— Camden’s Main Street.

• More space inside than any
other car in its class
• Up to 36 miles per gallon

“SERVING MAINE SINCE 1967”
Route 131 Warren, Maine

New & Used Sales • 273-2345

1-800-SAAB-USA

www.saabusa.com

Shepard Nissan

Service 273-2346 • Parts 273-1342

BY DAN KIRCHOFF

WE HAVE YOUR

TIRES

• 5-star frontal crash rating
• Hands-free phone system

594-2154

U.S. Route 1 • Rockland

BEST PRICE

BEST SELECTION

FREE ROTATION & FLAT REPAIR
FOR THE LIFE OF YOUR TIRES

ALL MAJOR BRANDS
s r

T h re e G e n e ra t i o n s
o f Fa m i l y S e r v i c e
70 Park St., Rockland • 594-5250 •

www.easterntireinc.com

r

TM

‘06 LINCOLN MARK LT TRUCK
19,000 miles

29,995

$

’00 Mazda Protegé . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,995
’99 Saab 9-5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$6,295
’00 Chevy Cavalier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,995
’01 Olds Alero . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$6,495

MID-KNIGHT AUTO

All retail-ready cars
30-day/1,000-mile
warranty

Dependable Used Cars

We Offer Many
CARS $7,000 or less
TRUCKS $10,000 or less

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 am-5 pm
304 Old County Rd., Rockland • 596-6915 • www.midknightauto.com
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Join the Historic Inns of Rockland and the Rockland Downtown Alliance on Main Street in celebrating
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DISCOUNTS from 10 to 50%*

NS

Saturday, March 10 and Sunday, March 11

Saturday Downtown Demonstrations
Rock City Books & Coffee: 12 to 1 p.m.
Sample a rich & creamy sipping
chocolate or Rock City Roasters
Double Dark Chocolate coffee blend.
Cafe Miranda: 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Chocolate Pasta making will delight
with this unique twist to your favorite
comfort foods.
Waterworks Pub: 1:30 p.m.
Double Decadent Chocolate Brownie
Sundae Eating Contest. First prize is a
$50 gift certificate to Waterworks.
(limited to 20 ticket holders, 13 years or
older, sign up by noon, Sat., March 10)
In Good Company: 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Chocolate Fundue will be demonstrated
and enjoyed by all.

Pastry Garden: 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Ganache Panache will show you a simple
way to dress up sweets and confections
with a chocolate flair.
Rustica: 3 p.m.
Learn the secret to making Lemon
Chocolate Pecan Truffle Tarts which will
be the featured dessert in the evening.
The Strand: 3 p.m.
Enjoy our exclusive matinee showing
of “Like Water for Chocolate”
for a reduced price of $3.
Wine Seller: 3 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Embrace a sophisticated way to enjoy
chocolate when accompanied by the
perfect wine.

Sunday Demonstrations at the Historic Inns of Rockland
All demonstrations are at 1:30 p.m.,
2:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Berry Manor: Sample 20 lbs. of melted
chocolate from a four-foot chocolate
fountain. Anything can be dipped in
chocolate!

LimeRock Inn: Sample delectable
steamed lobster and chocolate treats.
Presented by Toast of the Town.
Capt.Lindsey House: Learn pastry secrets
from an Olympic medal winning pastry
chef.Presented by Grande Finale Cakes.

Saturday Specials at Downtown Participating Merchants
*To receive your discounts from these merchants you must purchase your $15 Ticket from one of
the three historic inns: Berry Manor Inn at 81Talbot Avenue, Capt. Lindsey House at 5 Lindsey Street
andThe LimeRock Inn at 96 Limerock Street. Proceeds BenefitThe United Mid-Coast Charities.

Active4Life:

Andrus Flowers:

15% Off the Purchase of 10 Sessions

15% Off Your In-Store Purchase

Archipelago: 15% Off a Chocolate

Atlantic Baking: Will Feature a

Pie Plate with Recipe

Chocoate Shortbread Special

Asymmetrick Arts:
15% Off All Picture Framing

Black Parrot:
15% Off All Candy, Candles and
Cookbooks in the Store

Bikesnjava: 15% Off Any NonSale Item plus the featured Mocha
Latte Coffee
Caravans:
15% Off all Jewelry in the Store

$15 Ticket
Gives You:
* Entry to all
demonstrations
on Saturday and
Sunday
* Plus Saturday discounts
with these Downtown
Participating Merchants
For tickets and info, call 596-6611
Proceeds benefit United Mid-Coast Charities
Ticket holders visiting (and getting stamps) at all three inns on Sunday are eligible for a
drawing to win one of three gift bags courtesy of the Historic Inns of Rockland and
participating businesses. Each gift basket has an estimated value of at least $200!

Thorndike Creamery:

Farnsworth Museum Store:

15% Discount on Chocolate Pizza and
the Thorndike Ultimate Sundae

50% Off Chocolates. 15% Off all
Other Items (un-signed) in the Store.

GM Pollack & Sons Jewelers:

Grasshopper Shop:

Harbor Beauty Bar:

All Rings are 50% Off with 30% Off Any
Other Non-Excluded or Sale Item

15% Off Your Total Non-Sale Item
Purchases

Receive a Complimentary Consultation with your Chocolate MarchTicket

Handle It:

Pastry Garden:

15% Off Any Non-Sale Item

15% Off Any Non-Sale Item plus take a
free guess of the Chocolate Jar to win

10% Off any Item with Chocolate in
the Shop

Planet Toys:

G.F. MacGregor:

15% Off Any Non-Sale Item

15% Off Pangea Organics

Nordstrom Skin Care Studio:

Puffins Nest: 15% Off Any Non-

15% Off Philip B Chocolate Milk
Body Wash

Sale Item plus Free Samples of
Annie’s Moose Chunk Cookies

Reading Corner:

Rock Coast Sports:

15% Off Any Non-Sale Item

15% Off Any Non-Sale Item

Rock City Books & Coffee:
10% Off Sipping Chocolate for the
Remainder of the Day

The Store: 26% off Window Display

Wine Seller: 10% Off a Bottle of

Items in Celebration of Anniversary

The Chocolate Block Wine

Hallmark House of Cards:

Huston-Tuttle:
15% Off Any Non-Sale Item

Downtown Participating Restaurants
Saturday specials available to Chocolate Ticket Holders

Amalfi: There will be a Special
Featured Chocolate Dessert for
Dinner

Black Bull: Enjoy our tempting
Biscotti Semi-Freddo

Café Miranda: Indulge in

In Good Company:

Hand-dipped Chocolates Filled with
Chopped Pignoli Nuts & Blue Cheese

“Fundue” is the word
(chocolate, that is . . . )

Sage Market: Free Samples of

Penobscot Bay Soup Co.:

Rustica-Cucina Italiano:

Garrison Confections Bonbons and
Receive 15% Off Any You Purchase

A flavorful Chocolate Soup will be
our lunch feature from 11:30-2

Ticket Holders Receive 50% Off
Lemon Chocolate PecanTruffle Tarts

Sunfire Grill: Spice up your lunch or
dinner with a free cup of Mexican Hot
Chocolate with any entrée purchase

Waterworks Pub: Complete your
lunch or dinner with 50% off anything
chocolate (desserts & bar drinks incl.)

